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Saigon Loses 
More Bases
SAIGON (AP) — South Viet­
namese forces lost two more 
bases In their northernmost 
province today as United States 
air and naval forces hit. the in­
vading North Vietnamese.
The South Vietnamese com- 
inander in the north said the 
fluvasion across the demllitar- 
BH|ed zone has been stopped after 
B99ve days. But Associated Press 
^^correspondent Holger Jensen re­
ported from the front that the 
South Vietnamese navy aban­
doned its northern base at the 
mouth of the Cua Viet River 
Monday night after three days 
of heavy attacks. And today 
Fire Base Anne, eight miles 
southwest of Quang • Tri City, 
was reported to have fallen.
This raised to 14 the number 
of South Vietnamese bases re­
ported lost since the North Viet­
namese invaded last Thursday.
The South Vietnamese com­
mand denied reports earlier 
from V i e t n a m e s e military 
sources that government troops 
had made an amphibious land- 
I ing at the Cua Viet estuary, 
nine mUes northeast of the main 
North Vietnamese invasion 
force at Dong Ha.
MAIN FORCE STOPPED
Jensen reported that U.S. de­
stroyers shelled the area around 
the mouth of the river today 
after several North Vietnamese 
amphibious tanks tried to cross 
I the northern bank. The aban-
doned base was cm the south
bank.
Saigon’s northern 
mander, Lt.-Gen. Hoang 
Lam, said the main body of the 
invasion, forces has been halted
com- 
Xuan
at Dong Ha, despite operations 
of other forces at scattered 
points to the south.
The South Vietnamese com­
mand said one of its armored 
columns ran into heavy fighting 
just below Dong Ha and re­
ported 95 North Vietnamese 
killed and 13 captured.
"We have stopped them now,” 
Lam said, “but we don’t know it 
they will attack more."
"They have taken very heavy 
casualties. They have stopped 
for re-supply and reorganiza­
tion.”
Heavy clouds north of the 
DMZ were gradually lifting, and 
Informed sources said .-etalia- 
tory U.S. air raids on North 
Vietnam might begin tonight or 
Wednesday morning.
Meanwhile, U.S. fighter- 
bomber pilots said they logged 
more than 300 strikes along the 
frontier and in neighboring 
Laos, and U.S. B-52s dropped 
750 tons of bombs on North Viet­
namese positions around Quang 
Tri City. <
The U.S. command said U.S. 
jets attacked five anti-aircraft 
missile sites just above the 
DMZ and destroyed at least one 
of them.
Ground Forces Held Off So Far
ft
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi­
dent Nixon ! as ruled out for 
now the reintroduction of United 
States ground forces to repel 
the North Vietnamese thrust 
into South .Vietnam. But he is 
holding open his option of send­
ing of U.S. planes against North 
Vietnamese targets.
The president’s stance was re­
ported by reliable sources after 
Nixon and his top advisers held 
an urgent round of conferences 
Monday to ponder ways of 
countering the strongest Com­
munist push since Tet of 1968.
I As the strategy sessions con- 
I tinue, administration spokesmen 
I are stressing that turning back 
I the Communist offensive is a 
I “South Vietnamese operation." 
I Presidential press secretary 
I Ronald L. Ziegler used that 
I phrase twice at a briefing Mon- 
I day when he .reported that 
I Nixon is "watching the situation 
I very closely.”
I Ziegler also cited as “totally 
I reflective of the over-all admln- 
I istratlon view” a statement by 
I state department spokesman 
I Robert J. McCloskey that the 
I North Vietnamese attack was
an invasion across the demili­
tarized zone in violation of .the 
1968 “understanding” between 
the United States and North 
Vietnam.
That 1968 understanding—al­
though never acknowledged by 
North Vietnam—led President 
Lyndon B. Johnson to suspend 
bombing raids deep into North 
Vietnamese territory.
The McCtoskey-Ziegler state­
ments seemed, to leave open the 
possibility of resuming U.S. air 
strikes well inside North Viet­
nam—a possibility later rein­
forced by disclosure of Nixon’s 
position. •
The sources’ use of the word 
"relntroducfion” in relation to 
U.S. ground forces apparently 
would allow Nixon to order re­
maining U.S. combat troops to 
reptilse any Communist attack 
on U.S. installations.
Nixon said months ago that 
the U.S. ground-combat role has 
ended, and his reluctance to 
send U.S. troops into battle now 
fits with his expressed confi­
dence that South Vietnam is 
prepared to withstand the long- 
expected Communist offensive.
ONE LUCKY CYCLIST
Eleven-year-old Glen Mori 
of Kelowna escaped with 
bumps and bruises after be­
ing thrown from his bicycle in
a collision with a car at the 
corner of Richter Street and 
Sutherland Avenue. His bike 
was wrecked. The driver of
the car was Louise Thorp, also 
of Kelowna. Traffic-was held 





NIAGARA FALLS, Ont. 
(CP) — A man ended up in 
the icy Niagara River Mon­
day night after a wild chase 
involving police and a 170- 
foot leap into the Niagara 
gorge.
Constable Tom WiUette 
• spotted a man setting fire to 
a pile of garbage outside an 
apartment building behind 
the police station. The man 
ran two blocks to the edge 
of a concrete retaining wall 
and, just as constable Wil­
lette was about to grab him, 
he jumped 170 feet into the 
gorge. -
When two officers fol­
lowed him by c 1 i m b i n g 
down stairs, he jumped into 
the Niagara River. He 
climbed out, but jumped 
back in when two firemen 
were lowered into the gorge 
by rope and rescue chair. 
Eventually, police said, he 
climbed out of the water.
The 28-year-old man is in 
satisfactory condition in 
hospital suffer ng from 
shock.
Montreal Police Face Guns 
Following Bombing Attack
MONTREAL (CP) — A bomb 
tore apart the office of the 
Cuban trade commission and 
killed a commission guard here 
Tuesday, one day after a pack­
age of explosives was found out­
side the Cuban Embassy in Ot­
tawa.
C. M. Dsury, treasury board 
president and acting external 
affairs minister, expressed re­
gret in Ottawa to Cuban Ambas­
sador Jose Fernandez de Cossio 
over the Montreal bombing and 
the guard’s death.
Police here said seven other 
Cuban guards were being ar­
raigned in municipal court on 
charges of possessing weapons 
and interfering with the police 
investigation of the blast, which 
ripped away a gaping section of 
the top floor of the 12-storey
day over the incident, but a po­
lice spokesman here said Mr. 
Fernandez was coming to Mont­
real to examine the situation.
It was unclear for much of 
the day whether the guards, 
whom police said brandished 
sub-machine-guns and blocked 
entrance to the offices for a 
time, could claim diplomatic 
immunity.
Police said the Cubans appar­
ently feared secret files would 
fall into police hands.
It also was uncertain whether 
the offices were considered dip­
lomatic territory and, as a re­
sult, off-limits to police.
Teachers' Battle Fund
Aimed At Socred Rule
Dying Cost 
'Too High'
building at 3737 Metropolitan 
Blvd. East, in the north eastern 
part of the city.
In Miami, Spanish-language 
radio station WFAB reported 
that a man who did not identify 
himself telephoned the station 
Tuesday to say the Montreal 
bombing was the work of a 
Cuban exile organization called 
Young Cuba.
Cuban officials at Ottawa 
were tight-lipped most of the
The powerful blast shortly 
after midnight shattered the 
top, southeast corner of the 
building across the city from the 
downtown Cuban consulate.
Concrete and glass showered 
to the street beside an elevated 
crosstown expressway.
Killed in the quick succession 
of explosions was Sergio Perez, 
.25, a Cuban national employed 
as a guard at the offices.
Police said Perez was rushed 
to hospital with another Cuban 
and died shortly after admitt­
ance. The other injured man 
was treated and released.
i TORONTO (CP) — A 
ada-wide group dedicated to
Can- Inspector 'Punched On Nose
Gaglardi Denies Doing Wrong 
After Expenses'Hullabaloo'
VANCOUVER (CP) - Reha­
bilitation Minister Phil Gaglardi 
said Monday he doesn’t “know 
what all the hullabaloo is about" 
in the controversy surrounding 
bls government expense ac­
count.
Responding to Liberal leader 
Dr. Pat McGeer's call for his 
resignation, Mr. Gaglardi said 
in a telephone Interview that 
“If I had done something wrong 
I would be feeling something 
about it, but I don’t know what 
this roar is about."
In the legislature last week, 
Mr. Gaglardi was questioned 
Law Opposition members on a 
MtfO trip to South Bend, Ind., 
address a religious confer- 
HpKld a $302 bill, 
p He was also questioned about 
I expenses for a stay In San 
I Francisco Oct. 31 and Portland 
I Dec. 9.
I "I’ve travelled all over the 
I U.S. as a speaker and a repre- 
I Tentative of B.C. and wherever 
I I go I tell the good word about 
I B.C.," Mr. Gaglardi said.
I “I'm known almost all over 
I the world ns a speaker and 
I have been making speaking 
I tours since 1949. These fellows 
I (the Opposition leaders) are 
I jealous that they don’t have any- 
| one who is accepted on that 
9 basis."
I Mr. Gaglardi said he has 
9 visited San Francisco on such 
9 speaking engagements “on a
pumber of occasions," the last 
time for a television Interview.
He said that while in San 
Francisco he has had telephone 
conversations with alcoholism 
rehabilitation authorities, but 
these were not the major pur­
pose of the trip.
Opposition members have said 
the persons Mr. Gaglardi said 
he spoke to have no recollec­
tion of the conversation. <
"A person in that position 
must talk to 50 people a day,” 
Mr. Gaglardi said.
"I know I did these things 
and that Is what I said when I 
was asked about it."
VANCOUVER (CP)—Leaders 
of the British Columbia Tea­
chers’ Federation Monday won 
overwhelming support to impose 
a salary levy on their 23,000 
members which could raise 
$1.25 million for use in a cam­
paign to defeat the provincial 
Social Credit government.
About 650 delegates to the 
federation’s annual meeting en­
dorsed the levy and other pro­
grams proposed by the federa­
tion’s executive committee in 
recent months.
The levy of one day’s salary, 
and authorization to call a 
strike vote, were suggested by 
the executive and ratified in 
February by the federation’s 
policy - making representative 
assembly,
The campaign to defeat the 
Social Credit government was 
announced last month by federa­
tion president Adam Robertson.
He urged teachers to work for 
the defeat of Social Credit can­
didates, and said local associa-
tions could choose to support 
candidates in other parties ac­
cording to their stand on the 
government’s amendments to 
the Public Schools Act.
One amendment lowers a 
limit on school operating costs, 
and another requires referen­
dums on teachers’ salary in­
creases above an annual per­
centage set by the government.
FAVOR DECISION
Delegates voted 428 to 122 in 
favor, of the representative as­
sembly’s decision to authorize 
a strike vote. They alos approv­
ed 495 to 84 the assembly's rati­
fication of the salary levy, and 
gave heavy support to the exe­
cutive committee’s recommend­
ations for political action.
Political action recommended 
by the executive includes estab­
lishment of "citizens’ commit­
tees for democracy and educa­
tion," composed of teachers and 
non-teachers who don't agree
with the provincial government 
education policies.
. Such committees would be 
responsible for publicity on the 
issue and would be free to 
support and oppose candidates 
on the basis of their stands on
Canucks Pair
Remanded
VANCOUVER (CP) - 
Thomas Scallcn and Lyman 
Walters, top management of the 
Vancouver Canucks, were re­
manded without plea Tuesday 
when they appeared In provin­
cial court charged with theft of 
nbout $3 million from the Na­
tional Hockey League club’s 
corporate organization.
Judge Larry Eckardt set July 
17 aa Die date for the start of 
1 the trial unless application is 
1 made before April 17 to set a 
new trial date.
S. Trans Canada 
Opened Again
SALMO,- B.C. (CPI - The 
Salrno-Creaton section of t h e' 
southern Trans-Canada Highway 
was reopened Monday night 
after a bypass was constructed 
around a wooden bridge partly 
destroyed by fire Sunday.
The bridge caught tire when 
two vehicle® collided. Three 
persons were Injured in the 
accident, none seriously. ।
CANADA'S HIGH-LOW
New Westminster
Chui chill .......... .
NEWS IN A MINUTE
Penticton Woman Dies After Accident
PENTICTON (CP)—Alvlra Bcedle, 40, of Penticton died 
In hospital after she and two others plunged down a 125-f'not 
cliff while hill-climbing in a jeep. In satisfactory condition 
were Edward Bonthoux, Penticton fire chief, and his wife 
Pamela. ' , ■
Vacation In Switzerland Fatal For 4
SION, Switzerland (AP)—Four tourists died in mountain 
accidents in the Valais Alps Easter Monday; In the Turt- 
mann Valley near Leuk, an avalanche burled a group of five. 
Rescue parties found two alive and recovered the Ixrdies of 
three, all Swiss nationals. A German tourist fell to his death 
in a crevasse on Theodul Glacier near Zermatt,
U.S. Rejects Red Demand For Peace Talks
PARIS (AP)—The United States rejected today a de­
mand by North Vietnam and the Viet Cong that the Viet­
nam peace talks resume, A U.S, delegation spokesman re­
called that the U.S; will not negotiate under pressure of 
North Vietnam’s current offensive,
education,
Money from the salary levy 
would be offered to a local 
committee at the discretion of 
the president and the executive. 
The federation’s central office 
would provide organizational 
help and advice.
Delegates who spoke at open­
ing sessions of the three-day 
convention, which started Mon­
day, agreed the amendments are 
undesirable but were split into 
two camps over what the federa­
tion’s reactipn should be.
ARGUE FOR ACTION
Many, following the lead o 
Mr. Robertson, argued that con­
certed action by teachers is the 
only hope teachers have of 
bringing about change.
Others appeared ready to 
gather behind Frank Roemer, 
the federation’s second vice- 
president and ’Mr. Robertson’s 
only opponent for the presidency 
in the coming year,
lowering funeral costs intends to 
ask Finance Minister John 
Turner to make revisions in the 
Income Tax Act to make funer­
als, “affordable.”
Jean Mohart of Vancouver, 
president of the Memorial Soci­
ety Association of Canada, said 
today the minister wiU be asked 
to allow a $200 income tax ex­
emption for anyone who has to 
pay funeral bills.
Mrs. Mohart, in Toronto for 
the association’s first annual 
meeting, said Mr. Turner al­
ready has been approached 
about the idea and a formal 
arief will be sent later.
She said the. association has 
65,000 members in the Vancou­
ver area and about 6,500 in To­
ronto. The annual meeting is 
being attended by 35 delegates 
from eight provinces.
Chief Inspector Guy Toupin 
said officers arriving on the 
scene were confronted by four 
armed guards who initially 
refused to let the police into the 
juilding.
The men were "guarding the 
building and they were afraid to 
be attacked,” said Chief Inspec­
tor Guy Toupin.
They were taken into custody 
by police and detained until 
their release about two hours 
later "on orders from Ottawa," 
the inspector said.
Later, several Cuban officials 
and the four guards were al­
lowed to re-enter the building.
About an hour later, Insp. 
Toupln emerged from the build­
ing to say that seven Cuban offi­
cials had been detained.
Lieut. Larry Levis, a police 
spokesman, said this was done 
to "clarify their status” after a 
chief inspector on the Montreal 
force was "punched in the nose 
by one of the Cubans." ,
He said the Cubans would not 
let police conduct a normal in­
vestigation and "as soon as they 
got back to their offices, they 
started burning documents as 
they were afraid that we were 





P.Q. Still Seized 
Three Charged
QUEBEC (CP) - At least 
three persons will appear hi 
court this week on charges con­
nected with the seizure last 
weekend of a 200-gallon still val­
ued at $100,000, RCMP said 
Tuestlny.
Inspector Lucien Dupont said 
the RCMP had maintained sur­
veillance for several weeks on a 
barn to Beauce County, 60 miles 
south of hero. The still was. to 
use' when the raid took place 
lust Saturday, ,
Those arrested Included the 
owner of the barn, a resident of 
nearby St, Come and a French 




PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. (CP) 
The Nechako River rose more 
than eight feet Monday when an 
Ice jam combined with spring 
runoff near Prince George 
whore the Nechako meets the 
Fraser.
The river levelled off at 19 
feet Monday night, three feet 
below flood level, and public 
works officials said nothing 
'could be done but wait for the 
l<?o jam to free itself.
Officials said there is no 
cause for alarm yet. But police, 
civil defence and fire depart­
ment officials arc on the alert 
In case the Nechako should 
burst its banks.
The river threatens the com­
munity of Island Cache, which 
Is slightly north of but adjoining 
Prince George, It has a popula­
tion of about 500, but there has 
been no, evacuation so far.
Officials said this could 
change at any moment,
Publisher Blasts Both Sides 
In Ban On Liquor, Tobacco Ads
PORT HARDY, B.C. (CP) - 
The publisher of the weekly 
North Island Gazette Monday 
criticized both the British Col­
umbia government and B.C. 
newspapers in the controversy 
over the government ban on 
tobacco and liquor advertising.
Neville Shanks said, "We'd 
rather have seen a clear-cut 
statement that it (the govern­
ment) intends to rule by law 
Instead of economic coercion." 
"What we really regret is the
DOLLAR DOWN
NEW YORK (CP) - Cana­
dian dollar down 1-16 at 1.00 
15-64 In terms of U.S. funds. 
Pound sterling down 1-32 at 
$2.61 43-64.
NEWSPAPER FOLDS
failure of the British Columbia 
papers to take a strong stand 
on the matter,"' he said.
Mr. Shanks was commenting 
on advertisements appearing in 
Sunday's Victoria Colonist and 
Monday’s Victoria Times. •
In February the government 
had withheld provincial adver­
tising from the two newspapers 
following publication of a cigar­
ette advertisement in contra­
vention of the tobacco advertis­
ing act,
"One of the things people say 
about us is that we bow to 
pressure from our advertisers," 
he said. "Two newspapers were 
made to suffer for something 
never proven to bo Illegal and 
the rest accepted it without any 
complaint."
When Good Newsl Is Bad News
SACRAMENTO. Calif. (AP) 
— A newspaper which printed 
only good news hnH folded 
after 16 months because of 
creditors who didn't Jook on 
the bright aide of things.
And typically, the bad news 
of the demise of The Good 
New* Paper will never be 
Iirlntcd In the biweekly tab- 
old.
"It would bo uncharacter­
istic of The Good News Paper 
to print the story of Its own 
demise,” said 'publishert Bill 
I Bailey, a father of hveAwho
launched the , venture wl(h 
$100.
The decision to Itoit publica­
tion camo while thclnext Issue 
was bclhg put together, "so 
Il's just as well wc weren't, 
able to print It," Bailey told 
an Interviewer.
TH paper was launched in 
1970 “with a lot of optimism 
nnd very little money," Bailey 
said. "After 16 months of pub­
lication—sometimes spasmod­
ically— and despite a circula­
tion of 10.000 In all 50 states 
and nine foreign countries, we 
wcic unable to attract the na-
tlonal advertisers we needed
to pay our bills. Wc have sim­
ply run out of
money,
NEEDS STS,000






Bailey,-a vice-president for 
a china and crystal firm be­
fore going into the good news' 
buslrtess, said he intends to 
pay off all bills—from his own 
future earnings—including the 
balance of subscription pay­
ments from readers
Bolley Raid his all-time fa­
vorite good news story wan 
the first edition’s lend Item 
which began: "In (he United 
States last year, 190,459,483 
citizens did not commit n 
criminal offence, 4,890,720 col­
lege students did not partici­
pate in a riot or student dem­
onstration nnd 201,489,710 citi­
zens did hot use illegal 
drugs."
“I learned a lot of things," 
Bolley said. “I learned that 
people want good news, 1 
would do It all over again if I 
had the money,” , ,
, PRESSURED
A secretary In the foreign 
ministry surrendered to Tokyo 
police today after being Jink­
ed to a security leak which 
has brought new pressure on 
Japanese Premier Elsa'ku 
Sato, pbovc, to resign. Kikuko 
llARumi, 41, walked Into a 
police station at dawn, eight 
days after two members of 
the Socialist party disclosed 
in parliament they had two 
cables which they said show 
ed a secret concession by the 
government to the United 
Slates hi connection with the 




TORONTO (CP) - Crestfal­
len hockey fans across Canada 
hoping to watch the first game 
in tho, Stanley Cup quarter-finals 
between Boston and Toronto to­
night on CBC television will get 
Tho Big Knife Instead.
The Big Knife Is a 1055 Holly­
wood movie of dubious distinc­
tion that ihe CBC has scheduled 
to replace the game from Bos­
ton because, of difficulties with 
the National Association of 
Broadcast Employees nnd Tech­
nicians,
However, the game Is being 
carried by CFTO-TV In Toronto 
nnd there were tentative plana 
laic Tuesday to carry the Na­
tional Hockey League contest on 
the full CTV network. A CTV 
spokesman said It might not bn 
known until game time at B 
p.m. EST whether the game 
would be carried on the full net­
work.
Even If CTV carries the 
game, It means that hundred* 
of thousands of hockey fans 
won't get to seo the series 
opener—CTV has considerably 
fewer affiliated stations than 
the CBC network, .
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R.C. Womens Peace Call
Hydro Rapped For St-and Answered By IRA Bullets■ VJl 1 I <^ICII Iwl SELF AST (Reuter) — Repub. Many of the won
Big Blaze Hits Calgary
CALGARY (CP» — A fire of .blocks to keep traffic away, 
undetermined origin, burned a No estimate of damage was 
four-storey warehouse in the available.
Dave Brousson, Liberal mern-j : , 
ber of- the B.C. Legislature for, | 
■ North Vancouvcr-Capllano, cai<j|
Monday In North Vancouver '
that British Columbia Hydro;
violated government policy •
expressing support for the.^-'X., 
raising of Ross Dam and flood-!
ing of part of the Skagit Val­
ley. Mr; Brousson, who attend- 
ed Friday’s hearing in Seattle 
on the plan, said that the B.C. 
'government has always refus­
ed in the past to become invol- 
J.ved in American hearings, and 
•it did not change its policy for
•Friday’s hearing before Seattle' 
Lcity council.
i Henryk Jablonski. Is the,new 
president of Poland. He replac-
-ed Josef Cyranklewicz, whose 
iresignation has been anonunced 
In the Polish capital. Jablonski
■ is a professor and holds a doc- 
dorate in history and sociology. HENRYK JABLONSKI 
... Polish leaderr The skiing is so good *t Alta;
.Lake the Whistler Mountain re-1 And he finished it off with 
i.sort area that Prime Minister shot of booze. Hastings has
of a home destroyed by fire in 
Malakwa, about" 30 miles west 
of Rcvclstoke on the Trans­
Canada Highway. Their par­
ents and two other children es­
caped.
Ferde Grofe, 80, whose or­
chestral suites painted a vivid 
audio picture of the United 
States, died Monday in Santa 
Monica, Calif. Grofe’s Grand 
Canyon Suite, which he com­
posed in ,1929, was his best- 
known work, but many of his 
other compositions also are 
standards of musical Ameri­
cana.
Belle Washington, 96, of St. 
Joseph, Mo., resents the im­
plication she’s a soft touch. 
Robbed twice at her home. 
Miss Washington, who is con­
fined to a . wheelchair, has re­
ceived a permit from II. C. 
Myers, Buchanan County sher­
iff, to buy a revolver.
Sonia McMahon, 41, wife of 
a! Australian Prime Minister Wil-
will be 83 April 16, waved and 
blew kisses to the throng of re­
porters who greeted him at 
Kennedy Airport,
The 26-year-old son of a 
wealthy businessman, kidnap­
ped in the state of Nayarit, Mex­
ico, 12 days ago, has been re­
leased after his family paid a 
ransom of $67,600, police said 
Monday in Mexico City. Joel 
Abud arrived home in a taxi 
after being abandoned by his 
kidnappers Sunday on a desert­
ed road near Tuxpan, about 
437 miles northwest of Mexico 
City.
lican guerrillas replied today
with sub-machine-guns to the 
weekend peace call by a group 
of Roman Catholic women in 
Andersontdwn district of this 
Northeim Ireland capital.
Three gunmen opened up on a | 
British Army patrol soon after
men peace
supporters left in despair. A 
leading IRA backer, Maric
and Mrs. Trudeau are likely to Siinpie explanation for his-third
^stay for another couple of days,
resort officials said Monday. 
!• Mr. Trudeau and his wife spent
choice of food and drink
ailiam McMahon, is expecting, a 
child in October, the
ter will rust your insides." }' 
In West Vancouver Peter
Wa-; prime minister’s office announ-
A 25-year-old convicted mur­
derer who did not return to 
Collins Bay, Ont., penitentiary 
after being given leave last 
December was arrested Mon­
day in Madison Heights! Mich., 
on charges of driving a stolen 
car. Richard Alien Edgar 
Swearngen faces arraignment 
on a warrant- issued by the 
United States attorney’s office 
in Buffalo, N.Y., charging him 
with interstate transportation 
of a stolen vehicle.
dawn and a brief but fierce bat­
tle ensued. There were no cas- । 
ualties on either side.
An army officer at the scene 
of the gunfight said there was 
little doubt the incident was a 
deliberate gesture by the Irish 
Republican Army to show that 
their word was still law in the 
city’s Catholic areas.
Monday, only a few hundred 
yards from where today’s battle 
took place, a women's peace 
meeting was broken up by 
women IRA supporters who 
burst in waving placards and 
singing republican songs.
The peace demonstrators 
called the meeting to gather 
support for a temporary truce 
by the IRA. Their peace move 
followed the death of a mother 
of 10 children in an IRA gun 
' battle last week.
MET BY JEERS
Drumm, addressed the gather­
ing and expressed full support 
for the men of the IRA ’without 
reservation."
Then Monica Patterson, chair­
man of Women Together, was
downtown area Monday night.
The brick and wood building, 
owned by a furniture company, 
was destroyed in about one 
hour.
First reixu ts from scene indi­
cated an entire city block was 
on fire. However, firemen said 
they had cordoned off eight
CONTEST SFU POST
BURNABY (CP) - Three 
candidates, including incumbent 
Kenneth Caple, are running for 
chancellor of Simon Fraser Uni­
versity. Opposing, Mr. Caple arc 
Greg Basham, a student senator 
and a member of the board of
six hours Monday on the sunny Hyndman, president of the Bri- 
;• slopes where the temperature i ush Columbia Conservative 
hit a high of 35. They started Party, said Monday he will 
.’ their Easter vacation .at Whis-. seek his party's nomination in 
■'tier last Friday. iWcst Vancouver-Howe Sound
For Andrew Hastings, break­
fast may be his secret for long­
evity. He observed his 100th 
birthday in Louisville, Ky.. by 
..downing two fried eggs, rolls 
with peanut butter spread on 
them, a steaming serving of 
,, sauerkraut and a can of beer.
in , the next- provincial election. 
The constituency has been re­
presented since 1966 by Liberal 
Allan Williams.
The bodies of John Robinson,
ced in Canberra Monday. Mc­
Mahon, 64, married the former 
Sonia Hopkins in 1965.
Charlie Chaplin, hailed by 
many as the greatest comedian 
of the 20th century, returned to 
the .United States Monday, 20 
years after he left amid accu­
sations of Communist associa­
tions and immorality. “I am 
very happy tp be in New York
10, and his
again,” he said as he left the
12-year-old sister plane from Bermuda, in New
Irene were recovered Monday York, Although he walked slow-
The Quebec government has 
obtained an injunction prevent­
ing workers in 62 chronic-care 
and psychiatric hospitals in the 
province from going on strike 
before June 9. Mr. • Justice 
Georges Pelletier of Superior 
Court issued the injunction Sat­
urday, saying a strike in the 
hospitals could endanger pub­
lic health and safety.
In Phnom Penh a member 
of Cambodia’s former royal 
family was gravely wounded
When the supporters of 
Women Together, the women’s 
peace group, gathered at a 
school hall afterwards for their 
meeting, they were met by 
jeers and abuse from women 
and students and some punches 
were exchanged.
permitted to speak for five min­
utes. but was booed and hissed 
off the stage before she could < 
finish. •
She said later she hopes the 
peaceful women will continue to 
stand together and try to bring 
an end to the IRA campaign of: 
terror.
, In Dublin, the IRA's Provi­
sional wing attacked the Roman 
Catholic primate, William Car­
dinal Conway, Monday night for 
his Easter denunciation of the 
continued campaign of violence 
in Northern Ireland.
Cardinal Conway said Sunday 
that if he had the chance to 
meet Provisional chief of staff 
Sean MacStiofain he would ask 
him what right he had to decree 
that the campaign will continue 
in the face of strong opposition 
from Catholics in the north.
Sunday night. Rory D'Brady.
governors, and Stan Wong, for-
■ NAME CHANGED I mor president of the SFU Stu- 
Butterflics origially were!dent Society now studying at 
called flutterbys. ' King’s College, Cambridge.
president of the Provisional’s 
political arm, Sin Fein, said 
Cardnal Conway’s statements 
had the effect of telling hte peo­
ple in the north they should ac­
cept the initiatives of the British 
government and tryst it regard­
ing the future.
India In Direct Touch Now
after RCMP searched the ruins ly and unsteadily, Chaplin, who' today when his car was blown v __ ._______ __—__  __ 1__ — Cirnmofh
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
up by a bomb. Prince Sisowath 
Sovannareth, 53, a cousin of 
Cambodia’s ousted chief of
With Former Pakistani Foes
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd.
state, Prince Norodom Sihan­
ouk, lost both legs and one arm
1654 Ellis St.
KOKO CLUB
275 Leon Ave Phone 762-2956 or 763-3407
Entertaining Nightly





TORONTO (CP) — Gold is- 
sues .on the Toronto stock mar­
ket moved fractionally higher 
while prices in most other 
major sectors dropped lower in 
! slow m i d -m o r n i n g trading 
today.
The industrial index was off 
' . .66 to 197.13, base metals .12 to 
''96.23 and western oils ,49 to 
223.27. Golds were tip .63 to 
176.39.
Gulf Canada 28*4
Harding Carpets A 19
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' ciYrInnUim e by V H ! Kaiser Resources 3.95 
510 000 shares, up from 402,000, K s Transport 9V4 
t at the same time Monday. J Labatts 22',4
































in the blast, witnesses said. 
Witnesses said he had just 
driven through traffic lights on 






boulevards when a bomb plant­
ed under the car exploded.
NEW DELHI (A?) — Prime 
Minister Indira Gandhi said 
today that India is in ‘‘direct 
touch” with Pakistan to arrange 
peace talks that she hopes will 
lead to “an era of friendship 
and co-operation” on the sub­
continent.
“We don’t propose to negoti­






we don’t wish to humiliate any- 
The secretary of the Swedish One; we should like to speak to
margin over advances, 113 to 
_ 88, with 191 issues unchanged.
VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
moved higher in active early 
trading on the Vancouver Stock 
Exchange today. The volume in 
the first hour was 928,864 
shares.
In the industrials, Key Indus­
tries was down .03 at .42 on a 
; . volume of 500 shares.
’> In the oils, Stampede dropped 
.01 to $1.11 on a volume of 
z,. 210,500 shares .
< In the mines, Equatorial Re­
sources climbed .06 to SLOT on 











Wall and Redekop 2.60









Academy, Dr. Karl Ragnar 
Gierow, said today he has been 
refused a visa to the Soviet 
Union to present the 1970 No­
bel literature prize winner, 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn, with 
his gold medal. ■ (
AROUND B.C.
INDUSTRIALS
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1.27 1.30 NORAD Test
Pakistan in a spirit of friend­
ship and co-operation," the 
prime minister told Parliament.
She did not reveal how or 
where India and Pakistan are 
having their first acknowledged 
contact since their two-week 
war in December that led to the 
creation of an independent 
Bangladesh in what formerly 
was East Pakistan.
“We purposely didn’t want to 
elaborate," said the prime min­
ister’s spokesman.
said would be a form of humili- l 
ation Pakistan could not toler-l 
ate.
While discussing peace pros- 
pects, Mrs. Gandhi warned that! 
a final settlement may not come 
for some time. i
“We are neither at war nor at’ 
peace,” she said. “We are pass-! 
ing through critical months. I 
Perhaps we are in for a long 
Reriod of testing of nerves. Wc 
have to remain calm; cool and 
united so that we can concen­
trate on our own war—the war 
on poverty.” . I
Mrs. Gandhi indicated thatj 
she hopes any final settlement! 
not only will involve India and I 
Pakistan but also Bangladesh. !
“I believe that Pakistan,! 
Bangladesh and ' India should; 
work together in a spirit of co-! 
operation and good neighborli-j 
ness.” she said.. |
Tues., April 4th 
Opening for Lunch 
12:00-2:00 p.m.
Dinner Starts at 5:00 p.m.
Featuring Delicious Steak and Seafood
Cabaret, Fri. & Sat. 9:00 p.m
Only $1.00 COVER.
FOOD’S FINE ON THE FINTRY
ENDS WEDNESDAY
/’NEVER GIVE A INCH" was the motto 
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VANCOUVER (CP) — A two- 
day North American Aid De­
fence Command exercise gets 
under way today in the skies 
over western Canada and the 
western United States. Thu - xer-. 
cise, to be conducted at night to 
hold interference with normal 
civil air activity to a minimum, 
will involve Canadian and U.S. 
forces, including the Washing­
ton, Oregon and Idaho Ajr Na­
tional Guards.
In making her announcement, 
the prime minister stressed 
anew that India does not want
any third country—not even its | 
Soviet allies—to bring any pres­
sure on her government to 
make peace with Pakistan.
DEATHS







































































WEST VANCOUVER (CP) - 
City council has declared Mayor 
Albert Gariepy of Verdun, Que., 
a freeman of West Vancouver 
in recognition of his efforts to 
encourage better relations be­
tween French and English Cana­
dians. West Vancouver and Ver­
dun—part of Greater Montreal— 
were twinned in 1968.
FEW RESPOND
RICHMOND (CP) — The in­
structor-training phase of the 
provincial government’s new 
hunter-training program began 
Monday with a poor turnout. An 
official said that unless the .re­
sponse of potential instructors 
improves, a difficult situation 
could emerge when the training 
becomes compulsory on the 
I-owcr Mainland, where 4,000 
new hunting licences arc issued 
annually. A great wave of ap­
plications could overwhelm the 
understaffed training system, he 
said.
“The Soviet Union is a friend 
of India and we value this 
friendship,” Mrs. Gandhi said. 
“However, anyone Who imag­
ines that we shall allow our­
selves to be dictated to by third 
parties in our negotiations with 
Pakistan or in any other matter 
is quite off the mark.
“We have consistently spoken 
of normalization of relations 
with Pakistan and I took the 
initiative by saying that I would 
be prepared for talks," she said 
in an obvious reference to a 
message sent,to Pakistani Pres­
ident Zulfikar All Bhutto in Feb­
ruary through the United Na­
tions and the Swiss embassy 
here saying India is prepared 
for unconditional talks at any 
level, any place, any time.
Then the prime minister 
added: "We arc indeed in direct 
touch with Pakistan.”
In a passage that government 
sources said was directed at 
Bhutto himself Mrs. Gandhi 
said: "Negotiations cannot be 
conducted through speeches and 
publip postures. There arc chan­
nels of communication available 
for exchange of ideas."
In the last several weeks, 
Bhutto has given several inter­
views to Indian Journalists and 
made public speeches calling 
for direct negotiations.
Mrs. Gandhi made no refer­
ence to Bangladesh's proposal 
to try about 1,100 Pakistani pris­
oners of war fqr alleged war
Accra. Ghana—Mrs. Abayaa 
Mansowah, 135, believed to be 
the oldest woman in western 
Ghana, survived by 12 children 
a n d 98 grandchildren and 
great-grandchildren.
North Haven, Cohn. — Fran­
cois Pelletier, 54, son of conduc­
tor Wilfred Pelletier, following a 
long illness;
Nashville, Tenn.—Buford El­
lington, 64, former governor of 
Tennessee and former director 
of the United States Office of 
Emergency Planning, of a heart 
attack on a Florida golf course,
Santa Monica, Calif.—Forde 
Grofc, 80, American composer 
and author of the Grand Canyon 
Suite.
Aschau, West Germany—Gen­
eral Franz Halder, 87, Hitler’s 
army chief of staff during the 
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OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Legion Hall 
EVERY WEDNESDAY
NIGHT - 8 P.M.
Comer Leon & Ellis St.
TICKETS ON SALE
NOW







ENDS TONIGHT - 7:15 p.m. 
SCANDALOUS JOHN
PLUS
COMPUTER WORF. TF?”"i SHOES
paramount Serving Kelowna — Every Day at 











April 18th - 22nd
KELOWNA COMMUNITY THEATRE
, 8 p.m.
Dox Office — Bank of Brlthli Columbia 
All Scab Reserved — $2.00 and $3.00 r
Just as It's natural for a boy to brag about his Dad, so Is It natural 
for a businessman to brag about Ills business. That's why, In one way or 
another, almost every ad you see says: "We're bettor than the other 
guy."
,|IVe believe our firm Is better than any others, of course'. But wo 
don't ask you to believe It without knowing the facts — without visiting 





Local Flooding Seen 
As Definite Threat
CITY PAGE
Tuesday, April 4,1972 Page 3
Precautions Being Taken 





A new kind of holiday ex­
perience is happening at 
Peachland this week. A bus­
load of 31 teen-agers and three 
leaders, affiliated with Trinity 
Baptist Church, Vancouver,
the contingent is travelling to guitarists, Joanne Harris and Among a number of adults
Peachand where they are John Edmundson, both of Van- who also took part in the eve-
helping to landscape the couver, leading a folk-song
grounds at the Peachland fest of hymns on Monday
Baptist Church. Thursday night. On hand to welcome
evening they will take part in their counterparts from the
arrived Monday and are be- a youth rally at the Kelowna coast was president. Rick
ing billeted at First Baptist church with young people Mielke of the First Baptist
Church, Kelowna. Each day from this area. Seen here are Young People, Kelowna.
ning of singing, sharing ex­
periences and prayers, were, 
on the far right, Mrs. Ian 
Hind, wife of First Baptist’s 
pastor and Dave Haymour, 
dean of Carey Hall, UBC.
—(Courier Photo)
The coming energy crisis in 
Canada will be discussed at -the 
last meeting of the Kelowna 
Canadian Club for the season. 
Dr. J. W. Spinks, president of 
the University of Saskatche­
wan, will speak during the din­
ner meeting at 6:30 p.m. Mon­
day in the Capri Motor Hotel.
This will be the annual meet­
ing and new members will be 
enrolled for next season.
Bom in Norfolk, England, 
Dr. Spinks graduated from the 
University of London, also re­
ceiving his doctorate of phil­
osophy in chemistry, and his 
doctorate of science. He joined 
the staff of the University of 
Saskatchewan in 1930, became 
head of the chemistry depart­
ment in 1930, and president in 
1959. Since then the student 
enrollment has increased from 
4,700 to 15,000.
Dr. Spinks specialized in re­
search on fundamental and ap­
plied tracer chemistry. He has 
published about 200 scientific 
papers. His latest, An Introduc­
tion to Radiation Chemistry, 
written with Dr. R. J. Woods, 
has been translated into Jap­
anese and Russian.
During the Second World War 
Dr. Spinks helped the National 
Research Council develop
, search and rescue procedures 
for missing planes. He receiv­
ed the Medal of. the British 
Empire.
Since then he has concentra­
ted on studying atomic energy 
and artificial radioactivity. He 
pioneered using radioactive
There is a “very definite 1 
threat of flooding" of creeks 
and. streams in the Kelowna 
area this year, says Earle An­
thony of the provincial .water 
rights branch here.
“April 1 snow course read- 
ngs are very high," he said, 
“but weather is the unknown 
factor. All possible precau­
tions 4re being taken. Water is 
being released from reservoirs 
around Okanagan Lake and the 
levels of Okanagan' and Kala- 
malka lakes are being drop­
ped/’
Mr. Anthony said people liv­
ing around these lakes will pro­
bably not be in as much dan­
ger of flooding as those living 
around creeks and streams.
Snow course readings are not 
made public until about mid­
month. However, on March 1, 
measurements of snow at many 
points in the southern Interior 
and lower coast regions were 
the highest recorded by the 
B.C. water resources service.
The report said the amount 
of water entering Okanagan
Lake between March and June 
was expected to be “well above 
average."
In the city, residents along 
Brent and Mill creeks have al­
ready had a taste of what could 
be in store. Melting snow flood* 
ed many basements, and the 
surge of water being pumped 
from basements almost put the 
Guy Street pumping station out 
of business.
Major flooding is not expect* 
ed before about June 1, said 
civil defence coordinator Har- 
old Whitehouse. Sand bags are 
kept by the city and highways > 
department i
Mr. Whitehouse keeps in 
touch with officials and tells 
them where to get more bags if 
needed.
A list of emergency housing- 
space is kept by the city assess* 
ing department under chief 
building inspector W. L. Conn.
The Seventh-day Adventist 
s Church helps with emergency 
, housing in Rutland. There are 
: centres to place homeless peo- 
i pie in Peachland and Winfield.
IN COURT
ALCOHOLISM FIGHT
F o u nd at i o n S e r v i c e s
The Alcholism Foundation of 
British Columbia is expanding 
its services throughout the pro­
vince, an official said in Kel­
owna this week.
Ernie Saunders said the hir­
ing of 21 new staff members 
and acquisition of equipment 
and supplies for a number of 
projects was made possible by 
a grant of $42,510 through the 
local Initiative Program of the 
/Federal Department of Man­
power and Immigration. .
The staff members to be em­
ployed are two native Indian 
community developers in Haz­
elton and Duncan, to help their 
own people to understand alco­
hol problems and provide re-
ferral where necessary; three 
case aides to assist with coun­
selling services in Vancouver 
and Prince George; eight re­
search staff to help complete 
research projects, both current 
and planned; four education 
and community development 
workers to set up and operate 
alcoholism community informa­
tions centres, with a view to 
more effective utilization of ex­
isting community resourses; 
and one education assistant to 
work primarily with schools in 
the lower Mainland areas, to 
present and .develop alcohol 
education materials.
In addition, one audio- visual 
assistant, with a portable video
HIGHWAY CONDITIONS
The following is 'a road con­
dition report from the local 
highway department to 8 a.m. 
today:
Highway 97—single lane traf­
fic eight miles south of Vernon.
Highway 33—good condition.
Fraser Canyon—wet and rain­
ing, watch for rock' and flag­
men on road. Men and equip­
ment working two miles east 
of Yale and at Jackass Moun­




dry, watch for frost heaves and 
falling rock.
Allison Pass—snowing lightly, 
watch for frost heaves, use 
good winter tires and carry 
chains.
Princeton-Penticton — good 
conditions.
Osoyoos-Grand Forks — good
conditions.
Salmo-Creston bare and
dry, watch for rock on road.
Blucbcrry-Paulson good
tape-recorder unit, will be em­
ployed to create a library of 
teaching aids that will eventu­
ally become available through­
out the Province; and two sec­
retaries to carry out the extra 
office duties.
Executive director, E. D. Mc­
Rae, estimates these projects 
will have lasting effects, en­
hancing the Alcoholism Found­
ation’s province-wide^program 
of prevention and control of 
alcoholism.
The foundation is also ex­
panding its audio-visual educa­
tion services, made possible 
by a recent grant. The forma­
tion of an Audio- Visual Sec­
tion of the Education Depart­
ment will come into effect, 
along with the hiring of another 
edu .tion .assistant and aquisi- 
tion of a video tape recorder 
unit.
The new section will help to 
provide staff training with the 
aid of videotapes; videotaped 
illustrations of various counsel­
ling techniques, to be made 
available to the helping pro­
fessions; and videotaped re- 
cords of workshops, seminars 
and other events, for use in a 




Bogen Pass—100 per cent
conditions.
Monashcc—watch for pot hol­
es.
Yellowhead Route (Kamloops- 
Jasper)—bare and wet, watch 
for pot holes.
Kelowna Pharmacist
J. D. Whitham Dead
■k Long-time Kelowna pharma­
cist James Douglas Whltham, 
w\3956 Bluebird Rd., died Mon- 
day at the age of 72,
Bom, in Westmount, Que., 
part of Montreal, he received 
his primary education at West- 
mount Academy, then came to 
B.C., graduating from high 
school In Kelowna. In 1921 he 
graduated from the B.C. School 
of Pharmacy and Science.
In 1968, Mr. Whltham was 
honored by the B.C. Pharma­
ceutical Association for his 
community service. He was a 
charter member of the Gyro 
Club, past president and honor­
ary member. He was a former 
member of the Junior Cham­
ber of Commerce and president 
of the Kelowna Board of Trade, 
forerunners of the Jaycccs and 
Kelowna Chamber of Com­
merce,
He was also a director of 
Kelowna Creamery, chairman 
of the i Retail Merchants' Or^ 
gnnlzatlon, president and life 
' member of Ihc Okanagan His- 
’ torleul Society,, president of the 
B.C. Lawn Bowling Association 
and cllrccto'lr. of the Kelowna 
Curling Club.
Mr, Whtthuin also' was a 
chairman of the lloyal Cana­
dian Sea Cadet Grenville 
corps, und vice-president of 
B.C. Mainland Division, Navy 
League of Canada.
In 1936 Mr. Whltham bought 
Trench’s Drugs Ltd., which be­
came Kelowna Pharmacy, from 
, W., R, Ttench.
J. D. WIHTIIAM
. community worker
ninccutlcal Association, and a




Members of the Kelowna 
Chess Club were the three top 
finishers during the holiday 
weekend at the Kelowna Open 
Chess Tournament. Featuring 28 
entrants from Vancouver, Wash­
ington and throughout the Okan­
agan, the tournament was won 
by local club president Alex 
Wood. In second place was 




going to vice-president 
Rahder of the local club.
CBC Jalna series has a
tracers in agricultural research 
and represented Canada four 
times at conferences in Gen­
eva on peaceful uses of atomic 
energy.
Dr. Spinks is a fellow of the 
Royal Society of Canada, the 
Royal Institute of Chemistry 
and the Chemical Institute of 
Canada. He is. a member of 
several research councils and 
university boards. In 1970 he 
was appointed a Companion of 
the Order of Canada, the high­
est award in this country.
Harold Frederick Borrow, of 
Vancouver, was sentenced to 30 
days in jail after pleading 
guilty to possession of a stolen 
car. The accused was charged 
after he called a police officer 
while parked on Bernard Aven­
ue and told him the car had 
been stolen in Vancouver. The 
theft was later verified by 
police. The accused told Judge 
R. J. S Moir today, “I was 
drunk at the time and all I 
wanted to do was get out of 
Vancouver.”
an accident March 24 on Bouch< 
erie Road.
Alex EU, of Westbank, was 
fined $300 and prohibited from 
driving for four months, after 
pleading guilty to impaired 
driving. He was fined a further 
$50 for driving without a licen­
ce.
Craig Luke Georges was fined 
$250 for driving a motor cycle 
without insurance.
Workers At Two Local firms
Have Certification Accepted
Applications for certification 
by unions representing employ­
ees in two Kelowna companies 
have been accepted by the B.C.
Carl Lawrence Geeraert, of 
Vernon, received a suspended 
sentence and was placed on 
probation for two years after* 
pleading guilty to charges of 
forgery and uttering forged 
documents. The accused receiv­
ed the same sentence last week 
after pleading guilty to a simi­
lar offence. He was ordered to 
pay restitution in the amount 
of $57 to a Vernon shoe store 
in the second instance.
Daniel Andrew Harbison, of 
Kelowna, was remanded with­
out plea to April 10, charged 
with dangerous driving and 
driving with a blood-alcohol 
level exceeding .08 per cent
Herbert/®. Doering, of Kel­
owna, was remanded to April 7 
for a hearing, after he plead­
ed not guilty to a charge of 
failing to display current licen­
ce plate stickers.
A number of video-taped 
films has been provided for use 
as educational aids, by the 
Foundation’s community Alco­
holism consultant, in schools 
and for other groups.
Several new slide presenta­
tions and development of ideas 
for possible future movie films 
are on tap.
A number of projects, includ­
ing a short unscripted film 
centering around the founda­
tion's new booklet “Both Sides 
Now”; an Interview yvith the 
foundation’s first native Indian 
educator, Alex James and an 
education session with nurses 
in training hove already been 
carried out with the VTR unit.
Director of Education , J, J. 
Hogue, was quoted in a news 
copy from the foundation, as 
saying," we anticipate that the 
videotapes will, in addition to 
tlicir immediate usefulness, 
provide a wide variety of Infor­
mation for future cvnluntloh, 
and guidance in developing 
other new education mater­
ials."
special interest for Fred Laing 
of Richmond Street. Whiteoaks, 
the main setting for the series, 
was built in the 1850s by his 
grandfather, William Laing and 
his father was born there. The 
home was sold in the 1880s to 
the Irving family, who own it at 
present. Although Fred had 
never ived there he was famil­
iar with the grounds and ap­
pearance of the home located 
on the outskirts of Whitby, Ont., 
about five miles from Oshawa. 
He has also visited the home 
and recognized parts of the in­
terior. When he first saw the 
series, he wrote to CBC inquir­
ing about the origin of White­
oaks, with a negative reply, in­
forming him that it had always 
been owned by the present 
owners, Not satisfied, he wrote 
to Liz Butterfield, the director, 
who investigated further and 
confirmed his opinion — it was 
Inverlynn the original Laing 
home which occupied 100 acres,
Real Estate
Meet Planned
The'chairman of the Real Es­
tate Council of B.C., Kirk 
Gerow, will attend a series of 
meetings with interior real es­
tate boards planned for April.
On , April 10 and 11 he will 
meet with the directors of the 
Okanagan-Mainline Real Estate 
Board in Kelowna. Accompany­
ing him will be Bob Neil of 
Vernon, member of the Real 
Estate Council for the County 
of Yale.
The Real Estate Council Is 
appointed by the Lieutenant- 
Governor in Council to be re­
sponsible for pre-licensing edu­
cation and examinations for 
persons entering the real estate 
vocation in B.C. It is also con­
cerned with approving subdivi­
sion applications.
labor relations board. A request 
from workers for a Westbank 
company was rejected.
Employees of Midvalley Con­
struction Ltd. will be repre­
sented by Local 168, Rock and 
Tunnel Workers’ Union, and 
Locals 602, 1070 and 1093, Con­
struction and General Labor­
ers’ Union.
Workers at Wightman Plum­
bing and Heating Ltd. (Inland 
Mechanical Contractors) will 
be represented by Local 280, 
Sheet Metal Workers’ Interna­
tional Association.
The application by employees 
of Westlake Paving and Aggre­
gates Ltd., Westbank, to be in­
cluded in Local 115, Interna-’ 
tional Union of Operating En­
gineers, was rejected because 
less than a majority , of the 
workers voted in favor.
After reading a report from 
a board officer on a dispute 
between W; C. Arnett and Co. 
Ltd. and Local 115, Interna­
tional Union of Operating En­
gineers, a ruling was made 
that a clause in the collective 
agreement had not been violat­
ed.
Maxine Weighill, of Kelowna, 
was fined $300 and prohibited 
from driving for four months 
on a charge of having the care 
or control of a motor vehicle 
while impaired and fined a 
further $100 for failing to pro­
vide a sample of her breath for 









Six Westbank-area teen.-agers 
were taken to Kelowna General 
Hospital early today for treat­
ment of minor injuries received 
in a two-car crash on Angus 
Drive in Westbank.
Treated in hospital and re­
leased were Donna Dixon, Judy 
Rus, Robby Duncan, John Rip- 
ley and Donna Shannon.
Drivers of the two cars in­
volved were Allan Brian Dun­
can and Elizabeth Milne, both 
of Westbank. Police estimated 
damage resulting from the mis­
hap at about $2,500.










Children were believed to 
have set fire to rubbish around 
a telephone pole on Bryden 
Road Monday afternoon. The 
blaze was extinguished by the 
Rutland fire department.
The department was also 
called Monday to Kon Kast 
Products Ltd. on Highway 97. 
A flash occurred while a truck 
was being filled with gasoline, 
but there was no fire.
Spraying
In Progress
Orchardlsls are able to make 
better progress with spraying 
now that weather has Improved, 
reports district horticulturist 
Helmut Arndt.
"The ground Is getting nice 
and firm, so dormant sprays can 
be applied.” he said. These ara 
sprays put on while trees are 
dormant. Mineral sprays arc 
also being used.
*1<J A;'
member of the Canadian Phar­
maceutical Association. Ho was 
i< member of St. Michael .and 
All Angels’ Anglican Church.
* s
Surviving are his wife, the 
former. Florence Bartlett Cle­
ments, who came from Ontar­
io; one sod, James Gordon' of 
Calgary; one daughter, Mrs. 
W. J. (Dorothy Jean) Zoellner 
of Nelson and four grandchild­
ren.
made for two more concerts to 
be held In Kelowna to benefit 
the CKOV Okanagan Children’s 
Fund.
Jamie Browne, station mana­
ger of CKOV said today the 
fund will aliio benefit from 
Chief Dim George's appear­
ance in tho Comiqunily Thea­
tre Thursday. •
In addition, arrangements 
have been completed for the
tinucs to exceed the supply, the 
local Manpower office reports 
today.
A directive from the agency 
indicates the number of vacan­
cies existing in all occupations 
“arc Insufficient" to take care 
of a large number of eastern 
job-seekers as well as local 
residents seeking employment.
Wanner weather in the past 
two weeks has spurred "con­
siderable activity" in the build­
ing trades, and new housing 
starts, renovations, additions 
and contracts for new construc­
tion indicate the coming sum­
mer "will be busy", the report 
says. Spring break-up in the 
logging industry has terminated 
work in most logging operations 
and little activity is expected 
in the next six weeks dur to the 
amount of snow during the win­
ter.
There Is also little demand 
from restaurants, hotels and 
motels, although live-in house­
keepers arc in demand and ex­







return of the Strntunfactlon 
group of singers,, dancers and
Archbishop Godfrey Gower to the Community The^.
will officiate at 2 p.m. 'Thurs­
day in St. Michael and All An-
tre April 30.
Mr. Whltham was an honor-1 gels'’ Church. Tho Garden Cha 
ary member of the Bi,C. Phar- pel is in charge.
Following this concert- ■concert, the 
lush Ilovcis will appear May
14.
Spring showers and clouds 
are forecast for Wednesday with 
a high In the upper 50s. The 
high and low in the city Monday 
was 50 and 24 degrees, com­
pared to 52 and a cold 19 for 
the same day at the airport. 
There was no precipitation 
recorded. Overnight lowiexpcc}- 
ed today 25 and 35.
' 1~**T ''■l4•
' ? a/ t • 1 'll * ‘
Showing the stuff all good 
peddlers are made of, RoIh 
rrt Philips -turns a corner 
during the 22nd hour of the 






IN THE 22nd HOUR
dor of Dcmolay’s second an­
nual 72-bour Tricycle Mnru-
and were working hard on 
several others. Dcrnolay fin-
filly Rot In hold the event »tthan,-When this picture was an g i p 
taken today, participants had OrCjjard Park, 
already worn out ,two trikes & ,
after being
turned down in requesta fbr 
the Arena parking lot and a 
portion wf Bernard Avenue.
। (Conner Photo)
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IT HAPPENED IN CANADA
Inexpensive Education 
Within Expensive System
Universities should be gradually 
replaced by independent degree­
granting schools and liberal arts col­
leges, says a report commissioned by 
the Council of Ministers of Education 
of Canada.
The 450-pagc report says universi­
ties are research-oriented with profes­
sors devoting much of their time to 
specialized knowledge that students 
cannot absorb.
“Therefore ... the majority of stu­
dents receive a potentially inexpen­
sive education within ah expensive 
system.”
A seven-man committee headed by 
Dr. Stephen Peitchinis, an economics 
professor at the University of Calgary, 
wrote the report after a year of in­
vestigating the financing of post­
secondary education.
The reports suggested that liberal 
arts colleges offer three-year programs 
and the first and second years of four- 
year programs.
The schools would offer degrees in 
economics, dental hygiene and other 
applied fields. '
Universities have become detached 
from the community and students 
they are supposed to serve, the report 
spid, and have acquired “all the un­
desirable characteristics of big busi­
ness and big government.”
A large number of students drift 
into universities not because they 
want to be there but “for lack of suit­
able education alternatives which do 
not require prior commitment to a 
program.”
Some of the aimlessness is the re­
sult of inadequate and “frequently 
misleading” counselling high schools 
but could be solved by liberal arts 
colleges and specialized schools.
Such institutions also would result 
in more effective cost accounting and 
in programs being developed as a di­
rect result of social and market in­
fluences.
Duplication could be avoided— 
with the benefits of lower cost and 
increased quality—by “specialization 
within regions, particularly in gradu­
ate studies and some professional pro-
Research into ihc education pro­
cess and specialized training should 
be conducted at and funded by the 
post-secondary institutions.
The report says the cost of provid­
ing post-secondary education increas­
ed between 1960 and 1969 at a rate 
greater than that of the gross national 
product, total public expenditures or 
total expenditures in education.'
In 1969-70, post-secondary institu­
tions had operating costs of $1.1 bil­
lion, an increase of almost 500 per 
cent over nine years ago.
Some of the increase was accounted 
for by the larger number of students 
which rose to 474,418 in 1969-70
from 165,348 in 1960-61.
The report predicted enrolment 
1,191,571 in 1980-81.
The report suggested a system 




ofstudents paying a larger portion 
operating costs and said reduced funds
for schools directly from government 
is not necessarily bad.
“The periodic imposition of finan­
cial contraints weeds out the ineffi­
cient and compels the potentially ef­
ficient to demonstrate their adminis­
trative capacities.”
Examples were more efficient use 
of buildings and dropping of unjusti­
fiable courses.
The federal government now pays 
half the operating costs for post­
secondary institutions or $15 per 
capita in the province, whichever is 
greater, but this arrangement expires 
this year.
Through councils and agencies it 
provides about 83 per cent of the
grams.
The report also recommended a 
federal-provincial commission for so­
cial, cultural and scientific develop­
ment which would set research priori­
ties.
The commission would- distribute— 
federal and provincial research funds, 
absorb all existing federal research 
councils and decide when research in-









WERE THE FIRST SETTLERS 
of OHIO, SHELBURNE COUNT/, 
NOVA SCOTIA-
ABIGAIL WAS KNOWN AJA 
RESOURCEFUL WOMAN WHO 
HAD SEVENTEEN CHILDREN- 
SHE SOLVED THE PROBLEM 
OF BEDS FOR THEM 8V PUT­
TING HERTEN BOVS IN A 
ROUND BE
BED COVERS MADE CIRCU­
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only New Democratic opponent
This Might Be 
Embarrassing
By FARMER TISSINGTON
OTTAWA— The failure of the 
government to take any definite 
steps to reach an agreement on 
a continuing, or permanent, 
Speaker for the House of Com­
mons equid leave the govern­
ment in an embarrassing posi­
tion after the coming election.
There have been several abor­
tive attempts to come to some 
arrangement so the present 
Speaker, Lucien Lamoureux, 
could carry on from Parliament 
to Parliament, perhaps through 
the device of establishing a spe­
cial constituency of Parliament 
Hill. However, nothing has 
come of these and the most re­
cent exchange in the Commons 
between Prime Minister Tru­
deau and Opposition Leaderdo m w v in ui m  stanfield on the subject seems 
funds for research and graduate ■ t0 suggest that agreement is not
training and makes a substantial con­
tribution to student aid programs.
Other recommendations of the re­
port include:
—Federal payment of costs to ac­
commodate foreign students;
—Incentive grants to selected so­
cial science and humanities programs
likely to be reached in the fore­
seeable future.
If all parties want Mr. La­
moureux to continue as the 
Speaker of our next Parliament, 
several things have to happen.
Many Failures Recorded
In Development Campaign
OTTAWA (CP) — In its 
drive to increase industrial 
activity in depressed areas, 
the Department of Regional 
Economic Expansion has suf­
fered a high failure rate par­
tially obscured by an ava­
lanche of news releases an­
nouncing more and more new 
projects.
During 1970, the department 
announced grant offers to in- 
ri us t r y totalling $84,689,607 
and said the projects involved 
would create 16,004 Jobs. But 
some critics say more than a 
quarter of those jobs will 
neverappear.
The department does not
issue a hews release to an­
nounce withdrawal or cancel­
lation of grant offers: they 
ate reported only at the end 
of a lengthy monthly report to 
Parliament and no mention is 
then made of the loss of pro­
spective jobs.
DREE’s method of evaluat­
ing grant applications has 
been strongly criticized by ex­
perts like Carleton Univer­
sity’s Prof. Tom Brewis, the 
author of two books and nu­
merous articles on regional 
development. Dr. Brewis com­
plained that government 
grants have induced firms to 
close their doors in one town 
and reopen elsewhere, some­
times with a net loss of jobs.
FIRMS FOLDED
Critics said that firms in a 
depressed industry have 
folded because regional incen­
tive grants have created new
by 12,000 votes. competition for them. An ex-
But this time, things are al- ample often mentioned is the
most certain to be different. To 
maintain their viability, all 
three parties are likely to field 
candidates, which makes his 
task as an independent much 
more difficult. There is some 
feeling in the riding that, as 
Speaker, Mr. Lamoureux cannot 
properly represent his constitu­
ency and that, in a sense, his 
position ties his hands and 
makes him less effective as an 
MP.
It is my view that this is not a 
valid criticism. I know Mr. 
Speaker well enough to believe 
that he works very hard at his 
constituency affairs and does 
not let the official and social 
functions of his position distract 
him from his local responsibil­
ities. In addition, while the av­
erage member of Parliament 
often has difficulty getting 
through to a cabinet minister 
about some riding problem, Mr. 
Speaker’s prestige is such that
pulp and paper industry.
In January, 1971, with in­
dustry sales in considerable 
difficulty, the department 
committed $15.8 million to 
help the Procter and Gamble 
Co. of Canada Ltd. start a 
bleachedkraft mill in Grande 
Prairie, Alta. The department 
said 393 jobs would be cre­
ated.
He must decide to run again, - 
probably as an independent, in “e has quick ana easy access to 
his riding of Stormont-Dundas, those in the seats of power;
Then the voters of that riding 
must elect him over the candi-to develop a high level of research ________________ . _ .
and graduate studies; dates of the three established
—An opportunity fund to help P^e„s't, rr. J r ernment must move his electionstudents get into costly programs;
—Conditional provincial grants to
entice students into programs with a 
high priority.
The federal government should 
participate in financing by paying half 
the capital costs and of institutions 
-and half the grants to students, the
the report said, as well as the costs
of programs which the provinces give 
up through agreements which warrant 
federal-provincial financing or which 
are in the national interest.
Medicine Cabinet Killers
(Guelph Mercury)
Every home has a medicine cabinet 
or bathroom cupboard that contains 
a strange array of old medicines and 1 
tablets.
Nobody ever seems to get around 
to throwing these things away, Long 
after the particular physical ailment 
has gone away , its specific remedy . 
lingers on.
It takes up space and it can, of 
course, be dangerous. Children can 
get in to them and poison thcriisclves, 
Tn a crisis, or in a sleepy condition, 
an adult can reach in and take some­
thing out of the wrong bottle. ,
This problem is now being recog­
nized, in England where the druggists 
—or chemists as they are called in 
the U.K.—are joining with local au­
thorities in launching a massive drugs 
round-up.
The English druggists say they arc
extremely alarmed about the growing 
numbers of unwanted and old medi­
cines and pills.
Their organized society is to estab­
lish reception points to which house­
holders will be able to take these old 
remedies. Then the area health de­
partments will arrange the safe de­
struction of the medicines.
Perhaps this English notion is 
worth copying. In these present days 
of pollution and environment control 
we hesitate to throw away old bottles 
that might contain some pills (that 
once cost us $12 a time) or substances 
such as laxatives that might upset 
the ecological balance.
The authorities did an excellent job 
picking up all the DDT substances 
from our garages and garden sheds. 
Now how about a medical clean-up 
of the inside of our houses?
BYGONE DAYS
(From Courier Files)
10 YEARS AGO 
April 1962
David Pugh, Progressive Conservative 
member of Parliament for Okanagan- 
Boundary Riding was renominated at n 
nominating convention held in Penticton, 
intended by, 125 delegates, S. Harrison 
Smith of Kelowna was re-elected presi­
dent.
20 YEARS AGO 
April 1952
\ Frost damage to orchards in the state 
'of Washington has been so extensive 
, that they'are Importing fruit trees from
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
R. P. MncLcan 
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day and holidays at 492 Doyle Avenue. 
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papers Limited,
as Speaker and the Commons 
must approve that motion be­
fore he can return to the cano­
COULD BE IRONIC
But the possible embarrass­
ment for the present govern­
ment could come about this 
way. If the Liberals are re­
turned and if Mr. Lamoreux
does not run, or runs and does 
" not. win, the government would
P5nf° __ have to cast about for a new 
thVn/cT Speaker. The tradition has been , quirement looks to be theeasi- anerna^e between French- 
^iiVrAMrrt^a«°nnZUnf thf bitt' speaking and English-speaking 
ally regarded as one of the best, r - - - -
Il.C. for replanting. The first truckload 
, went through the Oroville customs, and 
the shipment consisted of red delicious 
and hibernal crab. “Growers south of 
the border are clamoring for every tree 
/they can get," said Dick Stewart of
Stewart Bros, Nursery, .
30 YEARS AGO 
April 1942
"Fill her up" was the cry all day Tues­
day Ip Kelowna and the rest of Canada
if not the best, Speaker in our 
history, so there would be little 
difficulty getting government 
sanction and all-party, support.
as auto drivers look advantage of the 
last day of unrestricted selling of gaso­
line, Gas stations Report the busiest day
in many moons. From now bn 
' will be obtained by coupons, 
gallon units.,




MAY NOT RUN AGAIN
But the first two requirements .
are something else again. There really qualify. One is Finance
is a growing belief here that he 
does not intend to seek re-elec­
tion this time, feeling he has 
made enough personal sacri­
fices of a family and financial 
nature in the more than six 
years he has held the post. 
There have been a number of 
rumors about his future, in the 
event he did not run again. The 
most currently popular Is that 
he will take over as Canadian 
ambassador to France and the 
present ambassador, Leo Cad- 
ieiix, will return to become our, 
next Governor-General when 
Mr. Michener's term expires.
The second requirement also 
is possibly a sticky one. Even if 
Mr. Lamoureux did seek re-el­
ection, there Is no certainty he 
could win as an independent. In 
the last election, the Liberal 
and Conservative parties did not 
oppose him and he swamped his
Burglars arc busy in the 
quarter^ Ilie premises of the ___
Club were Invaded by marauders and
business 
Kelowna
goods valued al $100 were stolen. During 
the past two weeks several packing 
hdusca and the Junior High School have
Second' class mail rcglshalion \iiim- been broken Into, On Sunday night the 
bcr -0822. ' ,r>ck on the door of the Government of-
, .... /.....j,.,, ttce was broken, mid the doors of theMember of Ilie Canadian Press.
Member Audit Bureau of Circulation.
The Canadian Press is exclusively en­
titled to the use for republication of; all 
news dispatches credited to It or th»* 
Associated Press, or Reuter in this 
paper and also the local ncwsvpubllshed 
therein. AU rights ol republication of 1 
sficcial qispatchcs herein aie «>s<» 
teserved, '
Empress Theatre tampered with but 
pothing was stolen.
50 YEARS AGO 
April 1922
Ladles,' Auxiliaiy (o the Boy
.Scouts Association turned over a cheque 
for $450 to the Boy Scout building fund, 
representing n lot of hard work on their 
V.ut over (Iio last three months, They 
u.mt the s'mj|) earmarked for flooding.
1 I ' "
A large number of grants 
have been offered to projects 
which have collapsed.
By Jan. 31 bankruptcies, 
changes of mind by busi­
nesses and department can­
cellations of grant offers had 
erased 4,510 jobs' and 
$19,664,520 in offers from the 
total announced in 1970—28.2 
per cent of total Jobs an­
nounced and 23.2 per cent of 
money offered.
Since many new plants and
expansions take two years or 
more to begin production, 
there is time for many more 
cancellations of 1970 projects.
Department officials natu­
rally emphasized the large 
number of jobs still expected 
to be created. After cancella­
tions and business failures are 
deducted from the depart­
ment's monthly lists, 
$217,963,637 in grant otters re­
mains as of Jan. 31. These are 
expected to create 51,162 jobs.
May Recover Grants
Officials also emphasized 
that grants are not paid until 
the firm begins the new com­
mercial production. Usually 
efforts are made to recover 
grants paid to projects that 
collapse and do not provide 
the expected jobs.
Conflicting statements have 
been made on how many indi­
rect jobs would be created for 
every job produced directly. 
Officials said they have no 
studies on the matter but one 
to 1’4 indirect jobs would 
probably be produced for 
every direct one.
Jean Marchand, minister of 
regional economic expansion, 
said Feb. 29 about 50,000 jobs 
would be produced directly, 
plus “125,000 or 150,000” indi­
rectly, That would be a ratio 
of TMi or three to one.
Mr. Marchand also said that 
“some cases have already 
arisen where the number of 
available jobs has been under­
estimated and where employ­
ment opportunities are ac­
tually far more numerous.” 
But the department will not 
give out figures on jobs ac­
tually created and on what 
jobs were expected from those 
completed projects.
In January, 1972, the de­
partment announced a $13.8- 
million grant to Rayonier 
Quebec Inc. of New York to 
build a pulp mill near Port 
Cartier, Que.
New Democrat Leader 
David Lewis, noting that 875 
persons were about to lose 
their jobs at a. Temiscaming, 
Que., pulp mill, said he was 
“astounded that the federal 
government is financing tills 
sort of cut-throat competition 
that throws Canadians out of 
work.”
The Canadian Pulp and 
Paper Association also op­
poses such grants.
But DREE officials said the 
grants will not harm existing 
industry since pulp markets 
will have recovered by the 
time the new plants come into 
production. In the Procter and 
Gamble case, they said, pro­
duction will go to U.S. mar­
kets already controlled by 
that firm.
SOME CONTROVERSIAL
There, is a long list of grant 
offers that have prompted 
controversy. For example, 
last October, DREE approved 
$216,725 to Step Lite Manufac­
turing of Guelph, Ont., for a 
new footwear plant.
Alfred Hales, Conservative 
MP for Wellington, demanded 
to know why DREE “gave a
in debt in the area which he 
left, who owes the income tax 
department money, who owes 
Ontario Hydro, who owes land 
taxes, who owes rent."
Mr. Marchand replied that 
“before the offer was made, 
there was a careful analysis 
of the viability of the project, 
including the financial and 
managerial resources avail­
able.”
He stressed that no tnoncy 
had yet been paid.
Other incidents included:
—$344,760 to Les Automo- 
biles Manic Inc. for a glass- | 
fibre auto body plant in '■ 
Granby, Que. The firm got 
$285,000 before declaring 
bankruptcy. The justice de­
partment is seeking a refund.
—$235,950 to Aerovox of 
C&nada Ltd. to build an oil ca- 
paeitator plant in Amherst, 
N.S. Aerovox closed its Ham­
ilton plant,. leading Hamilton 
Mayor Vic Copps to protest 
that jobs were being simply 
moved from his city with fed­
eral money.
—$771,005 to Bruck Mills 
Ltd. of Montreal, which an­
nounced closing of its Mont­
real factory and a layoff of 
135 employees, after getting 
the grant offer for a new 
plant in Sherbrooke, Que.
The department’s response 
to criticism of these and other 
grants has been that in some 
cases the company would 
have moved away in any 
case. They argued the grant 
permitted plant relocation in 
a depressed area, while in 
other cases the grant pre­
vented the company going out
grant of $216,000 to a company of business altogether and 






_ _ t v x - RELIES ON EXPERTS
Speakers. It would be the turn Where does the department 
of . a fully bilingual, English- get the information on which 
speaking MP, with some expen- ■ • ....................
ence m Parliament.
A look at the list brings to 
light only about two of the
present Liberals who could
Minister John Turner, so he is 
,, ruled out. The other is Cochrane 
MP Ralph Stewart. Many other 
’ English-speaking MPs, includ­
ing the present Deputy Speaker, 
Russell Honey, haVe been tak­
ing French-speaking courses for 
some time. But none of them 
will have reached the level of 
fluency in French, plus posses­
sion of the other special quali­
ties a good Speaker needs, to 
fill the bill.
You may recall a recent col­
umn concerning Mr. Stewart 
and the fact he has called for 
the resignation of State Secre­
tary Gerard Pelletier, and is re­
garded as something of a rebel 
in the Liberal caucus. If the 
government had to turn to Mr. 
Stewart to fill the important 
Speaker's role in the next Par­
liament, it would be quite ironic 
—to put it mildly.
it bases its estimates of the 
economic, future of a particu­
lar industry?,
“We have to rely on the ex­
pert knowledge of the people 
in the department of indus­
try," said one,senior official.
Sources outside the depart- , 
ment, however, said the in­
dustry department submitted 
confidential reports to the 
cabinet opposing the Procter 
and Gamble, and Rayonier 
grants on the grounds that 
there was already over-capac- 
ity in the pulp industry.
When the closure of the Ca­
nadian International Paper 
Co. plant in Temiscaming was 
announced, Vice-President 
C, S. Flcnnlkcn said the oper­
ation has been “plagued by 
over-capacity” and the prob­
lem “has been further com­
pounded by new capacity 
scheduled to come on stream 
in the near future."
One DREE official said:
“In looking at an applica-
Exiles From Nuclear Test Isles 
Want To Return After 25 Years
SAIPAN, Mariana Islands 
(Reuters) — The people of Bi­
kini and Enlwctok, exiled for 
more than 25 years, want to 
return to their nuclear-lorn is* 
lands. '
, More than a quarter cen­
tury ago, the people of the 
two U.S.-ndmlnlstcrcd atolls 
were uprooted from t|iclr 
homes. Since then, their atolls 
have bqcn drastically altered 
by a series of nuclear test ex­
plosions.
Enlwctok la located in the 
northwestern Marshall Islands 
about 1,060 miles southeast of 
Guam. More recently, the 
coral atoll has been used as 
an “Impact area" for test 
missiles launched' from Cali- 
■ > fornia.V . ■ Y
About 146 persons originally 
left the islands and, with their 
families, they now number 
about 280, They began de­
manding to return home after 
hearing unofficially that the
Island was no longer being 
lined by the military, but the 
U.S. Air Force claims it still 
needs It.
DETERMINED TO RETURN.,
Despite the ale force altl- 
Judc, the people of Enlwetok, 
who now live on the Island of 
Ujclnng, arc determined to go 
back.
They have asked to do so 
before. In October, 1068, 200 of 
them massed together on a 
government ship to protest a 
food shortage on Ujelling and 
demonstrate their desire to 
return. '
This time, they have hired a 
lawyei;, Dennis Ohm, who 
says they "are deadly serious
the world. Britain relied on
' ■ United States reports of the re­
April 4, 1885, marked the be- bellion and they were often
ginning of the end for Louis Riel faise and exaggerated. Even in 
and the Northwest Rebellion.—, -- ---------- - ------------ May. the London Times pub-
The first troops arrived at Win- ijshed a story that there had. 
nipeg after a rough, cold train ...
trip from Toronto. The railway 
had not been completed along 
the shore of Lake Superior and 
it was necessary to fill the gaps 
by laying tracks on the ice. —
been a general uprising among 
the Indians and that Canada 
faced a long and bloody native
war. ’
This type of publicity discour- »
- - - „ 2 r —aged settlers from coming to’
However, the troops got to Canada. J
Winnipeg and then Qu’Appelle. ' J
Gen. Middleton was able to OTHER APRIL 4 EVENTS i
begin his march to Batoche in 
less than a week.
Riel had been successful in 
the Red River uprising of 1870. 
Conditions were greatly differ-
ent in 1885. Now he had to con­
tend with troops and supplies
1629—Alexander and Kirke ob­
tained fur trade monopoly.
1740—Joseph La France ar­
rived at Rainy Lake after cross­
ing Lake Superior from Sault
arriving by railway. The North 
West Mounted Police were 
there. A telegraph service prov­
ided means bf speedy, communi­
cation.It was only a question of 
time until the rebels would be 
overwhelmed.
The Northwest Rebellion gave 
Canada a sense of national con­
sciousness.
Historian Donald Creighton 
wrote: "More emphatically, 
than ever before the Canadians 
. had revealed a sense of their 
; identity and a belief in their
Ste. Marie in winter.
1745—New England force ar­
rived at Canso on way to attack 
Louisburg.
1784—First marriage in New 
Brunswick took place at Parr­
town, now Saint John.
1853—King's College, Windsor 
N.S., was incorporated.




1917—Women were granted 
right to vote in British Colum­
bia.
future."
One of the worst repcrcus'
1918—Every male citizen be­
tween 16 and 60 was required to 
be engaged in useful occupation.
i l i t li - slons was the bad publicity Can- 1949—Canada signed' NATO
tlon for an incentive, one of a(|a was given in many parts of - ..............
Ihn nvlllnnl niiAello.tr. »■ A».« *the critical questions Is: Are
1’act at Washington.
In what they say about return­
ing and nothing short of direct 
military intervention will slop 
them."
On Bikini, 190 miles cast of 
Enlwctok, the situation is 
sompwhat different.
The former residents of Bi­
kini have been away from 
their Island for a quarter cen­
tury. However, when they arc 
allowed to return they will bn 
the beneficiaries of an exten­
sive rehabilitation program 
which government officials
you merely moving jobs from 
one part of the country to an­
other? If you are, nobody is 
particularly winning. In the 
Procter and Gamble case a 
very intensive effort was 
made to ensure that this was 
not being done.
“We’re only h urn a n 
beings."
LIAISON CRUDE
Another said Unison with 
the industry department was 
crude when the regional ex­
pansion Incentives begnn in 
1969, but has improved since.
TODAY IN HISTORY
say will yield a “model is­
land." , '
LIVING ON KILI
Since November, 1948, the 
dislodged Islanders, who now 
> number about 300, have hecn 
living on Kill, a small Island 
that was previously uninha­
bited because it could not sus­
tain life.
One problem with Kill is 
that it lacks a safe lagoon for 
f I s h I n g —a major form of 
sustenance for the people, 
\ Also, during the winter 
\ months, the Island Is Inacces­
sible to supply ships and 
therefore Isolated from the' 
outside world.
In 1969, the Bikinians de­
manded $100 million from the 
U.S. In return for damages in­
flicted on their atoll, No reply 
was received.
Instead, in March, 1970, the 
U.S. government officially 
made Bikini a trust territory. 
This came In the midst of n $3 
million resettlement program 
designed to clean tin the atoll.
Much of the work now has 
, been completed but no,word 
has been given about when 
thp people can return.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
April 1. 11)72 . , .
The first Colonial Confer­
ence was held 85 yenrn ago 
today—In 1887—In London, 
Englund. There were four 
such conferences, three id 
London and one In Ottawa. 
The hist was in 1007 when
i
Farm Marketing Council Boss 
Knows He's Not On Bed Of Roses
EDMONTON (CP) — Paul 
Babey iplmlls Ills new position 
as chairman of the National 
Farm Products Marketing 
Council won't be a bed of roses, 
, but he has an admirable record 
of cultivating people to work to­
gether.
Mr. Babey, 44, said in an in­
terview that setting up the coun­
cil, first step in Implementing 
the controversial Farm Prod­
ucts Marketing Act passed by 
Parliament curly thia your, will 
be "difficult ami complex."
Ills appointment means relin­
quishing the vice-chairmanship 
of the Alberta Environment
50,000 farmers on a direct mem­
bership basis, was an accom­
plishment unprecedented In Ca­
nadian agriculture, bringing to 
getlier Individual farmers aik 
special-interest groups.
He Is optimistic the new coun­
cil will be supported by NFU 
President Roy Atkinson and his 
organization.
“Our doors will be open to all 
the organizations because we’ll 
need , a combined effort and 
Ideas from all the groups to do 
the best job for the Industry."
Mr. Babey said that for mnny 
years agriculture concentrated 
oh production and "did a darn
good job,"
“At the same time, wo per. 
haps did not put ns much cm
the name was changed to 
’ Imperial Cofcrence. The 
last formal Imperial Confer­
ence was hold in 1937, Since 
then 'there have been fro- ■ 




ment smashed n plot to as­
sassinate Prime Ml pl st er 
Nehru and other Congress 
party lenders.
1949—Thq North. Allanite 
Treaty was signed by 12 
countries, 1
1917—T li c In tenia lienal 
Civil Aviation Organization, 
with headquarters in Mont- 
,, real, came Into being,
1938—1110 13th child, a 
lx».v, was torn to Ilie parents 







Conservation Authority and 
moving to Ottawa, far removed 
from hl# 1,460-acro mixed farm , . - - - ■ - —.
nt Myrnam In northeastern AL phnsls on the marketing side 
i)(,rtn ... and over the years I've al-
But Mr. Babey, who started 
farming at 14 when tils father 
died, does not Intend to give up 
, his operation,
“I don't think 1 will ever com­
pletely give up farming."
Involved ln\ farm organiza­
tions since hc'atnrted farming, 
Mr. Babey made It to the board 
of the Farmers Union of Alberta 
In 1958 and to Ils presidency In 
1963.
FORMED UNIFARM
He became the lirst president 
of Unifmin in March, 1971, and । 
resigned Inst November to take 
Hie conservation post, Ue led 
the move to create Unifsrin ,hy 
merger of the farmers’ union
, ways tried to get producers In­
volved In the marketing proc­
ess."
BENEFITS EXPECTED
While the new council is going 
Io cost money—the chairman's 
salary Is estimated at about 
$.10,000—the benefits to the pro­
ducers Involved would “fur out­
weigh llio epnts,"
“When commodity Agencies 
uro set up Itlilnk there will be 
a deduction on i)|o pnxliicl, but 
,11 wit) depend on the kind of, 
। plan mid reyoinmendatloii1 dial 
the producers llicinaelves sub-
' mH."
He emphasized the council
.. _ has "no Intention" of Imposing
with Hie Albei'tn Federation, of marketing boards on any group 
Aip icultiirc-and In doing so led bf p r o d u cars against their' 
the fight against merger of his wishes—a fear expressed vqclf- 
union with the militant National eroualy by livestock producers , 
during Ilie 21 montlis It look to■ Farny'is' Union.
Formation1 «.(\Uiii(;nih, now 
1 rcpica'cnting 30,000 of Alberta’s
gel Ilir marketing act through 
Parliament,
BRITISH COLUMBIA
HAS THE HIGHEST PAID
BEST QUALIFIED TEACHERS
IN CANADA
PER CENT INCREASE IN TEACHERS AVERAGE SALARY, 







1972 average teachers 
salary- $11,102.
514%
1951 1956 1966 1971
In the last twenty years, the salaries of British Columbia
teachers have risen five times as fast as the cost of living.
Today, the average salary of our teachers Is $11,102 per
year, with generous holidays and fringe benefits. They are
the highest paid teachers in Canada
With a 6%% annual Increase, compounded, our teachers
will double their present good salaries In ten years.
Does this sound “unfair” to you?
Because of good salaries and excellent fringe benefits, British Columbia
has been fortunate In attracting,the best qualified teachers In thacountry.
Our province has the highest percentage of teachers with a university
degree of any province In Canada.
GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION






Cancer campaign captains of 
the Kelowna area were spe­
cial guests at a tea hosted by 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Carruth­
ers at their lovely lakeshore 
home. Mr. Carruthers, cam­
paign chairman for Kelowna 
and area, spoke briefly to the 
' gafherhig;and paid tribute to 
,the volunteer workers who
will be carrying out the door- 
to-door canvas April 16 to 
April 23, He spoke of the tre­
mendous research projects 
made possible through dona­
tions to the Canadian Cancer 
Society and the possible 
breakthrough in detecting 
cancer in certain areas. Head­
will be at the South Okana­
gan Health Annex, he said, 
with Mrs. Margaret Ruf on 
duty from 10 to 12 a.m. and 
2 to 4 p.m. daily. Telephone 
will be 3-6678. President, Mrs. 
Michael Reed also spoke to 
the guests, who included Gen­
eral Maurice Lipton who
paign. Seen above is Mrs.
Here to enjoy the Okanagan 
spring is Mrs. Robert Kirk­
patrick of Edmonton who is a 
house guest with her sister-in- 
law and her husband, Dr. and 
Mrs. W. F. Anderson of Abbott 
Street.
Back to enjoy their lakeshore 
home are Dr. A. L. Wells and 
Mrs. Wells of Okanagan Mis­
sion who have spent the winter 
travelling here and there. They 
Visited Costa Rica and went on 
down to Colombia, S.A., and 
then went over to southern Ire­
land for another trip.
Home to enjoy the Easter 
holiday with the rest of the 
family were Michael Utley and 
son Peter of Vancouver who 
joined Mrs. Utley and the girls 
at their Casa Loma home.
Renewing acquaintances here 
during the Easter weekend 
were Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Win- 
sby of Victoria. Mr. Winsby 
was formerly manager of the 
Canadian Imperial Bank of 
Commerce in Kelowna, before 
moving to the Island.
Among Kelowna families who 
spent the long weekend at the 
coast were Mr. and Mrs. Peter 
Schierbcck and young son 
Greg who motored to Vancou­
ver to visit with relatives and 
friends.
Also back from a happy
quarters for the campaign heads the Westbank cam-
Katharin Hampson, who shar­
ed the honors at the tea ta-. 
ble with past president, Mrs. 
J. Bruce Smith. Left to right, 
General Lipton and Mr. Car­
ruthers, who also reminded 
the captains how important, 




Dear Ann Landers: You have 
made so much trouble for me I 
considered a lawsuit. My cousin 
who is a lawyer says Lhave no 
grounds but I want to-, tell you 
how your stinky column almost 
cost me my marriage..-
I took the bus hornet from a 
lodge meeting a few weeks ago. 
I took off my shoes and closed 
my eyes. I've been riding the 
buses for years and never had 
any trouble. That night there 
were about 20 kids on the bus; 1 
think they were coming from a 
ball game. My eyes ! weren’t 
closed for more than id minutes 
and when I opened theiri, one of 
my shoes was missing. This was 
some creepy kid’s idea of a 
joke. ’ ■ ■ ' ■
When I got home I told my 
wife what happened and that 
was the end of it. A few days 
later she hands me your col­
umn. It was about the guy who 
let himself into his girl-friend’s 
house with the back-door key 
and recognized an old buddy’s 
voice in the back bedfbom. He 
spied the guy’s shoes in tire liv­
ing room and decided on the 
spur of the moment to take one 
of the shoes and leave quietly. 
On his way home he pitched it 
into-Lake, Calhpun. .
He closed his.letter by saying, 
"When the guy's wife reads this
Causing Marital Rift i
WOMEN’S EDITOR, MRS. H. R. GREER '
After dinner they excluded me
from the conversation com­
pletely. I might.as well-’have 
been in .Australia. This went on p^GE 6 
for four years. Thank God we I . KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, TUES., APRIL 4, 1972
had no children. When I left I 
him no one could understand 
why. ...
I now am married to a won­
derful man, and we have a beau­
tiful family. If I had stayed with! 
my first husband I would not, — „ 
have had any children because . The Canadian Music Council 
he spent almost every night at 1S nannaa^ co7nfe£ance
his parents’ home. Crazy? in Bqnff May 5, 6, 7 Thqre 
You’d better believe it-Sanity are three types of membership: 
It’s Beautiful MP national music organiza­
tions (2) performing gro,ups of
Dear San: Thank you for an- a11 kinds (3) individual mem- 
swering the question. It figures, bers. In all. likelihood, the great 
majority of professional and
All Musicians, Especially Young 
Invited To Rendezvous At Banff
she'll know why her husband, 
came home with one shoe the 
other night."
My wife said, "I wondered 
about your crazy story of the 
kids on the bus swiping your 
shoe, Il didn't make sense but 
this does."
I told her that Lake Calhoun 
‘ is in Minneapolis I we' live in 
New Orleans). She says you. 
changed Ponchartrnin to Cal­
houn to save mV, neck and it’s 
been very chilly around bur 
house for quite some time. Drop 
dead.—Froze Out
Jis' j §
who “holds a very responsible “ ”“Jrc »' <*•*. oqsmta- 
job. When I was in college (age uons>
19) I contracted VD. I went to a The annual conference is not 
doctor, took treatments and was limited to individual members 
cured. That experience was or to representative organiza- 
such a traumatic one that I tions. Anyone can attend and 
refused to date for several participate.
years. I felt unworthy of a de- _. . . . ,.u. ,
cent relationship. I developed Thc topic thl^.yea.r s con' 
such a guilt complex that it Is ^he Development
darn hear wrecked my life. °^ ? Music Policy for Canada, 
„. ■ T „„ and the whole conference is to
„mon,h,S Lrcnh" be known as Rendezvous ,A 
With a very fine person. He is B • ff Thi . . ... b „
talking about marriage and ! n|n,J i in am verv much interested. But plored ln fa r details in plenary 
I’m scared to death that I might sessions and gloup discussions, 
not pass the blood test. Someone Pri”clPa- i aqh
told me that once a person has lavi^d ,ar^T . Pau .
had syphilis it will show up in a York University who will 
standard Wasserman test. . discuss The Development of q 
, „. , „ . National Cultural Policy. Prof.
,.ls ..tlu9 truc> 1 'vould l d(-licr Schafer is eminently fitted for 
die than have it. known that lLbjR nasjgnmont as he is teach- 
once had VD, If we went to L c| on |his ne
Canada or Mexico to be jmar- isb closely a f f i 1 i a t e d with 
rial would we need a bloal
vice nn I can’t discuss this pfelpnted in an international with aXne who"knoi* me. H l >"cel.iaS ,tbls Subject in Am- 
start to ask questions I might sfeidam wheie hewas lap- 
reveal my anxiety.—Carbondale Porteur for the entire confer- 
Hcadache once,
Dear Froze: I give you my 
splein word .that the letter was 
from Mlnneapqlis and the guy 
did say Lake Calhoum I hope 
this thaws things out at your 
house. , • .
Dear Ann Landers: Twice In 
the past six months you've 
asked women who married 
"mama's boys" why they failed 
to recognize the signs before 
marriage, I'd like to answer.
My own family was reasona­
bly well-balanced; We lovcd and 
respected one another but we 
were independent, 1 had had no 
experience with "closely knit"
weekend with their son-in-law 
and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. 
Ronald Sullivan are Mr. and 
Mrs. Orin C. Odegard of Okan­
agan Mission, who motored to 
Vancouver for the Easter hol­
iday.
Members of Club 17, branch 
of the Senior Citizens’ Associa­
tion are looking forward to; the 
presentation of slides of Cuba, 
by Mr. and Mrs. Alex Fry, on 
Saturday starting at 1:30 p.m.
House guests with Mr, and 
Mrs. Cliff' Dick, of Thacker 
Road are his parents, Mr. and 
Mrs, Alex Dick of Edmonton, 
who recently returned from a 
two-month holiday in southern 
United'States and Mexico.
Margaret Clow, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson E. Clow
. of Bluebird Road is enjoying
i
The International favorite 
is nautical and red, white 
and blue co-ordinates abound 
for creation of a highly ver­
satile spring wardrobe. Wiri- 
nie-the-Pooh sets sail with a 
classic red blazer with white 
contrast stitching and silver 




white dress with jaunty 
anchor trim. Dress and
and on the sheer polyester 
voile puff sleeves. Both out­
fits are from the Winnie-the-blazer are in machine-wash- — ----------- -—
able polyester knit. The Pin- Pooh collection. Pooh fash-
nie craze is captured in. a ions won the Judy Award
bold red apron over a gay 
cotton print, accentuated with 
lace trim • around the neck
1971 for promotion and mer­
chandising of Canadian-made 
children’s clothing.
The Nautical Look Is Good
shall and Anton Kuerti in re­
citals. Jeunesses Musicales will ! 
present James Campbell, the 
clarinetist, in a mini-concert. 
Mr. Campbell won last year’s 
CBC talent festival and recent­
ly was declared winner of an 
international competition spon­
sored by Jeunesses Musicales 
in Yugoslavia. Other mini-con­
certs will be presented by the 
UBC Singers directed by Court- 
land Hultberg and the Univer­
sity of Calgary brass ensemble.
Sponsors are most anxious 
that in addition to professional 
musicians, university profes­
sors, concerned amateurs, jour­
nalists, that young people of 
post-secondary school age be 
encouraged to come. The de­
velopment of a music policy for 
Canada should be made by the 
people who will live to imple­
ment it. .
Persons interested in group 
flights will receive a letter of 
information from the planning 
committee.
Not only does this promise to 
be-a most important conference 
for all musically concerned 
people, but Banff is one of the 
. most beautiful places in the 
, country in which it could take 
. place. , '
• ' Gilles Lefebvre, international
Dear Carb: A person who has president of Jeunesses Musi- 
been cured of syphilis will not eales and acquainted with mu- 
flunk his Wasserman. It seems sic problems across the coun- 
to me, however, that you should try, will deliver a paper on 
have had periodic blood tests to the topic of this conference, 
make certain there has been no Group discussions tire to be 
recurrence. I urge you to go to organized on many, sub-topics 
your doctor or to the city or which will be announced short- 
county health department alhy 
once. If you get an all-clear ’ , ,, „ ■ , , ,
(and I’m betting you will), say The Hon, Horst Schmid, min-
yes-and the best of luck to you Isler of culture for the Province 
both. pf Alberta, will address the
------- ---------------------------------- banquet to bo hosted by the
Local News 
Appreciated
Local news makes a 
town paper popular and
the Easter holiday \ ith her 
parents, who celebrated their 
50th wedding anniversary on 
Monday. Margaret is employed 
as a counsellor with the Cal- 1 
gary department of education.
A recent visitor at the home : 
of Dean L. A. Taylor and Mrs. ' 
Taylor and their daughter ' 
Wendy was Kenji Hirata,- a 
university student from Tokyo, 
Japan. Since Wendy’s visit to 
Expo two years ago, the two 
have. corresponded. Kenji has 
studied English since that time 
and is able to carry on a. con­
versation. He is on a bus trip 
across Canada and on his re­
turn trip plans to visit the 
Taylor family again. While 
here they took their guest on 
tours of the Kelowna area.
Mrs. V. Hermiston of Buck- 
land Manor and her house 
guest, Mrs. Stanley Furberg 
of West Vancouver, were wel­
come guests at the SPCA Shel­
ter on Barnaby Road during 
the Easter weekend,
Mrs. Furberg, who is a very 
active member of the West 
Vancouver SPCA remarked 
that the local shelter is one of 
the best in the province and 
she was particularly impressed 
, with the spacious and comfort- 
, able accommodation for cats 
j and kittens.
! Relaxation interwoven with 
! tours was the holiday exper- 
! ience of Mr. and Mrs, Ernest 
Masoq of Bankhead Crescent 
who spent five weeks in Hawaii, 
making Waikiki their headquar­
ters.
For Tod d I ers And Mothers
Children’s fashions are fun 
to wear and bright, and casual 
this , spring. The nautical look 
is sailing into first place on an 
international level with every­
one from mothers to toddlers 
bedecked in anchors, stars and 
the middy look. True colors of 
navy blue, bouncy red and 
sparkling white combine for a 
crisp, happy look in snappy cas­
uals, right through to elegant 
dressy wear.
A wide selection of mix and 
match nautical co-ordinates, 
including a bonanza of well- 
styled trim blazers, lend great 
versatility to spring wardrobes 
with a minimum of effort and 
expense. And the extensive use 
of sturdy knits, cotton poly- 
r.esfers and perma prest fabrics 
guarantees more care-free time 
for mothers.
Traditionally, spring is the 
time of whimsical and delicate 
little girl dresses, The chil­
dren’s fashion marketplace this 
year will provide a bounty of 
fussy, feminine ‘dress-ups’ for 
spring and summer. Highlights 
will be puffy sleeves trimmed
A NEW YOU
families, I didn't' know what 
"signs" to look
now that had 1 
would have been 
that screwy trio 
toins of ’ thl'ir
cqrefully concealed,
for, I'm sure 
known, I still 
fooled because 
kept all symp. 
sick bchavloi
When 1 nns 20, ! married a
HOMES RESTORED
WOODSTOCK, N.H. (CP) - 
Two 19th-ceiUury homes here, 
the Sharp home dating from 
IMO and the Cluff house built in 
the 1840s, are to be restored in 
the spring, thanks to a federal 
government Ixical Initiatives 
Program grant of. $14,800, The 
work will be directed hy the 
Carleton County Historical Soel-
man 2
.< < ,I1C1V w|||eh has already restored
4 who had all the external hbc 1833 county court house 
11 l» Q Al t* IM Ik 111 NV fk/l till • In ’ 1 i I , „trappings of a mature adult. In
the six months we dated he 
rarely mentioned his parents, 
, Shortly after the wedding I dis­
covered what 1 was lie for, 
When we had dinner nt their 
home, his mother tilled his 
plate, held his chair, stroked his 
hah, cixieil in his car and they 
held hands ,'it the table, His dad | 
witnessed It all with silent ap-' 
proval.
here, The society owns the court 
house which is operated In the
summer as a inuseutn.
home- 
up-to-
date items about people, fam­
ily, anniversaries, .visitors from 
out-of-town, returning travel­
lers are welcome along with 
coverage of club meetings.
If you have such items phone 
the Daily Courier and ask for 
the women's desk and provide 





The greatest ticker-tape re-
with lace, ruffles both at the (flare legs, possibly accentuated 
; with split knees. Buttons andneckline and hem, wide sashes
and soft bows.
Long dresses vie for atten- 
tion in peasant styling and de­
lightful hew spring prints. Ging­
ham, a favorite with its gay, 
old-fashioned look, will be a 
strong contender in dresses as 
well as play wear. “Pinnie” is 
one of the hottest features this 
spring and mothers wilt enjoy 
seeing this feminine little lady 
look on their, girls. Watch for 
the pinafore in delicate voile 
on party dresses, right down 
the line to smashing bold reds 
and blues over a nautical print.
It’s a pant, pant, pant world 
and there are more interesting 
fabrics and looks than ever. 
Denim is still the backbone for 
playwear but expect variations 
such as brushed denim, for soft 
and subtle looks. Stretch knit 
denim made many friends last 
year and is back in a dazzling 
array, of colors and styles. It's 
a playdown print year in play- 
wear. Plains are in and prints, 
even stripes, arc out.
Favorite pant looks are wide
snaps battle with zippers for 
attention and flys are impor­
tant to both girls and boys how 
Patch pockets, matching or con­
trasting overshadow. traditional | 
stylings. _ • T
. Pant top match-ups arc s )| 
must and the big winner foi i; 
comfort and style is still cot j 
ton knit. Zippers, buttons and | 
knit rib close the neckline for 1 
both stripes and plains. Tc . 
make your playmaker just । 
right, finish the outfit with a .’ 
good-looking belt.
The new belted trenchcoats J 
with lots of pockets are bound * 
to catch the imagination of 
children this spring. Rainwear | 
will be gayer than ever in solid 
colors with matching hats arid 
bubble umbrellas.
There is more emphasis on i 
style, color and fabric interest > 
children’s clothing thisin
spring and summer than ever 
before. And most manufactur­
ers arc concentrating on easy 
care fabrics such as crimp 
knits and cotton and polyester 
combinations.
• Hungry Hair Should Be Fed 





CUSTOM MADE OR 
BUT THE YARD
Largest selection of fabrics 
In the valley. Custom made 
swag* and covered vahnccs, 
1461 Sutherland Atepua
Phone 763-2124
Province of Alberta, and the 
Hon. Claire Kirkland-Casgrairi, 
minister of cultural affairs for
I the Province, of Quebec, • and 
the Hon, Gerard Pelletier, sec­
retary of State for Canada, are 
being invited to participate In a 
panel discussion that will close 
the conference and discuss the 
recommendations which will 
come forward'from the discus­
sion group;, and the plenary 
sessions,
Alb will not be talk!
The CBC will present the 
I Lyric Arts Trio and Lois Mar­
PLAN FOR PARK
FREDERICTON ICR) - New 
Brunswickcrs have been invited 
to make suggestions to a park 
advisory committee planning 
development of Les Jardins de 
La Republlque provincial park 
at Edmunds ton. The, committee 
includes representatives of a 
activities which will he nva I- 
able in the park as well as per­
sons from local organizations;
ception ever given in New York 
City was that for Lt.-Col. (now 
Cql.) John Herschel Glenn, Jr, 
(born July 18, 1Q21), on March 
1, 1062, after his return frotn his 
trl-orbital flight, The New York 
street cleaning department esti­
mated that 3,474 tons pt paper 
descended. This total compared 
with 3,429. tons for General of 
the Army Douglas MacArthur 
(1880-1064) in 1951, and 1,800 
tons for Col, Charles Augustus 
Lindbergh (born Feb, 4, 1902), 
in June, 1027, ,
Highest Rate
The country with the highest 
recorded murder rate Is Nicara­
gua, with 29,3 registered homi­
cides per 100,000 of the popula­
tion In 1065,
By EMILY WILKENS
“Hair is hungry," said Mme. 
Rose Reti, "You must feed your 
hair from the inside as well as 
the outside."
Mme. Reti, internationally fa­
mous hair colorist, told me this 
during a recent interview in her 
new pink and while New York 
salon. In this very feminine set­
ting she reigns over the heads 
of celebrated actresses Joan 
Crawford, Dina Merrill, the Ga­
bors), socialites (Cristina Ford, 
Mrs. Angler Biddle Duke) and 
women seeking solutions to hair 
problems.
It was apparent that many of 
her clients' qirslions echo those 
of readers, In her soft Hungar­
ian accent, Madame Reti gave 
these answers:
Q, My hair Is getting thinner, 
How can I correct this?
A, "If I see the roots arc re­
ceding, In addition to condition­
ers, 1 always feed the hair pro­
tein. Although I have ihy. spe­
cial treatments, there are many 
good protein-bused products 
available, Ask your hairdresser
for a recommendation or dis­
cuss various products with a 
competent pharmacist.’’
Q. Does the food we cat affect 
the way hair looks?
A. "Absolutely! When you are 
undernourished, the first things 
that suffer arc the hair and 
nails. If you've been dieting, or 
not eating properly, see a doc­
tor io find out which vitamiiis 
are lacking—don't let'yatir hair 
go hungry!"
OFFICE FURNITURE





Rent — Lease — Purchase
Business Equipment Ltd. 






We’re located in (heHeart of Downtown Kelowna and 
in the centre of a Highway Shopping, area. Wherever 
yon live in the Kelowna area you will ,find these two 
I bod Markels easily; accessible lo 'yon. Ami we pie 
surrounded by I’asy Parking and hundreds of oilier 
businesses, Shop in our wide aisles tomorrow and sec 
what we mean. We’ll watch lor you,
SUPER-VALU
DOWNTOWN — ORCHARD PARK
Dress, Coat 
or Suit - -
On« hour 
nmaiK 




2718 Pandosy phone: 763-4521
Do you?
cist week we filled
prescriptions in all our stores,
SHOPPERS DRUG MART .
: We're Ino one Ihcil saves you money •
*
«





f Weekend visitors in Kelowna 
were Kesae Nagatsuka, left
, and Michiko Hanyu, univer- 
' sity students from Tokyo, Ja 
»pan. The two young womer. 
’ met with Mr. and Mrs. Alex 
‘ Fry of Kelowna during a re­
cent tour of Cuba and are 
now on a three-week bus tour
■t Canada. They were im 
ressed with the Valley an* 
hought the Okanagan was 
beautiful lake. They plan t< 
zisit Montreal and Ottawi 
.ind other points of interes. 
in Eastern Canada befort 
returning to Vancouver where 
they will be guests at the
utemational House, UBC. In
PART III
Life Of An Armed Forces Wife 
Includes Community Involvement
CFS “Sour Beans" MacKenzie, 
the name of the next stop.
Baldy Hughes is located 27 
miles west of Prince . George.
The children of the 35 fam­
ilies who live on the site are 
bused there to attend school. 
The balance of the station fam­
ilies live in Prince George. ' 
- Eighteen wives who live in 
Prince George have formed a 
club which is active in civic 
and community affairs such as 
assisting in blood donor clinics, 
the Multiple Sclerosis Society, 
the. Crisis Centre for drug and 
alcohol users, and giving a 
monthly birthday party at the 
school for mentally handicap­
ped children.
Other radar sites have wives’ 
groups that conduct similar ac­
tivities.
The wives’ club of CFS Dana, 
Sask., supports a foster child 
in Vietnam in addition to con­
tributing to local charities.
The Protestant Chapel Guild 
of CFS Alsask, Sask., is an­
other group of ladies who have 
adopted a foster child. Their 
adoptee lives in Kalimpong,
NORTH BAY, Ont (NORAD) 
—The old adage that behind 
every successful man there 
stands a woman is true when 
it comes to the distaff side of 
the Canadian Armed Forces 
Air Defence Command (ADC).
The service personnel of ADC 
are recognized as being tops 
in toeir field; and much of toe 
credit for their performance 
goes to their "better halves."
But the wives of the com­
mand are no slouches them­
selves when it comes to getting 
things done and being “activ­
ists” in toeir community.
ADC units are located across 
Canada from Atlantic to Pa­
cific. Many of these sites are 
semi-isolated; some enjoy sub­
arctic winters; others are 
small towns in their own right.
The wives all share the com­
mon bond of being 20th century 
nomads with moves occurring 
every three or four years and 
in some cases more often. Be­
cause of these moves toe girls 
tend to give their most to each 
new “home” area.
Some of these moves come 
as a shock. | to the support of a leprosy mis­
In toe words of Mrs. Monica' sion, also in India.
Duguid, wife of the command-
'elowna they were presented 
ith silver spoons as a sou- 
enir of the city and are seen 
lere signing the register at 
.'ity hall. Kesae is studying 
ihe care^of retarded children 
and Michiko is a medical stu-
dent. (Courier photo)
Textiles And Textbooks Part
Of Cuban Teen Girls' Day
By OLIVIA ROSE FRY
The Palace of Civil Marriages 
was a point of interest. The of­
fice turns out 10 to 20 weddings 
daily and up to 50 weddings pn 
a Saturday, The couple prom­
ises to love and honor each 
other but nothing is mentioned 
about to obey or until death us 
do part as it practiced in the 
churches.
Ah albino bride was toe most 
/overwhelming experience for 
me as I have before only heard 
of animal albinos. It was most 
fascinating to actually see this 
gorgeous negro girl with pink 
eyes and skin as white as milk. 
Her hair, eye lashes and even 
finger nails were milk white. 
She wore the most magnificent 
wedding attire which made her 
look so fragile and so fascinat­
ing like a china doll. I was told 
that this freak accident with 
genes never reproduces toe 
same mistake of nature.
. A fire red hair and copper 
skinned negro bride was an­
other fascinating beauty. I have 
seen them on the streets in 
Cuba but assumed that it was 
a job of the beauty parlors but 
:when I saw men in toe same 
,color I was intrigued and nosey 
enough to enquire. I was told 
.that slaves were never brought 
from the same tribes, these 
particular ones came from toe 
Island of Haiti imported by the
i lords of French coffee planta­
tions.
■ The church where Christopher 
Columbus was entombed for 135 
years before his remains were 
moved to Spain was another 
point of interest for us.
Three ancient castles La 
rFuerza, Lapunta and El Morro 
with their quaint draw bridges, 
’jmoates which once were filled
years ago they shed toe oxen 
driven ploughs to toe now im­
ported heavy industry machin­
ery. .
After visiting many farming 
areas we were glad to see an 
animal as a goodwill ambassa­
dor. The black bull from Chilli­
wack, B.C., Canada. He was a 
great contribution to Cuba as 
he was being used for artificial 
insemination interbreeding with 
their Brahman cattle so as to 
get more meat and milk. Black 
turkeys and black pigs is an­
other superior import and ex­
periment.
Many new parks are under 
construction now; one of them 
is The Lenin Park and has a 
mini train with a steam engine. 
It is a great delight for toe 
children as are many other fan­
tastic ideas in toe planning. 
They are in toe process of 
building in it toe most intricate 
outdoor theatre with a floating 
stage to accommodate 8,000 
people. This park is also to 
have an animal zoo.
Cuba and the only ones support­
ed by toe state are those dis­
abled people who before Castro 
were beggars on toe streets.
Schools are now compulsory 
and it astounded me that until 
Castro no one cared. In Cuba 
slavery was abolished in 1868 
but with “no schools they would 
forever be slaves as how else 
could they have ever improved 
their lot?” I thought.
A literacy campaign was put 
on by Fidel Castro in 1960. He 
enrolled an army of young stu­
dents from grade five and up 
and named then Conrado Ben- 
tez Literacy Brigades. Their 
job was to teach millions of 
citizens the letters of toe alpha­
bet and to stamp out illiteracy. 
Schools in private posh homes 
which were abandoned by toe 
Americans are turned into 
many boarding schools. What
with vicious alligators, toe 
■misty dungeons and torture 
cells also the slave barracks 
brought one back into the grue­
some era of toe Spanish ocupa- 
tion of Cuba,
• Ernest Hemmingway's mag­
nificent home was donated by 
his wife Mary to Cuba and it 
now is a prize museum. From 
the roof top we took pictures 
of the view of palm trees and 
surrounding area which is an 
incomparable panorama. In his 
I house were many portraits ol 
Hemmingway and Castro <Jn 
safarics as hunting partners in 
Africa and other countries. By 
ihe swimming pool was a cenie- 
t for his pets.
visited the city slum 
tp.as. The relocating program 
,s almost now finished. It is a 
drastically executed change, a 
great contrast from the squat-
Botanical gardens, orchid 
farms which produce more than 1 
150 variteies were also a point 
of interest. Green belts consist­
ing of modem fanning vast 
areas were planted in a new 
variety of coffee. Many man-, 
dariri orange plants were don­
ated by Japan and the apple 
trees came from France. To­
matoes and citrus fruits are 
plentiful but lemons and apples 
don’t flourish too well in Cuba.
A new variety of Spanish red 
pineapple plantations are very 
promising.
Sugar cane is now mostly har­
vested on a large scale by heavy 
industrial machinery. Our tour 
group felt cheated because the 
only opportunity we had to cut 
sugar cane was for our pictures 
when a bus had a flat tire.
U.S.A., sugar factories have 
never stopped working. The 
Cubans have Invented repairs 
and other parts even more dur­
able and more efficiently work­
ing. Sugar is still their prime 
export and U.S.S.R. buys select 
grade and pays highest prices. 
We also visited toe sugar stor­
age and watched the ship load­
ing done by a conveyer belt.
Havana cigar factories are 
still exporting their world fa­
mous trade mark. The factory 
we saw and toured Is 135 years 
old and is a huge six storey 
building.
Textile mills was another very 
interesting place to visit, It is 
1 away out In the country with 
1 many huge shcd-llkc buildings. 
1 The plant operates around the 
1 clock nt tended by technicians
ter land and three wall shanty 
made of palm fibre with a hole 
for a window and dirt floor with 
no furniture but a rock to alt 
on—to these beautiful pre-fab 
apartments. Each foinily geta 
tho home fully modernly fur­
nished with a toilet, electricity 
and In all cases a TV is a must 
as it is toe programs that tcaph 
these people how to adjust to a 
new way of life; also how to 
care for tho newly acquired ap­
pliances and utensils,.The social 
workers also drop in to help 
them with those problems. Rent 
for these houses,is 10 per cent 
of their wng6s and after 15 
years they cease Io pay rent 
altogether and become full- 
fledged owners,
Fanners also have new hous­
ing developments. They could 
be seen everywhere. Many pre­
fabs are almost assembled be­
fore your eyes. In the farming 
areas I heard them being called 
condominiums, They arc ex­
empted from paying rent. Just 
lb years ago fanners united into 
irge farming areas to make it 
ossible for them, to shed the 
ousts called bohlo which were 
isde of indigenous construe- 
on of palm tree fibres and the 
lore prominent farm homes 
nlletl adobes. These wen; built 
f ptrnd brick and roofs thatch* 
<1 a\ palm f.bie. Most of 
hose had dirt floors, Only ten
wherever she has been posted. ; 
(hie of the highlights ot her ■ 
guiding has been her enrolling 
of her eldest daughter, Sharon 
Lee, as a guide.
CFS Froymount, a radar site 
some 100 miles west of Ottawa, 
represents a good cross-sec­
tion of recreation activities 
available for wives and moth­
ers. They have active volley 
ball, curling and bowling 
leagues, as well as a swimming 
program and badminton league. 
At other units the ladies have 
slim and trim classes to aid 
in keeping them in good shape.
Ceramics, art lessons, handi­
crafts are organized and run by 
wives at still other units.
But the wives are also indi­
viduals who have some inter­
esting occupations. Mrs. Lynne 
Jeary, whose husband is a cor­
poral at CFS Ramore, typifies 
this aspect of wives’ lives. 
Lynne is a qualified X-ray tech­
nician who tired of internal
India. As well, they contribute
ing officer of Canadian Forces 
Station, Baldy Hughs, B.C., 
“I was stunned when I heard 
we had been transferred to 
CFS Baldy Hughes, B.C. Our 
family was just completing 
three deliriously enjoyable 
years with NATO in Belgium.”
But Mrs. Duguid found Baldy 
Hughes to be typical of many 
of the 28 radar sites across 
Canada where there is an ac­
tive community life. She also 
quickly learned how toe sta­
tion was named.
The radar station is located 
on toe site of a staging pbst of 
the Cariboo Road which was 
named after its proprietor 
“Baldy Hughes.” If toe station 
had been built five miles down 
toe road, Mrs. Duguid would 
have toe pleasure of living at
A group at Alsask also con­
tends with a problem faced by 
many of their civilian sisters 
—pounds, calories and inches. 
They have formed a branch of 
the Canadian Calorie Counters 
Club of Canada and call them­
selves the Alsask Kilo-Offettes.
At nearly all ADC units youth 
groups such as cubs, brownies, 
girl guides and boy scouts are 
organized and run by the wives. 
Theta groups, as in civilian 
communities, play a useful role 
in turning out future commu­
nity leaders.
COMMISSIONER
From CFS Vai d’Or, Que., 
comes the commissioner of the 
Harricana Division of girl 
guides. She is Sally Crone, the 
wife of Corporal Norm Crone. 
Sally started her work in guid­
ing in 1961 and has kept at it
And They Can Cook Wild Game
The wives of ADC also know । cut ribs in 3” lengths. Combine 
how to keep their families hap- flour, salt, pepper and paprika; 
py when it comes to kitchen rub seasoned flour on short 
craft. The ladies pass along ribs. Sear ribs in hot fat; lift 
some of toe recipes they have ribs into casserole. To fat -in 
acquired from toe various pan add chopped onion; stir 
places in which they served, until golden brown; add all re* 
NOTES ON GAME maining ingredients; heat to
To remove gamey taste, meat n.®?r boiling; pour oyer short 
should be soaked m salt, vine* I<-*over closely; _bake until 
gar and water for several hours tenner; serve with golden brown 
or overnight. Drain and toed £?astc^ J^toes. Serves 6. 
marinate for several hours,325 deg‘ F‘ 
even days, using herbs, spices, lTime- 2 hours.
amazed me was that many peo­
ple my own age whom I have 
regarded as professors were in 
fact grade one pupils all want­
ing to learn.
Here we were at this luxuri­
ous Ver adera Beach with not a 
care in toe world when I notic­
ed a watchman on toe beach 
trying to confine us tourists in 
a beautifully sheltered space 
and showing us a card in sev­
eral languages that we cannot 
wander off any further on that 
beach.
That intrigued me so much 
that I just had to extricate my­
self and snoop around. I don’t 
really know what I was suspici­
ous off but nevertheless I had 
to satisfy myself. After I sneak­
ed into toe forbidden area I 
talked to many young girls and 
gave them toe Canadian Maple 
Leaf pennies for their earrings, 
they directed me to an English 
class teacher from whom I have 
learned that toe adult building 
for men, housed workers who 
were taking advantage of their 
vacation learing toe first grade 
and that all those beautiful 
large homes were boarding 
schools of many categories. 
When pre-arranged they could 
be visited and toe taboo watch­
man is to keep tourists from 
disrupting classes.
(To Be Continued)
juniper berries, etc. Salt is add- WESTERN DEER STEW 
>>«•*some of the meat may De cubes 
pounded for extra tenderness. . . .,
Use 1 tbsp, vinegar to each . gJJ %ape juice 
quart of . water when soaking. x "lo< u minced 
Use <mly stoneware or enamel- i ?*°v®_?tarUc’ mlnced 
ware pots or pans, because of utSn nenner the acids present in the mar- P| ^ggn drippings 
made. 11% cups boullion
LONG DUCK COOKING I 1 celery stalk, diced 
Clean toe duck and open it 8 whole cloves 
in half from neck to bottom. 1 tbsp parsley 
Sprinkle with salt and pepper. % tsp crumbled dried thyme 
Then, put the whole duck over cornstarch
the fire on a stick and let it! । place meat in deep bowl (not 
cook for 15 minutes on each plastic). Add grape juice, bay 
side. Keep turning it over un- jeaf, garlic, salt and pepper, 
til it is tender. This kind of I place in refrigerator several 
cooking is called Long Duck (hours Or overnight. Turn fre- 
Cooking. quentiy. Drain meat. Keep li-
From Fort George, Que., via quid. Brown meat thoroughly in 
CFS Ramore: I bacon drippings. Simmer to-
CARIBOU SHORT RIBS 
6 pieces caribou short ribs 
(cut in 3” lengths)
3 tbsps all-purpose flour
1 tsp salt
% tsp pepper 
Dash of paprika
2 tbsps salad oil
1 onion, finely chopped
2 tbsps brown sugar
1 cup water
% tsp dry mustard \
% cup celery, diced
have their own active life but 
, re adult guidance and 
the ladles at Sydney pitch in.
The “now generation" have 
dances, bingos, parties, end 
the wives provide chaperones, 
counsel and ideas.
Though the wives of Air De­
fence Command may stand be­
hind their menfolk—they don'tactivity that is also common stand #uu 10 are 
throughout toe Command — a far too busy being themselves 
"Pre-Teens Club." The teens) and doing things to take a back 
and pre-teens at most units I seat to toetr husbands.
pictures who now works as a 
part-time TV cameraman (or 
woman) at a Kirkland Lake TV 
station. In addition to this work 
she also is employed as a sec­
retary, and sometimes private 
investigator, for a security 
agency. And to make sure she 
had something to keep her oc­
cupied, she also teaches music 
to children of toe station.
Some ADC units also have 
toeir own radio stations to sup­
plement toe local outlets and 
to ensure coverage in fringe 
reception areas. One such sta­
tion is CHIB at Chibougamau, 
Que. Here, three wives are ex­
ecutives while another 20 keep 
the station on toe air for its 
daily 19 hours of live broad­
casting. Lady DJs are also on 
toe staff of CFB Bagotville’s 
radio station providing a bilin­
gual coverage in a largely 
Francophone area of Quebec.
The ADC units in the Mari­
times also have active wives 
groups.
At CFB Chatham, N.B., toe 
Catholic Women’s League have 
a foster child in toe Philippines, 
but most of toeir activities are 
directed in helping people in 
the local area. They make 
weekly visits to a senior citi­
zens’ home; prepare 24 Christ­
mas hampers for needy fam­
ilies ; assist in blood donor clin­
ics; and send donations of cloth­
ing for infants and needy chil­
dren in toe local hospital.
i One activity they are proud 
of is toe religious education of 
[ their children. In addition, they 
i also contribute a $50 burSary 
, each to the Catholic boy, and 
, girl, with toe highest academic 
standing.
The Junior Ranks Wives’ Club 
of Chatham aid in toe base’s 
annual "old vets" night as well 
as taking an active part in other 
community projects.
CFS Sydney, N.S., has one
I gather for 10 minutes the grape 
juice mixture, boullion and cel­
ery, cloves, parsley and thyme 
which have been placed in bag 
of cheesecloth. Add meat, cov­
er and simmer ’til tender or 
about 3 hours. Add boiling water 
if necessary. If desired add 
vegetables of choice and cook 
'til tender. Discard herb bag. 
Use Mt tbsp cornstarch for each
cup of broth. Add a little water 
to cornstarch to make a smooth
’/< cup cider vinegar paste. Boll up broth and stir
2 tbsps Worcestershire sauce I in cornstarch mixture. Cook, 
First, get your caribou. Skin stirring constantly for about 2
and butcher; hang for a, week; I minutes. Serve with meat.
stand still vei
The Great Canadian Contest!
Each week you are invited to match a premier to the 
province in which he holds office. Just read the ads 
and find the correct answer to the question asked. 
Send your answers to the ‘Great Canadian* contest 
editor, c/o Kelowna Daily Courier. First 5 names 
drawn each week with the correct answers will win 
LP records by Canadian artists. Hurry, enter today! 
Contestants are asked to please include home phone no.





New and reconditioned ma­
chines, repairs to all makes. 
Your authorized dealer for 
Pfaff sewing machines.
135 Bclgo Rd. 765*8759
TOYOTA




Hwy. 97 N. 762*5203
Dobson
It’s plain to 









Just a short note, You
should always deal with your 
local service station, because 
he’s the one 
that will al­
ways do an 
expert job, 
after all, he 








behishebeallngsataMea  prorate shrink 
hemorrhoids and repair damaged tissue.
A renowned research institute han 
found ■ unique healing substance 
with the ability to shnnk hemor­
rhoids painlessly. It relieves itching 
and discomfort in minutes and 
speeds up. healing of the injured, 
inflamed tissue.
In case after case, while gently 
relieving pain, actual reduction 
(shrinkage) took place.
Moat important of all—results 
were so thorough that thia improve­
ment was maintained over a period 
of many months.
This was accomplished with a 
new healing substance (Bio-Dyne) 
which quickly helps heal injured 
cells and stimulates growth of new 
tissue.
Now Bio-Dyne is offered in oint­
ment and suppository form called 
Preparation H, Ask for it at all drug 
stores. Satisfaction or your money 
refunded.
• Freih Meat 
Daily







Sausage '& Delicatessen 
1911 Glenmore St. 762-2130
WATER
Check your well 
















Pay and Save 
to Building Supplies. 
to Hardware, Paint at < 
■ discount prices. m 
a KELOWNA n
> CASH & S
V CARRY JP
1985 Harvey Ave 763-3131
PELIG1TESSEN
Our experienced staff will 
give you the best cut of meat 




CUT FOR CUT, THESE ARE YOUR
BEST
'• Individual service given 




Hwy. 97 N. 765-7229
PIANO 
TUNING




Keep that professional 
sound, have your piano tuned 
every 6 months.




who arc teaching teen-age girls 
skills in that industry. The teen­
agers work on Ihe cotton spin­
ning and cloth manufacturing 
machinery which occupies sev­
eral huge shops. The raw cot­
ton tomes from, Egypt and is 
stored In large bales also occu­
pying ar vast area of buildings. 
Most of the technicians came 
from foreign countries.
A tremendous boarding school 
is housing 8,000 girls, age 14 to 
16 years, who are working at 
the textile factory four hours 
daily exchanging shifts then 
they study tlie other four hours, 
Thcso girls have various com­
petitions In sports and many 
other activities. Tho Chief Ad­
ministrator stated that they 
hardly ever have absenteeism.
Employment Is compulsory in
MUSICAL FAMILY
ST. JOHN’S, Nfld. C?) - 
The Herbert Doane fam. , ot ot. 
John’s stole toe show at the re­
cent Stars of the Festival here. 
Playing ht various times a total 
of three violins, two ukuleles, a 
piano and a double bass, the 
family performed and sang to­
gether. Members of the group 
are Mr. and Mrs. Doane and 
Geoffrey, 10, John, 9 and Mar­
garet) 6.
MORE PATIENTS
SHERBROOKE, Que. (CP) - 
In the first year of Quebec’s 
medical care ’Insurance plan 
emergency patients .. at Hotel 
Dtou Hospital rqse to 71,561 
compared with 52,821 In 1070, a 
hospital report shows. This rep­
resents a 40-per-cent increase 





Attention clubs and organiz­
ations. The Courier seeks your 
co-operation in presenting up- 
to-date accounts of your ac­
tivities. Reports of meetings 
and other activities should be 
submitted to the women’s edi­
tor Immediately.
The same rule applies for 
weddings. Forms supplied by 
the Courier may be completed 
prior to toe wedding and sub­
mitted Immediately < following 
the ceremony. Wedding write­
ups submitted more than 
seven days later will not be 
published.
It a picture Is submitted with 
a write-up, it must be black 
' and white. Color pictures will 
not be accepted.
Ask for this folder
x to learn how you may . 
px obtain an IDB loan 






I II IN - 
Mobile Home Parks, 
all types of cat








TOMORROW AT SUPER-VALU, WED., APRIL 5 
DOWNTOWN - ORCHARD PARK
/ Mazola
VEGETABLE OIL
64 oz. bottle 1.89
SUPERVALU








KELOWNA/ PC.; 1460 Pandosy Succt-Tclephono; 762-2035
 j 
Trucking, Back Hoc li 
and loader, cox 1;
ROD KING ;:
EXCAVATION 
: 763-6048 DAYS 
i 763-6088 EVES. 
; Stevens Rd.






U INTERIOR > 
CARPET CLEANERS"






Kirby Vacuum Cd. 
of Canada
SWEEPS THE NATION 
Proprietors: 
Gloria and Ken All 
765-9248 350 Dell Rd,
Kelowna's Home and Indus­
trial Decorating Service,
,\A«T BUrrLfES, FIBREGLASS, WALLPAPER
Treadgold Paint Supply Ltd.





Hwy. 97 South al Kyle Rd, 







Put me down as a reactionary, or just somebody who en- 
■ joys sports and doesn’t care for a group of money-hungry 
, persons fouling up my enjoyment.
I enjoy hockey, and looked forward to the National Hockey 
League Stanley Cup playoffs. Now those same people who 
forced me to watch NHL season games from outlandish places 
like Los Angeles are making vague threats.
' The CBC technicians are after more money, and until they 
get it are throwing the television schedule into mayhem. One 
of their main targets is NHL Hockey Night in Canada, be­
cause of the number of fans who glue themselves in front of 
their sets every Wednesday and Saturday.
Now they are wondering If the CBC will be able to broad­
cast the Stanley Cup contests coming up this week. If the 
CBC doesn't, the privately-owned CTV will. There are a num­
ber of places in British Columbia, the northern areas, who 
only get CBC broadcasts.
CBC technicians' aren’t considered nice people in those 
. areas.
Another field in which I go against the strikers is in pro 
baseball, where the players have walked out and left the sea­
son openers in doubt.
In this case, the main bone of contention is in pensions 
and benefits. The players’ association has righted many wrongs 
> in baseball, giving the players a pension plan and many other 
. benefits that before weren’t even thought of.
But now they seem to be following the same course that 
i a number of unions are, if they want something that might not 
; be reasonable to the employers, they strike until it goes then- 
way.
It should be of interest that the only people who put into 
the players' pension plan are the owners, with the players not 
having to invest a red cent. Now they want more cash waiting 
for them once their career is over.
Jim Bouton, controversial former pitcher with Seattle 
Pilots, wrote in his book "Ball Four” that the owners were 
making a lot of money and it was only natural that the play­
ers would want a fair share of this for displaying their talents.
Sure, and it's great that a number of players are pulling 
down salaries over $100,000 a year for their efforts. This puts 
them in a top salary bracket, and in a comfy position when 
it comes to other players asking for just as much as their 
counterparts.
Bouton, who didn't exactly please baseball management 
with his controversial book which tore a number of famous 
players off their pedestals, has come out with another book 
that reportedly continues his enlightenment on the vagarities 
of the famous players.
The new book, “I'm Glad You Didn’t Take It Seriously ’ 
(Dell Publishing Co. Ltd., $1.25 paperback) is likely to vaunt 
Bouton back into the bad graces of the league. It seems that 
• writing about baseball is just as profitable as playing the 
game, and Bouton should know because he's done both.
Reports are that the pitcher, who didn’t exactly have an 
illustrious career on the mound, is thinking about getting back 
into the game. It might help his book sales.
A*MtWW
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Composite Buck-Packer Squad
Splits Pair With
Two recent columns have in turn described hockey and I A composite team of Kel- 
lacrosse as Canada’s national sport. Lacrosse was a correc- jowna Packers from the Okan- 
tion on the mistake that hockey was Canada’s declared na- agan Juvenile Hockey League 
tional sport. .... .. . and Kelowna Buckaroos from
One underling In the office declares in ringing tones ,b.at g q Junior Hockey League, 
lacrosse is Canada’s national summer sport and hockey holds |minus a goalie and with only 10 
the same position during the winter months, whether this has lpiayerS) spiit a pair of deci- 
been declared in parliament or not. , sions against Spokane Rockets
From an informative letter from Ron Allerton of the I in Spokane during the weekend. 
Prince George Citizen, who used to work with the Courier, it The team went under the 
has been learned that Canada doesn’t have a national sport. packers name, with five play-
Apparently in 1966 an effort was made to find out the I------------------------ ;----------------
declared national sport, and a correspondent in Ottawa (Farm- 
er Tissington) and the Canadian Press checked. It was learned 
that parliament has never declared a national sport. < |/ljlyfl|lK
However, Ron goes on to inform me, Canada’s national I IUIVIIJ
bird is the Great Auk. He adds that the bird has been extinct 
since the mid-1800s, which somehow seems appropriate. Al A
For some strange reason, I’m not surprised that Canada jlT It |«|3npA 
doesn’t actually have a declared national sport. f^| n VIUIIW
That leaves a whole field for some enterprising young
person to declare national sports. The first game of the Stanley
For winter, we could put in hockey and curling as co- I Cup quarter-finals will be 
sports. Hockey because it was originated in Canada and curl- broadcast from New York 
ing because it is the sport in which Canada is most powerful |when the Rangers meet 
on an international basis. ■ (Montreal Canadiens Wednes-
In summer lacrosse of course, if the Indians who originated May night at 5 p.m. The second 
the sport don’t mind. Baseball and football are out for two rea- I game will come from Boston
sons. One—because both are American-dominated and I would on a game between Bruins and
rather leave the Americans to their own. Two—because who Toronto Maple Leafs Thursday
exactly is sure what season they are played, with baseball also at 5 p.m. CHBC will not be
running from spring to fall and football in the U.S. being broadcasting the games. CTV’s
played when Canadian are bundled up in their winter woollies. I broadcast is indefinite.
Let‘s find something for spring and fall months. Spring
could be a tbughie, although on the Prairies gopher hunting East Division
seems to be a spring craze for youngsters. I’ve noticed that Wednesday
even with all that B.C. has to offer, gophers aren’t one of them. Montreal at New York
Fall could be termed hunting season. Although numerous Toronto at Boston
conservationists will jump on me for advocating the killing Thursday
of poor little beasties, it is a popular pastime. Montreal at New York
To keep on the safe side, maybe marbles could be elevat- Toronto at Boston 
ed to national rank for spring instead of picking' on gophers. Saturday
Speaking solely from my school experiences on the Prairies, New York at Montreal 
spring is the time of year when youngsters spend hours Boston at Toronto 
hunkered down over their marbles as they try to compile an Sunday
enviable pile. ' New . York at Montreal
According to the best authority, a mother, yo-yo season I Boston at Toronto 
follows close behind marbles and just prior to scrub baseball Tuesday, April 11
on the streets. . Montreal at New York,
No matter what sports are chosen, I think it only fitting neCessary 
that the leading members of this country get together and Toronto at Boston, if neces- 
think about declaring some sport or sports as being of na- gary 
tional fame. / Thursday, April 13
While they are at it, maybe they could do something about New Yovk at Montreal, if 
updating the poor Great Auk. | necessary
Boston at Toronto, if neces­
sary
Saturday, April 15BOWLING SCORES
MERIDIAN LANES
Tuesday Mixed, March 28— 
High single, women, Barb 
Burke 319, men, Ted Morl 342; 
High triple, women, Yosh Ueda 
795, men, Ted Mori 809; Team 
high single, Klckapoo Kids 
1182; Team high triple, Klcka­
poo Kids 3391: High average, 
women, Dot Ueda 224, men, 
Nob Yamaoka 232; "300" club, 
Barb Burke 319; Team stand­
ings, Capri Motor, Inn 64, Make 
ups 63 ti, Western Discount 
Optical 63, The Bay 61, Wil­
lows, Bumpers and Latccojn- 
•rs 66.
Thursday Mixed, March 36— 
Bijlh single, women, Jenn Pen­
nington 267, men, Reg Merriam 
316: High triple, women, Jean 
Pennington 670, men, Reg Mer­
riam 894, season record; Team 
high single, Pin Pickers 1136; 
Team high triple, Pin Pickers 
3097; High average, women, 
Marge l-cter 221, men, Jack 
Leicr 234; “300” chib, Beg 
Merriam 316 and 307: Team 
standings, Alley Cuts 37, llaih 
Makers 35, Lucky Strikes 33, 
, Rookies 33, People's Food Mar­
ket 31; Bowler of the week, 
women, Bert Mirka, men, Reg 
Merriam.
The Mod Mothers, March 30 
—High single, Em > Vandecns- 
teym 285; High triple, Em 
Vandecnsteyln 757, new season
high; Team high single, Seek-
Season Openers Are Kaput T°ront0
But Rest NotPlayers, Owners Adamant
NEW YORK (AP) — Any 
chance that the baseball season 
could open as scheduled 
Wednesday seemed gone today 
as more charges and accusa­
tions flew back and forth be­
tween striking players and club 
owners following the owners' 
rejection of a proposed settle­
ment by the players* associa­
tion.
Meanwhile, the heads of the 
24 major league teams ached, 
uled a strategy session in Chi­
cago tonight But even if the 
pension dispute were settled, it 
was unlikely, that Wednesday’s 
traditional Cincinnati opener be-
tween the Reds and Houston As­
tros could be played.
Sixteen, other teams were 
slated to open Thursday, the 
rest on Friday.
“I doubt that we'll make any 
new proposals," said Calvin 
Grifflfth, owner of Minnesota 
Twins. "We're staying with our 
original offer."
RATE WENT UP
The owners rejected Monday 
night a proposal by the Major 
League Baseball Players Asso­
ciation, whose members have 
been on strike since Saturday, 
to fund the proposed 17-per-cent 
increase in retirement benefits
mostly from increased interest
Pre-Tournament Favorites
Win In Kamloops Competition
Spokane Team 
ers from Packers and the same 
number from Bucks, and pick- ! 
ed up Spokane goaltenders for 
the two-game series. Rockets 
are raising money to attend 
the U.S. Amateur Hockey As­
sociation Junior A tournament 
next’ week.
Packers dropped an 8-3 de­
cision in the first game but 
came back in the second Sun­
day to eke out a 4-2 victory.
The Kelowna squad ran into 
fine goaltending by Mike 
Schmitz, top goalie in the Pac­
ific Northwest League and 
picked to’ the Junior A All- 
American team, as they out­
shot Spokane 21-9 in the first 
period and came out trailing 
2-1. Spokane led 4-2 after the 
second period.
Kent Ross scored three goals 
for Rockets with Craig Butz 
adding two. Sam Cozza, Dave 
French and Mike Heifell scor­
ed' singles. Ron Bigler, Archie 
McKinnon and Ken Weninger 
replied for Kelowna.
The second game was a dif­
ferent story, as Packers came 
back from a 2-0,Wirst period 
deficit to trail 2-l\ after the
KAMLOOPS, B.C. (CP)-Two 
favorites moved ahead in play 
Monday in the Kamloops Inter­
national Bantam Hockey Tour­
nament.
Toronto Red Wings defeated 
Vanderhoof 6-1 in ‘A’ Division 
action and Melville, Sask., took 
a 6-6 lead in the first two per­
iods and coasted to an 8-2 win 
over Richmond, B.C.. also in 
the *A’ Division.
Two other strong teams, 
Samia, Ont., and Vancouver 
.North Shore, remained in con­
tention in the top division. Sar­
nia downed Lethbridge 12-2 and 
North Shore defeated the host 
Kamloops team 7-1.
The 36-team knocKout tourna­
ment, with each team guaran­
teed three games, continues to 
I Friday.
In ‘B’ Division play, the team 
’ from Tilburg, Holland, was de­
feated 16-2 by Weyburn, Sask. 




Our trained crew can make 
your car lodk like new. 
Smoothing out dcnt$, custom 
repainting our specialty.
which the pension plan is earn­
ing.
The plan is designed to earn 
4% per cent annual from its in­
vestments but in recent years 
the rate has gone up nine to 9)i 
per cent, figuring out to an 
over-all average of six per cent.
Marvin Miller, head of the 
players' group, said the differ­
ence between 4Mt and six per 
cent is $660,000 a year.
However, both the players’ as­
sociation and the club owners 
must agree to its allocation and 
Dick O’Connell, general man­
ager of Boston Red Sox, said 
transfer of the funds “would 
jeopardize the entire pension 
plan.”
In the ‘B’ Division, Larry 
Rowe scored at 8:18 of sudden­
death overtime to give Prince 
George a 4-3 victory over Red 
Deer, Alta. The loss dropped 
Red Deer into the ‘C’ Division.
Tournament organizers, with 
the approval of the coaches, 
decided to add another playoff 
game to the week-long schedule. 
The competition was originally 
scheduled to end Friday night 
with the ‘A’ and 'B' winners 
meeting. .
However, coaches and offi­
cials felt that the championship 
game would feature stronger 
competition if the 'C Division 
winner met the ‘B’ finalist for 
the right to meet the *A’ title
holder.





In the featured night game, 
a highly-polished team from the 
Boston suburb of Malden, Mass., 
clobbered Saanich Braves, B.C. 
bantam champions, 10-1 before 
2,100 fans.
The game was tied 1-1 after 
one period, but Boston ran away 
with it in the final 40 minutes. 
The Malden Moose got six of 
their goals in the final period.
Kevin Coughlin led the Boston 
attack with four goals and 
two assists. The Braves were 
outshot 43-17.
Boston was missing two of 
its starting players, Steven 
Strauss and Tommy Diamond, 
both 12, who were injured when 
they jumped from a moving 
freight train at nearby Valley­
view.
Strauss suffered a concussion 
and needed 30 stitches. Diamond 
was less seriously hurt and both 
youngsters were to be released 
from hospital today.
SUDDEN-DEATH WIN
They jumped aboard the 
freight to get a look at the 
area, apparently panicked when 
it picked .up speed and leaped 
1 clear.
opening frame and come out of 
the second tied 2-2. Packers 
scored two unanswered goals 
in the final period.
The game was a rough one, 
with 14 minor penalties and 
two fighting majors handed 
out. Spokane took 10 of the 
minor penalties.
McKinnon, Blair Chapman, 
Greg Chapman and Murray 
Hanson scored for Kelowna 
with Cozza and Steve Loff get­
ting singles for Spokane. .
Greg Chapman scored the 
winning goal at 4:24 of the 
final period and Hanson wrap­
ped up the win with his insur­
ance goal just over a minute 
later.
Annual Meet
or Sunday, April IB 
Montreal at New York, if
ers 1152; Team high triple, necessary
Leaders 3028: High average, Toronto at Boston, if neces- 
Lllllan Kittlltze 199; Team sary 
standings, Swinging Mamas west Division
873, Hopefuls 866, Leaders Wednesday
BAOVfe. Pittsburgh at Chicago
1 St. Louis nt Minnesota
VALLEY LANES Thursday
Tuesday Mixed “A"; March c»IU?^“uhn»BMtnnMn?2 
28, final standings—High sin- St' ^’lis ■
Rie, women, Joan Roelfscma284. men, Nick Lischka 410; Icago at Pittsbingh 
High triple, women, Bonnie Minnesota at St. Louis 
March 745, men, Nick Lischka r.. non .iwaLinih899; Team high single, Goph- w<llcaR0<nnl„(Piya
ers 1245; Team high triple, ' MAnrilll 
Bowled Ones 3431; High aver- ' ‘
age, women, Mary Stndnyk 223, Bittsbuigh at Chicag , if nec- 
men, Bud Toole 247; “300" es?“r¥ ■ , club, Nick Lischka . 410, Roy St. Louis at Minnesota, if ncc- 
Sehllnker 317, Bud Toole 302; esanryTlllirgI.Il_ Anr|i 
Team standings, Rutland Weld- n w?tahnroh if
Ing 1311*4 Fobs 1240; Hot ChlcnR0 nt P‘«sbmgh, If 
M W, W W imtk. “XSu .i st. Ut.1., r
Independent Order of Forest- necessary *nHl is 
era, March 36- High single, 'VJSi’h
womcji, Anne Rueb 287, men, niH*ir«h ./cmmw 
John Chadwick 304; High triple, Flltaburgh at Chicago, if nec 
Women, Anne Rueb 680,. men, e"c, n( Minnesota 
Chris Hamann 729; Team high1 St’ Minnesota
single, Boo, Bees 1124; Team 
nigh triple, Yo Yo's 3175; 
High average, women, Ik-iii 




231, John Chadwick 234; •'300"
club, John Chadwick 304; Team 
standings, Stumbiers and Boo 
Bees tied 455, Oh Hells 447«i, 
Scramblers 439, Yo Yo’s 420.
? KERR AUTO BODY SHOP ™
1110 Ht. Faul. Kelown* 1*2439®
Ray Fabri Tops 
Trap Shooters
Nobody was able to score a 
perfect 25 mnrk at the Kel­
owna Trap Club meet Sunday 
but Ray Fabri posted the high­
est marks in 16-yard shooting 
with scores of 20-23-23.
The highest mark of the day 
was by Gordon Bennett in the 
16-yard competition, with 24, 
but he scored only a 17 on his 
qecond round.
Other scores: 16 yard—Jim 
Connolly 19-22-23; Shane Grant 
17-14; Jack Lauder 22; Eric 
Vanzlffle 20-16; Paul Fabri 13; 
Harold Lamoureux 21; Marlo 
Puppato 22-18-19; David Rob­
inson 11; Bob Hyatt 16; Roger 
Bauchc 17; Ken Shephard 18-20.
Handicap—Puppato 11; Lau­
der 14; Connolly 14; Lamour-' 
cux 22; Bennett 21.
Doubles—Puppato 16-18; Lam­
oureux 17-18: Doi; Robinson 16: 




OKANAGAN SlMlLKAMEEN PARKS SOCIETY.
John Hazell, Executive Dircclor'M Outward Bound, 
will show slides and explain1 this unusual training 
program.
Brief Review of OSPS activities and progress. 
Election of executive.
Community Arts Centre Auditorium, Penticton
7:30 p.m. IiicmIus, April 18, 19^2
TORONTO (CP) — Hockey 
tans in Toronto were assured 
Monday they will see the entire 
Maple Lcafs-Boston Br u in a 
Stanley Cup quarter-final, but 
the national picture still was 
clouded.
CFTO-TV announced it would 
televise the entire Toronto-Bos­
ton series starting Wednesday 
night with the first game in the 
best-of-seven encounter.
O'Connell said two owners, 
Griffith and August A. BuSch 
Jr. of St. Louis Cardinals, indi­
cated the players’ latest pro­
posal would take money away 
from players already retirpd. 
Miller called those charges 
“outrageous.”
The owners have offered 
$400,000 for the health-care seg­
ment of the pension package, 
plus $90,000 to pay for the in­
creased coverage cost for re­
tired players, who must' buy the 
coverage themselves. Tlf s 
would bring the owners’ total 
annual contribution to the over­
all plan to $5.94 million.
Miller said an independent ac­
tuary hired by the pension com­
mittee, which consists of two 
owners and two players, re-
National coverage of the se­
ries, as well as that of the Mont- 
r c a 1 Canadiens-New York 
Rangers quarter-final starting 
the same night in New York, 
was in doubt when a deadlock 
developed between the private 
CTV network and Maclaren Ad- 
ver t i s i n g Ltd., the Toronto 
agency which controls rights to 
National Hockey League televi­
sion in Canada. ।
With the Monday announce­
ment, it was conceded that 
should the competing CBC settle 
its /abor strife in time, the 
Lem-Bruin series would end 
up on both channels in Toronto.
The Maclaren office had tried 
to place the first two games in 
both the Boston and New York 
series on CTV for Wednesday 
and Thursday nights. This came 
after the CBC reported it w. | 
still unable to guarantee I
walkouts by striking technic!?0* I
be
Samia, Ont., 12 Lethbridge 
Toronto 5 Vanderhoof 1 
Melville, Sask. 8 Richmond
2
2
Vancouver North Shore 7
Kamloops 1
Winnipeg East Kildonan 8
Saskatoon 2
Boston Malden 10 Saanich,
B.C. 1
*B’ Division
Esquimalt 6 Burnaby Winter
Club 2
Comox 4, Anchorage, Alaska 2
Weyburn, Sask. 10 Tilburg,
Holland 2
Cranbrook 6 Fort St. John 1
Dawson Creek 7 Vancouver
Kerrisdale 2
Prince George 4 Red Deer 3
Of Game Club
The annual general meeting 
of the Kelowna and District 
Fish and Game Club will be 
held Wednesday at 8 p.m. at 
the Capri Hotel.
Reports from the past year 
will be heard and election of 
officers will be held. It is ex­
pected that fishery biologist 
Sandy McDonald will be in 
attendance. All members and 
Interested sportsmen arc in­
vited to attend.
The Fish and Game Club re­
cently completed improvements 
to the indoor range at Sports­
mens Field, aided by volunteer 
help under Stan Chatham. 
Shooting positions to take six 
shooters are now Installed.
The next practice will take 
place at the range tonight at 7 
p,m., with former and new 




ATHENS (Reuter) - '
Dizzy's Suit 
Falls Through
PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) —
ported that an annual $5.94 mil- । 
lion contribution together with 
the plan’s earnings would pro­
vide "ample money” for both 
the health-care increase and the 
17 per cent in retirement bene­
fits.
MOST IN MORTGAGES
Miller said that since most of 
the assets of the pension plan 
are. in long-term mortgages at 
the nine to 9% per cent rate, 
even if that rate went down- 
say to eight to 8% per cent—the 
average rate would continue to 
rise as long as the yearly rate 
stayed above six per cent.
“We are not asking for any 
more money than the owners of­
fered in our final meeting at 
Phoenix March 29,” Miller said 
Monday in making the new pro­
posal.
“We have said all along that 
money is not the issue. We are 
accepting the owners’ money 
offer ($5.94 million) and, in ad­
dition, offering to guarantee the 
difference between the 4% per 
cent interest the plan is de­
signed to earn and the six per 
cent it is earning.
vo"ld not interrupt coverages*
CTV balked at being used 
only on. nights when the CBC 
was not available and offered to 
•ancel regular programs to 
show the entire series provided 
it could be assured of the com­
plete series rather than individ­
ual games.
Maclaren decided to continue 
to negotiate with CBC.
Essos Drub
A
“It’s the same amount 
money, but the difference 
how we apply the money.”
federal judge ruled in favor of 
Phoenix Newspapers Inc. Mon­
day in a $14 million libel action 
brought by former baseball star 
Jerome H. (Dizzy) Dean.
Dean’s suit contended that a 
headline in the Feb. 24, 1970, 
issue of the Phoenix Gazette 
falsely placed him under a fed­
eral grand jury indictment for 
gambling.
Judge Carl A. Mucke, in 
granting the newspapers’ mo­
tion for summary judgment, 
said the law was extremely 
broad in cases of libel and pur­
poseful intent must be proven. 
He commented that the headline 
was “semi-humorous and some­
what affectionate toward Mr. 
Dean."
It read: “OP Diz.'Sluds' Into 
Indictment." As a sportscaster, 
Dean was noted for his use of 
the word 'slud' as the past tense 
of “slide."
The
Greek ministry of agriculture 
has instructed police In Florina 
and Kopltsa, northern Greece, 
to protect from extinction the 
few bears still In the forests 





Mon.-Frl. 11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m
Includes:
5 courses, salad and 











After the rejection, Miller 
said the owners wanted the 
players “to bend down and kiss 
their shoes.”
“The owners have now taken 
on the full responsibility for pro­
longing the strike right into the 
season.”
Asked what chances there 
were of settling the dispute be­




VERNON, B.C. (CP)—Vernon 
scored five unanswered goals in 
the first period Monday night 
and coasted to a 10-3 victory 
over Penticton Broncos to take 
a 2-1 lead in games in their 
best-of-seven British Columbia 
Junior Hockey League final.
Fourth game in the series is 
tonight in Penticton.
Vernon led 6-1 at the end of 
the second period and outscored 
the Broncos 4-2 in the final 20 
minutes.
Glen Walton scored two goals 
for Vernon. The other goals 
were shared among Lyle Brewer 
George Fargher, Jeff Shirley, 
Ernie Gare. John Price, Bill 
Vernon, Bob Marsh and Vic 
Sloan.
For Penticton, Chad Campbell 
had two goals and Bob Nichol- | 
son got the other.
Glen Bueckert started in the 
Penticton net but was lifted at 
the 10-minute mark of the first 
period with the score 4-0.
He was replaced by Bob Love 
and the two combined for a total 
of 38 stops. Mike Smithson in 
the Vernon net made 25 stops.
Vernon took eight of the 11 
minor penalties.
Notice of Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of the 
Kelowna & District Fish & Game Club 
will be held on
Wed., April 5th
at the





Wo’ve got a neat move to waltz you through your next business trip In fine style. 
Fly wherever you're going on a relaxing, high above the wind and rain PWA 
flight. You'll save lots of time, and won't bo thoroughly exhausted from battling 
the elements all the way. And the price of your ticket Includes a healthy 15% 
discount on the cost of renting a new Tilden Chevrolet or other fine car when 
you get to your destination. ,
Start your next trip off on the right foot..; do the "Count on Us'1 two-stop.
LUESTERH
AIRLINES
KITS . Cameras & ....
I ravel
'.Phone 763-5604 K,,ow* “B.C.
BCAA Travel Agency
A Most 'Ilusted Name in 'Ituvcl
3.19 Martin .Street Penticton, B.C, Dial 492-7016
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Chicago Black Hawks will 
be expecting another top goal­
scoring output from superstar 
Bobby Hull, here shown just 
missing a goal against St. 
Louis Blues’ goalie Ernie 
Wakely, as Hawks head into 
Stanley Cup quarter-final play
HULL HOT SCORER
against Pittsburgh Penguins. 
Penguins, who have won five
healthy margin over second 
place Minnesota North Stars.
and. tied five of their last 11 The quarter-finals start on 
games, won the fourth play- four fronts Wednesday night, 
off spot on the final day in ' ~ : ■--------
the Western Division while
Hawks locked up the Western 
title long ago and hold a
Second Prayer For Gil Hodges 
First One Ended Hitting Slump
NEW YORK (AP) — Nine­
teen years ago, Father Her­
bert Redmond, a Catholic 
priest, threw away his sched­
uled sermon. Instead, he told 
the parishioners at St. Francis 
Xavier Roman Catholic 
Church in Brooklyn to “go 
home, keep the Command­
ments and .say a prayer for 
"" Gil Hodges.”
Sunday night, father Red­
mond said another prayer for 
Gil H o d g e s —t h e Catholic 
prayer for the dead.
The 63-year-old priest, long­
time chaplain for the Nursing 
Sisters of the Sick Poor, 
learned of the death of 
Hodges, manager of base­
ball's New York Mets, while 
watching television Sunday 
evening.
“They flashed the news 
across the bottom of the 
screen,” he said. "I felt very 
bad and I immediately said 
the Catholic prayer for the 
dead."
Father Redmond recalled 
that it was a hot, muggy 
spring day in 1953 when he de­
cided to call off his sermon. 
Hodges, first baseman for 
Brooklyn Dodgers, was mired 
in a batting slump, a carry­
over from the 1952 World Se­
ries, when he went 0-for-21 
and became the first player 
ever to go hitless in a seven­
game series.
BROKE SLUMP
“It was just spontaneous,” 
he recalled. “It was the only 
time I said anything without 
preparation. There was a lit­
tle chuckle and everyone went 
home. But there was a re­
porter present, a member of 
the parish, and he wrote the 
story, 1 remember that Gil
broke put of his slump that 
afternoon with two home 
runs.”
Hodges, who would have 
been 48 today, collapsed and 
died Sunday at a motel in 
West Palm Beach, Fla., after 
playing 27 holes of golf. The 
scheduled exhibition game be­
tween the Mets and Montreal 
Expos had been cancelled be­
cause of the baseball players’ 
strike.
The body will be on view 
Wednesday and Thursday at 
Our Lady Help of Christians 
Church in Brooklyn. A high 
mass will be sung Thursday 
followed by burial in Brook­
lyn’s Holy Cross cemetery.
. Meanwhile, five names 
were mentioned as Hodges’ 
managerial successor.. They 
are Met coaches Yogi Berra 
and Rube Walter; Whitey 
Herzog, the organization’s 
director of player develop­
ment, and former major 
league managers Alvin Dark 
and Hank Bauer, Baiier cur­
rently is managing the Mets’ 
International League farm 
club at Tidewater, Va.
Swift Current
Trims Coast
Flyers' Shero Just Numbed
As Post-Season Hopes Ended
PHILADELPHIA (API — 
“Have you ever had novo- 
caine?" asked Philadelphia 
Flyers coach Fred Shero. 
“Well, that’s how I feel. 
Numb.”
Numbness and shock 
seemed to be the emotions 
Monday in the Flyers front 
office, one day after a stun­
ning 3-2 loss to Buffalo Sabres 
knocked Philadelphia out of 
an almost sure Stanley Cup 
playoff spot.
It was former Flyer Gerry 
Meehan’s 20-foot goal with 
four seconds remaining Sun­
day that sent numbness 
through Shero..
He admitted he was plying 
for a 2-2 tie and a sure playoff 
spot. Instead Pittsburgh 
slipped into the fourth playoff 
position with its victory over 
St. Louis.
“I don’t think I have ever 
had a more disappointing de­
feat," said general manager 
Keith Allen. "Even the loss to 
Minnesota (1-0) on an 80-foot 
shot two years ago wasn’t as 
disheartening.”
HE’S SHAKEN
The normally - reserved 
Shero could not hide his emo­
tions following the game.
“Even after Buffalo tied us 
we were going for the victory. 
The last three or four min­
utes, though, we were going 
for the tie.
"I decided it would be bet­
ter to make sure of getting in. 
I decided to send only one 
man in dpep and have the 
wings pick up their man. We 
were doing the job, then . . . 
well, you saw what happened. 
A wing broke free.”
It was the second time in 
three years the flyers just 
missed making the playoffs. 
Allen, however, expressed 
some optimism.
“I think we made some
progress this season. I think 
in some degree out not mak- 
ing the playoffs is hard luck. 
. . . Well, I guess it’s just hot 




MINNEAPOLIS (A P) — 
Minnesota North Stars gen­
eral manager Wren Blair says 
his team has been coasting in 
second place in the National 
Hockey League West Division 
for a long time, but there is 
no doubt in his mind that a 
second-place team can be 
knocked off in the Stanley Cup 
playoffs.
The North Stars open the 
first round of . the playoffs 
here against third-place St. 
Louis Blues Wednesday night.
“We’ve been coasting in 
second place in the West Divi­
sion about as long as St. Louis. 
did last year,” Blair said.
“But we don’t have any rea­
son to doubt that the second 
place team can be beaten by 
the third. We only have to 
look back to last year when 
we beat the second place 
team and it was St. Louis.”
The North Stars-Blues 
match-up marks the fourth 
time in five years the two 
clubs have met in the play­
offs.
Blair said he would like to 
be the underdog in the best- 
of-seven series.
‘T’ve got mixed feelings 
about going into this series as 
anything other than an under­
dog, because in all the years 
I’ve been involved in hockey, 
teams I’ve been associated 
with have always done better 
as underdogs.”
Penguins Will Make Most 
Of Playoff Opportunity
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Pittsburgh Penguins, having 
earned a N a t i 0 n a 1 Hockey 
League playoff berth by the 
skin of their teeth during the 
weekend, aim to make the most 
of their opportunity when they 
open their best-of-seven quart­
er-final series against the Black 
Hawks at Chicago Wednesday 
night.
"They’ll know* they’ve been in 
the playoffs when we’re fin- 
i s h e d,” predicted Pittsburgh 
rookie Dave Burrows, unawed
trailing 2-0, came back to sink 
Philadelphia 3-3 on Gerry Mee­
han's 30*foot shot with four sec­
onds to go. The teams finished 
with identical 26-38-14 records, 
but Pittsburgh got the playoff 
spot because the Penguins took 
the season series from Philadel­
phia 3-2-1.
"We took a little out of Phila­
delphia Saturday, night and we 
figured they had a chance to 
lose," said Pittsburgh winger 
Jean Pronovost. “It was a great
they breezed through the regu­
lar season but were knocked out 
of the playoffs by Montreal in 
the first round. >
PLANTE SKEPTICAL
Despite the Canadiens’ sub* 
prise victory over Boston last 
year, Toronto goalie Jacques 
Plante remains skeptical on
HOCKEY SCORES
International
Port Huron 7 Fort Wayne 4
(Port Huron leads best-of-five 
AJieml-final 2-1) 
HA, Quebec Junior 
eBHF Quebec 5 Sherbrooke 4
(Quebec leads best-of-seven 
quarter-final 3-0)
British Columbia Junior
Vernon 10 Penticton 3
(Vernon leads best-of-seven 
final 2-1 >
I Centennial Cup
I Humboldt 4 Dauphin 2
I (Humbodt leads best-of-seven
I, Western semi-final 2-0)
SWIFT CURRENT; Sask, (CP) 
—Swift Current downed Vancou­
ver 7-2 Monday night to win 
the fourth annual Interprovincial 
midget , A hockey tournament.
The SVvift Current team was 
undefeated in four games.
Del Belch and Greg Woods 
each scored twice for Swift 
Current and Murray McGilliv­
ray, Glenn Murray and Dan 
Zazclenchuk shared single mark­
ers. Brian McCloskey . seprod 
both goals for Vancouver.
The consolation final went to 
Prince George who defeated 
Brandon 6-0, giving goaltender 
D’Arcy Koch the only shutout 
of the tournament. Koch was 
selected the best goaltender of 
the tournament,
Twelve teams from the west 
played in the tournament which 
attracted about 35,000 fans,
ORE TALLY
Mining operations In Quebec 
extracted 51,2-million tons of 
.mineral-bearing ores' hi 1971, 
compared with 52-mllllon tons in 
1970.
REMEMBER WHEN . . .
Adoption of the major 
league baseball player s' 
pension plan won announced 
25 years ago today—in 1Q-17 
—by,the then Commissioner 
A, H, Chaiidlef tn Cincin­
nati, Ohio, The plan in­
cluded Ixitli annuity and life 
Insurance bendlts and es­
tablished a retirement age 
of 50-for players, coaches 
or trainers,
TOMORROW AT SUPER-VALU, WED., APRIL 5 






-1 ill-. 1 RII NDI.Y 1 OOI) MOKIS’
by the fact that the Black 
Hawks finished first in the West । 
Division by a whopping 19 
points over Minnesota North 
Stars.
The other three quarter-final 
series opening Wednesday see 
St. Louis Blues at Minnesota, 
Toronto Maple Leafs at Boston 
against the East Division cham­
pion Bruins and Montreal Cana- 
diens against the Rangers in 
New York.
All series continue at ' the 
same -sites Thursday night be­
fore switching to Pittsburgh, St 
Louis, Toronto and Montreal re 
spectively for the third and 
fourth games Saturday and Sun­
day.
"We’ve been playing playoff 
hockey for the last month," de­
clared Burrows.
LOST ONLY ONE
Of their last 11 games, the 
Penguins lost only one, winning 
five and tying five.
Even so, it came down to the 
final weekend between Pitts­
burgh and Philadelphia Flyers 
for the fourth and final playoff 
berth in the West. The Penguins 
stayed alive by tying Philadel­
phia 4-4 Saturday night on a 
goal by Greg Polis with 47 sec­
onds left in the game.
Pittsburgh earned the berth 
the following night by beating 
St. Louis 6-2 while Buffalo, after
finish to the season, and I think 
we’ll do well in the playoffs.” 
, To do well, the Penguins will 
have to crack Chicago’s goal­
tending corps, stingiest in the 
NHL. The Black Hawks’ duo of 
Tony Esposito and Gary Smith 
won the Verina Trophy, yielding 
2.12 goals a game—166 goals in 
78 games.
Leafs’ chances of 
same.
"Don’t compare 
Leaf team with 








BRUIN INJURIES VARIED '
The Boston injury chart has 
centre Derek Sanderson as “un­
certain,” defenceman Bobby 
Orr and winger Ken Hodge as 
“marginal” and centre Phil Es­
posito as ready for the Bruins’ 
opener against Toronto.
Sanderson, who scored 25 
goals this season, entered hospi­
tal Monday night suffering from 
colitis, an inflammation of the 
large intestine. He will bi let 
out of the hospital to practise 
and play, but should the condi­
tion deteriorate, he’ll be forced 
to remain in hospital.
Orr has been hampered by 
knee problems, Hodge bruised 
an ankle Sunday, and Esposito 
missed Boston’s final two regu­
lar season games because of 
stretched knee ligaments.
Also missing Sunday’s final 
season game, in which the 
Bruins beat Toronto 6-4, was de­
fenceman Carol Vadnais, out 
with a bruised hand.
The Bruins will be out to 
make up for last year, when
throw out 10 different combina­
tions. How many can we throw 
out?
"Man to man, to beat Boston, 
we’ve all got to give 110 per 
cent. We can’t score like them, 
or Canadiens either.”
The Rangers and Canadiens 
played six high scoring games 
in the regular season, including 
a 6-5 decision won by Montreal 
Sunday. But both clubs think 
the playoffs will be different.
"1 expect you'll see us both 
play more conservative, close­
checking hockey in the play­
offs,” said New York's Vic Had­
field.
“This is going to be a hell of a 
playoff series,” echoed Mont­
real’s Pete Mahovlich, “but it 
won't be as wide open as the 
games we played this season. - 
You can’t afford to play that 
wide-open kind of hockey. In the 
playoffs.
“W e ’r e both fast-skating 
teams with plenty of balance 
and strength at every position,” 
Mahovlich added. “I look for a 
long series ... a scries where 
both teams play more conserva­
tively ... a series that might 
be decided by a break, a mis­
take, or maybe an injury to a 
key guy ... one hell of a se- 





















$75,000 in Canadia 
vacations
Test drive a Datsun and choose 
your own Canadian vacation 
Datsuns are good, and we want to prove it to you. The 
best way to do this, is to give you a test drive. That’s 
why we're making this offer: come for a test drive and 
drop your coupon in the participating Datsun dealer’s 
entry box. If you win the draw (and remember, thei'e are 
75 prizes), we’ll give you a $500 CP Air Canadian travel 
voucher. We’ll also give you $500 cash just so you can 
travel anywhere in Canada and have a good time. 
Everybody gets something 
Everyone who tost drives a Datsun 
during the contest period ■
Will receive a collection ol 
scenic Canadian prints.
Come home in a Datsun
If you win one of the 75 prizes, you’ll get to know 
>4 your coun,ry a hotter.
** xou tost ddvo n Da,aun'you N 
Hm t0 know our car a little bettor.
HB And wo know y°u" ho Impressed.
BL^ Fly with CP Air
I *75,000 
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What Spring Prompts You To Throw Away... Sell Instead The Courier Want Ad Way
PHONE 763-3228 FOR ASSISTANCE FROM ONE OF OUR FRIENDLY A D-V1SORS.
Kelowna and District
BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL
15. HOUSES TOR RENT
COUNTRY UVLNO WITH LOVELY 
view ri MacKewxte Manor tlvsplex. 
MacKrazte Road. Rutland. Tw* batiu. 
2H bedroom*, cpactoo* tiring, smm 
cMIdren welcome, water *ad garbage 
collection free. *133 per month. No pet*.




’ ’’ DeUvered Anywhere in 
\ KELOWNA or VERNON 
» AREA 
I Phone orders collect 
Business—545-1311
Residence 542-9664 or 766-2330 
. LAV1NGTON PLANER 
MILL LTD.
T. Th. 8. tf
MOVING AND STORAGE
Jenkins Cartage Ltd.
DELUXE THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX 
for rent la Spring Valley Subdivision. 
This duplex is sound proof, almost all 
carpet throughout and ha* 134 baths. 
Full basement Renting for $163 per
month. Telephone 784478*. tf
DUPLEX, FOUR BEDROOMS. RUM- 
pus room, carport, storage shed. Rent 
6170.00 per month. Available April 15th. 
1360 Elm St., Kelowna. Telephone 763-
3351. tf
TWO BEDROOM. FULL BASEMENT
16. APTS. FOR RENT I
CENTENNIAL HOUSE APARTMENTS 
now accepting nite reservations, loc­
ated adjacent to Centennial Park. 
McIntosh Road. Rutland. Occupancy 
May 1. 1972. Spacious deluxe suites, 
air conditioning, carpeting, colored ap­
pliance*. drapes. Inter-com system, 
cable TV. full laundry facilities, stor- - 
age and paved parking, close to *11 
Shopping areas. Please telephone 765- 
9133 nr 7624928 for further information.
,____________________________ 210
FOR RENT BY WEEK OR MONTH, 
furnished one bedroom apartment with 
electric stove, refrigerator and all cook­
ware. Carpeted, direct dial telephone 
and catd* vision. Idea) for temporary 
workmen, those awaiting more perma­
nent accommodation, etc. Good until 
June 30. No children, no pets. Cana-
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
A GOOD INVESTMENT!
Business Block, 6 units, 5 of which are rented, nearly new building, hot water heat, \ 
cement block construction. Financing can be arranged. This wiU show a good return. 
Art MacKenzie 7694264. .
NESTLED IN PINES
1288 sq. ft. of beautiful finished home. 3 spacious bedrooms, 14 x 20 L.R., 2 .fireplaces. 
Full basement with rec. room. Lovely landscaped % acre lot. Harvey Pomrenke 
2-0742. .
Agents for I ‘lapis* I* Rutland oa Briarwood Road.
North Am'rle.n V=» Ltae. Ltd. gft» -gM-
Local, Long Distance Moving |7«-4ooi.__________ ~ tt
“We Guarantee Satisfaction” DELUXE bedroom duplex. 
1120 ELLIS ST. 762-20201 carpeted, flreplace, full baiement, aun- 
T Th S tf I <*rP»'t. No children, no pet*. 
' * ___ $180 per month. Bernard Avenue.
mar* Beach Motel. 763-4717. tf




Sewer & Water Lines 





PATIOS & SUNDECKS 
' Fiberglassed, 97 cents per 
square ft, 92 cents per square 
ft., 500 sq. feet and over.
TELEPHONE 765-8180
T, Th. S 219 
INCOME TAX
INCOME TAX





T, Th, S 219
CLASSIFIED RATES
' Claixlfied AdvMtiiemuto Md Not­
ice* for tM* pag* muit bo received 
By 4:30 p.m. dty previoui to publica­
tion. except 13 *ooa Saturday for Moa­
day publlutioa.
Fhoa* T68-33U
WANT AD CASK RATES
■ Oa* *r tw* day* $« P«r word, per 
taiartioa.
Three conMeotiv* day*. 4Ke per
word per insertion.
Six consecutiv* day*. 4e 
**r Insertion.
. Minimum charge based' on 





Paint Supply Ltd. 
Your Bapco & SWL Dealer 
Paint — Wallpaper — Signs 
Art Supplies
FULL BASEMENT, TWQ BEDROOM 
Glenmore duplex with fireplace, carport 
and oil heat. $145 including domestic 
water. Available immediately. Tele-
phone 763-6586. tf
FURNISHED CABIN FOR RENT. $55 
per month, utilities included. Older 
person preferred. No dog* please. Apply 
at 1330 Highway 33. comer of Nickel
Road. 206
BOUSE. TWO BEDROOMS. PLUS DEN.
1619 PANDOSY 762-2134 one block to lake, ahopplng and bus. 
T Th Q WI South Kelowna area. New paint and 





SALES & SERVICE 




Uve new one bedroom auites. shag car­
peting throughout appliances, large pri­
vate patios, ten minutes from Kelowna. 
$110 per month. Two bedroom suite 
with panoramic view of lake also avail­
able. Telephone 768-5875. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES 
avaUable. Sound proof building. Shag 
carpeting. *ir • conditioning, drapes, 
range and refrigerator, sauna, rec. 
room, elevator, intercom, free laundry.
Windsor Manor. 763-7234. tt
203
(DELUXE TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
-1 plex suit* la Rutland; full basement.
I close to schools. No pet*. Telephone 763-
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM FULLY 
furnished with kitchenettes. Available 
weekly and monthly rate*. Close to 
ahopplng centre. Vocational School, bus. 
etc. Clnn*mon's Lakeshore Resort. 2924 
Abbott Street Telephone 762-4834. U
FURNISHED ONE AND TWO BED- 
room units, self-contained, close to 
Vocational School and College. Winter 
rates. Golden Sands Resort. 3356 Watt
Road. Telephone 762-5272. U
3013. tf
DUPLEX FOR RENT. IMMEDIATE 
occupancy. Three bedrooms on main 
floor, carport and full basement. Tele-
phone 765-8615. tf
APRIL 1. FOURPLEX. TWO BED- 
I room *uit* near Foor Season* Motel, 
a* | (No atov* or refrigerator.) Telephone 
 1765-8186.U
FULLY FURNISHED COTTAGE AT 
I Cora) Beach, available April ISJuly 1.
FURNISHED. CARPETED ONE AND 
two bedroom auites. Color television. 
Weekly or monthly. No children, no 
pet*. Beacon Beach Resort. 762-4225.
tf
COMPLETELY SELF CONTAINED 
on* and two bedroom units, close to 
Vocational School, college and shopping 
centre. Reasonable rates. Sunny Beach
Resort, telephone 762-3567. ti
——————————————• I two bedroom. $135. Indudea all utilities.
B & J INSTALLATIONS Telephon* 764-7536. tf
nt/JtSflriwfl I THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. DOWN-
winnows ana town location, at $180 per month.
Sliding Glass Doors I Telephone days. 762-3384; evenings,
Kelowna 763-6675 -“
YEAR OLD THREE BEDROOM HOMfc 
InstaUations, Sales & Service I in Westbank tor sale or rent. Fur- 
Renovations & Glass Repairs J®:
2171 Telephone 788-5215. tf
WINDMILL MOTEL - OFF-SEASON 
rate*. Only minutes from town on High­
way 97 South. One and two bedrooms; 
kitchenettes and showers. Children wel-
come. Telephone 7694511. tf
2. DEATHS
TWO BEDROOM HOME SOUTH END, 
-I one block from shopping and lake. Tele- 
. phone 762-3414, Orchard City Realty.
tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITES AVAILABLE 
in new slxplex. Carpets; with or with­
out refrigerator and stove. Centrally 
located. Rutland. 769-4394 or 769-4205. 
tf
CENTURY MANOR. SPACIOUS ONE 
bedroom suite, colored appliances, wall 
to wall drapes and broadloom, cable 
TV. No children or pets. 1958 Pandosy
Street. Telephone 763-3685. tf
B.C. HEART FOUNDATION — DEEP FOR RENT IN COUNTRY. SMALL 
satisfaction come* from remembering I two bedroom house with stove. $75 per 
departed family, friends and associates I month. No pets. Telephone 762-5078.
with a memorial gift to th* Heart 




U DELUXE FOUR BEDROOM DUPLEX 
—I for rent. Ui baths. Near, schools. In 
. I Rutland. $190 per month. Telephone 765-
7772. 208
LARGE TREED VIEW LOTS
Move up to one of the area’s most popular subdivisions. West Kelowna Estates offers 
you one of the most magnificent views around. AU lots are weU treed, domestic water, 
power, telephone. CaU Bren Witt 7694326.
APPLE VALLEY REALTY™
1451 Pandosy St. SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY ••• Oita Ph. 3-4144
KELOWNA REALTY LTD. INVITES YOU TO
OPEN HOUSE
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5th, from 3 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
We will have 2 houses open to the pubUc in Rio Terrace— 
lovely secluded, weU treed area — just follow the arrows
from the 
Caramello
corner of High Rd. and Clifton north past 
Heights.
3 bedroom executive home. Many lovely features. MLS.
THE BIG THREE
•fr Good Price 
Good Design
•5^ A good place to live 
These are the features 






THREE BEDROOM, FULL 
BASEMENT HOUSE. 




• Birth*. Ens*g*m*nt*. Marriages 
■c per word; minimum $2.50.
i Death Notice*. In . Memoriam*. . 
Card* of Thanks Sc p«r word, mini- 
num $150.
If P*M prior to initial bUUns. * 100) 
discount may b* deducted.
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
-1 Applicable within eirculatio* . ton 
paly.. .
i Deadlln* 4:M pn. day previoua to 
publication, except U noo* Saturday for 
lionday publication.
’ Ono insertion $1.8$ per column inch.
1 Three consecutive uuertloa* $1.83 
per column Inch.
, Six consecutive insertion* $1.7$. per 
Column inch.
; Read your advertiMment th* first 
day tt appear*. We will net bo res­
ponsible for mor* than 'one-incorrect 
insertion.',
' BOX REPLIES .
$ ■ $0q charge for th* us* of • .Courier 
Aex number, and 5Oc additional tf 
Yeplie* *r* to be mailed.
* Name* and address of Buholden 
era held confidential
A* * condition of acceptance of a 
box number advertisement while 
•very endeavor will be made to for* 
ward rapUes to Iha advertiser a* 
aoon a* possible, wo accept no lia­
bility in respect of loss or damage 
nlleged to arise through either, fall- 
’ Yiro or delay in forwarding such re­
plies. however caused, whether by 
neglect or otherwise.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
■ Carrier boy delivery uo par week. 
Collected every two weeks.
Motor Route .
12 mosttos ......................... $25.80
* months .................... 13.00
$ months ......................... 7.00
MAIL RATES
B. C. outsid* Kalown* City Zone, 
U month* ..........   $23.00
FRESORGER-DUPUIS — Mr. and Nn. MODERN TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX. 
Ed Fresorger. Kelowna, are pleased to I carport, full basement, carpet in -living 
announce the engagement of their only roo£. RuUand. Available May 1. $125 
Vancouver.! month. Telephone 762-5588. ’ 206
to Frank Arthur Dupuis, of Vancouver, I . — . . ...
«on of MT. and Mr*. Donat Dupui*. new TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. $175 
Cobden, Ontario. The wedding vriM take per month. Adnlto preferred. Available 
place in Vancouver in August. 205 M.roh 31e Telephone 765-7036. tf
5
 **l u*ha*i * as I NEW TWO BEDROOM FULL BASE-
• ir$ JVlsIVlUKIAIvl | ment duplex on creek. $150 monthly.
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- P1? T*5-7108, «v5°ln<« _u
tery new address: 1790 Hollywood Rd. ACTnnt ROAD. TWO BEDROOM (end) Rutland. Telephone 765-6494. tf ^ple* “viable May l»t. Telephone 





TWO BEDROOM HOME ON STUART 
Road in Lakeview Height*. $150 per 
month. Telephone 769-4343. 2OT
16. APTS. FOR RENT
CELOWNA and DISTRICT] nnrkiTiAf/^rvrs ahtc ■ 
FISH and GAME CLUB BRENTWOOD APTS.
will be held on Comer Ellis Street and
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5th Rosemead Ave.
at the 
CAPRI HOTEL
at 8 p.m. 206
OKANAGAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
Annual Dinner Meeting, St. Joseph’s 
Hall. Monday. April II. 6:45p.m. Tic-
kefs 82.75 each. 205
Now Renting
ONE AND 
TWO BEDROOM SUITES. 
. Available April, 1st.
6 month* .........................
1 month* .........................
Canada Outside B. C.
13 months ........................














WINFIELD. LARGE TWO BEDROOM 
unfurnished apartment. Large picture 
window—beautiful view of Wood Lake. 
Wall to wall carpet throughout. 765-6538.
■ tf
WESTBANK. ' SPACIOUS TWO BED- 
room basement suite; refrigerator, 
stove, private entrance. Available April 
X $115 per month. Telephone 768-5661.
HOCHELAGA. DELUXE SUITES FOR 
rent Shag rug throughout, refrigerator, 
range and drapes, air conditioned, 
cable television, sauna baths and wash­
ing facilities included. Telephone 763-
3 BR HOME — By Lou Guldi Const, in the city, near 
schools and shopping: full carpeted throughout; some 
nice trees; could be finished in the basement; see this 
lovely home; only $28,500. Cail Lloyd Bloomfield, eves 2- 
3089 or days 2-5544. MLS.
NEARLY EIGHT ACRES — of level treed land with 
renovated two BR house and studio with a view of 
Okanagan Lake; good well and one ARDA summer tap. 
Near Winfield, price $26,500. Call Mike Chepesuik, eves 
4-7264 or days 2-5544. MLS.
CASA LOMA — Extremely attractive 4 BR home; over 
2,400 sq. ft. of fully completed house; spacious foyer, 
LR and DR combination; kitchen with built-in dishwasher;
2 complete baths, plus ensuite; bright family room with 
floor to ceiling fireplace; fullycarpeted throughout; walk 
to lovely sandy beach; let me show you this enchanting 
home, call Betty Elian, eves 769-4397 or days 2-5544.
COUNTRY VIEW HOME — Beautiful mw home on 1 
acre; 3 BRs; ensuite plumbing off master BR with 
shower; sunken LR; shag rug, attractive fireplace; dining 
room kitchen with dishwasher and sliding doors to spa­
cious sundeck; 4 pee. bath; double sinks; full base­
ment; large garage and breezeway; a quality home in a 
nice country setting; asking price $37,900. CaU George 




6492. tf F.P. $19,950.00. D.P.—Try $9500.00. MLS,
LTD 2-5544
We Trade Throughout B.C.
Jack Sasseville 3-5257
Peachland Branch 767-2202 or Bert or Mae Leboe 767-2525 
Penny Callies 767-2655
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
LARGE LUXURIOUS NEW TWO BED- 
room apartment in convenient Summer­
land downtown. Block can be pur­
chased. Write owner.' P.O. Box 1105. 
Summerland. Telephone 494-8539 210
MODERN. CLEAN. THREE ROO3L 
self-contained duplex suite, refrigerator 
and stove, hospital vicinity, $115 per
month Telephone 764-7221. 210
$100 PER MONTH, TWO BEDROOM 
apartment in Rutland. Refrigerator 
and stove included. No pets. Telephone
765-7233, 205. 207-209
FURNISHED BASEMENT SUITE. PRi- 
vate -. entrance, centrally located, avail­
able May-lst Apply after 4:00 p.m. at
1338 Ethel St.
WANTED — TENANTS FOR LOM- 
hardy Park Apartments — exclusive, 
on* acre of lawns, much more. Let 
us tell you about it — 764-4408. tf
SUTHERLAND MANOR 560 SUTHER- 
land AVenue. one bedroom 'suites; 
cable television, spacious rooms, nice
and quiet. No children. tf
NASSAU HOUSE, DELUXE ONE BED- 
room suite, very quiet and close in. 
Adults only. Contact Manager, Suite 8,
1777 Water Street. tf
M. O. Dick and Mrs. Crossen in Attendance,
KELOWNA REALTY LTD
243 Bernard Ave. 762-4919
A
DELICIOUS DUPLEX — LAURIER AVE.-$32,500 
real tasty offering with palatable price in a luscious
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL Air conditioning, elevator, 
—- ------ ------ - --------— underground parking, con-CAJUN" FOR WEDDINGS. BAN-L . “ . ‘ oljflonrq
quets. dances, etc. Old time, modem.! Crete between all HOOTS, 
and country music. Telephon* 785-73231 electric heat, aU utilities ex- 
or 765.6932, __________ tf I cept telephone paid by land-
brueger heating supplies ltd. I lord, draperies and carpets 
Furnaces, egvestroughing. sheet metal) -ihrniiohnnt 
work. 1083 Glanmora St. Telephone 783. u»rougnoui.
w Phone Manager —
INCOME TAX DONE AT REASON- K-) nr 7Al 
abl* rate*. Talephon* 785.7851. I 762-UoOl OF 7oj-2J(Jj
 T, Th, S, tf tf
TWO BEDROOM UNIT OF FOUR- 
plex available April 1. with refrigera­
tor and stove included. Telephone 762- 
5575 12 noon to 8;00 p.m. tf
TWO BEDROOM BRAND NEW DUP- 
lex, wall to wall carpeting. Close to 
downtown Rutland. Immediate posses­
sion. Telephone 765-9251. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES. 
Large living rooms. Close in town. Boat 
access to the lake. Inquire suite No. 2.
1836 Pandosy Street. 209
THREE BEDROOM FURNISHED 
suite available immediately. Located In 
Okanagan Mission near Eldorado Arms.
Telephone 762-6254. 208
FOR FULLER BRUSH SALES AND 
servlco telephone Herb Hawk, 765-7981. 
tf
12. PERSONALS
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS - WRITE 
P.O. Box 687. Kalown*. B.C. Telephone 
783-5U5. 785-8414. 785-7755 er 785-6923. in 
Winfield 788-2107. Is thera * drinking 





available downtown for mature ladies 
willing to share. Telephone 763-3010. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM SUITES, 
«oma cable vision. O’Callaghan'a Re.
eort, 3326 Watt Road. tf
location near Capri. Scrumptuous cherry tree anti juicy 
lawns. Delectable layout with mouthwatering decor and 
aromatic heatilator, open fireplaces each side. Two bed- 
ropms plus den in basement. Succulent terms At low . 
interest. Eating area with view window. Well maintained. 
MLS.
FANTASTIC VIEW OF LAKE $21,500 — Distress Sale! 
A-framed 2 bdrm home situated on % ah acre of land in 
Lakeview Hts. Rec room in full basement, 2 bathrooms, 
fireplace and glass sliding door opening to huge sundeck. 
EXCELLENT BUY. Phone OUvia Worsfold 2-5030, evgs. 2- 
3895. MLS. '
EXCELLENT WORKMANSHIP at $27,950! 4 yr. old, 3 
bdrm 1,200 sq. ft. family home (close-in) with 2 fireplaces, 
huge sundeck and a finished rumpus room. Beautifully 
landscaped! Vendor moving. Please caU OUvia Worsfold 
2-5030, evgs. 2-3895. MLS.
EXCEPTIONAL VIEW LOT — STIRLING PARK. First 
time offered, large lot with panoramic view priced at $7,- 
600. CaU Ed SchoU 2-5030, evgs. 2-0719. MLS. '
PEACHLANDERS NOTE!! QuaUty, Blue Waters home 
finished up and down, 2 fireplaces, 2 bathrooms, 2 bdrms 
up and 2 down. Sundeck. Let me show you this one. CaU 
LueUa Currie 2-5030, evgs. 768-5628. MLS.
GLENMORE — HIGH AND DRY! - 1725 Willow Cr. 3 
bdrms, full basement, lovely location! Close to schools, 
gas heat. 6%% mtge. of $9,000 at $135 P.I.T. Call Orlando 
Ungaro 2-5030, or 34320. MLS.
Jean Acres 3-2927 Gaston Gaucher 2-2463
Hoover r--■ B ’ I-I \ 426 Bernard Avenue
WEST KELOWNA ESTATES 





—Many VLA sized lots.
—Domestic water.
—Paved roads.
—5 minutes from downtown.
—Priced from $4,000 to $6,000.
DIRECTIONS: Hwy. 97 S. to Westside Road, take West- 
side Road to Bear Creek Road and follow signs.
ONE BLOCK TO LAKE — Attractive three bedroom 
family home in Okanagan Mission. Many features includ­
ing large corner fireplace, feature wall, ensuite bath and 
built-in range. Nearly completed basement. To view call 
Dennis Denney at 3-4343 or 5-7282. MLS.
DOWNTOWN LOCATION — Three bedroom home lo- 
ated close to downtown — extra two bedrooms upstairs. 
Ideal investment corner, Ethel and Harvey — under $20,- 
000, Worth taking close look at this.one. For full details 
please call Jim Barton at 4-4878 evenings or 3-4343 days.
AU mail and Motor Route Subscriptions 
payable la *4vanc*.
THE KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
1. BIRTHS
A NEW ARRIVAL - YOUR NEW 
baby to a bundle nt joy to Father and 
Mother. The arrival la also welcomed 
by other* Tell these friend* the fast, 
easy way with a Kelowna Drily Cour­
ier Birth Nolic* aa low a* 81.50, The 
day of birth, telephone a notice to 
763-322$ and your child’* birth aotlce 
will appear la Th* Kelowa* Drily 
Courier the following day.
2. DEATHS ~“~
WHITHAM Mr. James Whitham of 
MM Bluebird Road. Kolown*. passed 
away on April 3.1973. Funeral arrange­
ment* will be announced later. THE 
GARDEN CHAPEL FUNERAL DIREC­
TORS h*ve b«en entrusted with the ar- 
rangemeato, (Teteyhena 7«M040). 30$
M.7^8..8" ---------- __L' if you want to Uve in comfort,
Unk.^rrnot^,TwponslM* for^ny keserv® y°ur suite now. Ready 
occupancy.
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS. ONE AND 
two bedroom auites, no children or 
pet*. Telephone 784-4246. tf
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM FOUR- 
plex. Children and pots welcome. Tele-
phone 768-5202. tf
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD
*ut my written consent. —Dwight E. 
Stuttfr*. K>7
ELECTROLYSIS - GENTLE. SAFE, 
medically approved method. Highly. 
qualified operator with many, year* ex­
perience. Fer further laforaiatlon. tele.
phone Helen Gray. 763-6513. U




AVAILADLE NOW - TWO BEDROOM 
units In Rutland fourplex. . Close in. 
Telephone 765-5111 or 763.5676. tf
ONE BEDROOM SUITE, FURNISHED, 
$05 per month, Telephone 763-7032. 206
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
"ESTABLISHED IN 1902" 
364 BERNARD AVE.
George Martin - 763-7766 
John Bilyk ...... 763-3666 
Lloyd Dafoe
DIAL 762-2127
Darrol Tarves ... 763-2488
Carl Brlese ......... 763-2257
.... 762-3887
JOIN THE RENO BCAA SUN FUN 
Tour. Bu«»* Have Penticton April 15th, 
Complale package, $80. Call 492-7016, 
BCAA Travel Agency, 339 Martin 
Street. Penticton. B,C, 2141 RflYAI APTS.
MEET NEW FRIENDS. LEARN TO I J  ___ '
dance now. dancing is * great - social I NOW RENTING 
amt. Mr. Vincent’* Academy. 287 1 . . , ,
Bernard Avenue, w-wt.__________ m3 I One, two and three bedroom
reward offered to the find-I suites, Alr-conditloning, elcvn- 
er of * tan colored metal box and con- tor, under narking, free laun- 
Unu. urgently required. Telephone w dry, reduction for tenants «5 or 
no^1 TWepiSndnulet neighborhood. No children
762-W3 or 782-71M. 207 OT petg.
tf
FURNISHED ROOM, SHARE RITCH- 
en. bath and living room. *50 per month. 
Available Immediately, Telephone 765- 
8966,tf
ROOM FOH RENT FOR GIRL WITH 
cooking facilities. Telephone afternoons 
or evenings 762-6330 or apply linn 
Richter St.' 207
FURNISHED LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING 
room, separate kitchen and bath, Close 
in, Telephone 763-4488. 2t>7
18' ROOM AND BOARD
ROOM AND HOARD FOR GENTLE- 
man. sharing, 865 per month nil living 
privilege! to right person.' Telephone
14. ANNOUHCIMINT PHONE 762-8068T, Th, S, tf
762-0224 after 3i3O p.m, ti
“ALWAYS OPEN SATURDAYS!”
COUNTRY ACREAGE!! 50,95 acres only minutes from 
downtown Kelowna, offering a panoramic view of the 
city andi lake. Ideal for development into small ranchelte 
holdings. Well on property. For further details contact 
Murray Wilson at 34343 or 2-6475, MLS.
Hugh Mervyn 24872
Lakeland Realty
1561 Pandosy St. LTD. 3-4343
INFORMATION ON ALL M.L.S. LISTINGS 
AVAILABLE FROM OUR REALTORS. f





GOOD HOOM AND BOAHD FOH 
working gentleman or Muilent, Tele­
phone 762-3835. 207
ROOM ANDdBOARD“foiTgeNTLE-
man. Telephone 781-0220. tf
I Now available, large 1 and 2 
I br. suites away from traffic,
19. ACCOM. WANTED
RETIRED COUPLE WITH SMAlI
dog, require! two bedroom duplex
HAROLD & EDNA POLLOCK
at your sendee daily 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. 
. \ including Sunday. (Closed Wednesday).
In Rutland. 
765-6477, 765-7402 , 
762-3408
basement, May 1*4 in Kclnwnx. 
phone 762-7712.
FlIllNISIIl I* HOUhl OH hl 111 






July and August. Telephone 7»2-3<>9<i. 206
VISTA MANOR
177, T, S 209
tf 20> WANTEP TO RENT
BACHEIOIl OH ONE BEDROOM I'Tili" 
nlahrtt suite wanted for Muy tat. Reply
15. HOUSES FOR RI NT
TomiNG Fl»8t AN KIBCUTIVE 
Bat** to r**8 8* tfawatoww KMowmT 
AvatfaM* *o*r. Hat hadraaa* ham*, tw* 
tan baiba. bun lht«g **4 dlatag raom 
with tUeplMa, aptcioM hitch**, lava­
dry racra, iarg* store** *p*c«. 1 hall 
bar*m«M and garage. B«e«<ttullp 
lea.lrtatod, TrlapkM* HI-JIM. tf
15. HOUSES FOR RENT
1 BR. furnished, i and 1 unhirn- 
ishcd\ suite. All convcnienccn. 
Clone In. Retired or quiet liv-
to Ho* AMO, The Kelowna Dnllv









NO ADMITTANCE to persons WHO DO NOT WANT to 
occupy this 4 yr. old, 3 bdrm, home in GLENMORE. 
Country living on large lot (82’ x 150’) with, lots of trees. 
Domestic witter, low taxes and just 3’4 peaceful, no-traffic 
miles from Golf Course. Full asking price of $24,000 in­
cludes, rugs, drapes, stove, fridge, washer, dryer and 
dishwasher. Lot’s Iirvc nn OFFER! Call Cliff Wilson at 
762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-2058. MLS.
ONLY 20% DOWN
On these choice building lots off Hollywood Rond, Rutland 
area, Domestic water, gas, paved ‘ roads, and close to 
school. Priced from $3,200, Phone me, J. F, Klassen, at 
.762-3146, evgs, and wknds. 762-3015 for further particulars. 
MUS.
$500.00 DOWN
We have brand new 2 and 3 bedroom homes starting nt 
$18,900 Large roomy bedrooms, family sized kitchen and 
living room. Carpeted throughout except bathroom and 
kitchen. Crestwood cabinets. Full basement with roughed 
In extra bedroom, and lots of room left for a, rumpus 
room. '■ ■ ■ ,
NEW DUPLEX located on Mission Creek In Rutland. 
2 bedrooms up, combined kitchen and dining room, living 
room. Full basement, All offers or trades will be con­
sidered. Try your down payment. This may be the Invest­
ment fof you.
McKINNON REALTY LTDNEAR ABBOTT STREET
Location and class Is combined In this fine executive, 
3 bdrm, home, featuring 3 sets of plumbing, 1,440 sq. ft,, 
fireplace, built-in dishwasher, stove and oven, plus 
drapes included. Immediate possession, 1 have the key. 
Plense ciill Harry Rist nl 762-3146, evgs, and wknds. 
761-7221. MLS.
'fRIME COMMERCIAL OR INDUSTRIAL 
PROPER IY
1.23 acres on lllway 07 north, .close to Rutland turn-off. 
250 feet Hiway frontage. For further information call 
Mel Russell at 762-3146, evgs, and wknds. 769-4409. MLS.
Phil Robinson — 763-2758




GLENMORE - MTN. AVE.
AT KENNEDY
1200 nq. fl., 3 bedroom,.WW In 
LR, fireplace, full bnaeincnt,
102-ACRE FARM,
85 acres cultivated, Good ipod- 
ern buildings. Thia 165,000 
farm is 2’4 miles east of 
Lumby, a village with every­
thing, in the heart of fishing 
1 and hunting Monaihce Country. 
Hnlf cash get* you this gein.
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
EXECUTIVE HOME FOR SALE (IY 
owner, C*»* Loin* Ho*<1. Chur in lake. 
BeiullfuUr flnlahed m.tom tnillt family 
homa, located |* nreatiga area, Terrific 
view of lake, bridge and rlly. Modern 
kitchen, dining area opening nn Io ent­
ered aundeck with rarpoil below. I»i«e 
baihrooni, eauna tnlh. iwo lH-itr<«>in» up, 
3 lireplairt. Full-llnlUird baaemrnl with 
aeparatk anttanc*. l.andwapcd; v Mort­
gage can he anni'Crtl. full |»rl\r W*.- 
“no Trlrphcn* ;t>>«i\l l«r ni'pmnlmmi
KXCLUaiVE. BRAND NEW THREE 
bedrwom toorplea onlla to Rullaad. On* 
btadt frwm echooli fell b«*Mn*nl. akag. - ■ ____________ __________
Uy'B* r**T">'•*• *•<'*««•••. 11'NDKR NEW MANAGEMENT. CON. 
cathedral eolranca, TartrtuBy decotal-1 liaeatd Manor. Rowchile Aveaua;
Immadlalaly. Telephon* I ma and two bedr<*>m delure tulle* 
tf|*v*ll»Mo for Imruedltl* occupancy, 
w-|H|vw “‘glwin -ww4 r *4*5^^***^*’.,. phfklng, elet atot, tree
THREE BEDROOM,^FTRt.rl.MT, HE-1 httodpr and * rrduillc.n loir Irn.nH 
. .. .... ... ,,,,, mer yni,
plWni '.l I peU. Mart b* teen. Telephone 7*J U-"
.!.$»$. 'l M
' <rlter*lor. tune. »t»t
MtpiUl. ini. Tfkrh"** 7‘4- fsrenc** required. !,.*«• 
, BIB Tsltphoe* 7M-M48. . i
tf
tn

















Mortgage $147.00 mo. uclui. >ig, 
taxes, cun be asKiiiqcd. To 
view call 762-2485.
205,206,208,209
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE 21. PROPERTY FOR KELOWNA DAH.T COTRIBB, TUE3., APRIL 4,1872 FAOB 11
32. WANTED TO BUYi!“
COLLINSON C T ALLt KY 
OF HOMES
LARGE FAMILY??
2,150 square feet of finished living area PLUS a full 
basement. Four large bedrooms, 2% bathrooms, separate. 
Dining room, large kitchen with built-in -dishwasher and 
bright breakfast nook. Utility room on main floor. Den 
or TV room. Located in golf course area. NOW is the time 
to submit your offer as the builder Is anxious for a quick 
sale. Excellent financing available. Excl.
AN EXCELLENT HOLDING 
REDUCED TO $27,906—and 
income property in apart­
ment zoning well worth 
the Investor’s consideration. 
More information available 
from Blanche Wannop at 
7624713 days or 762^4683 
evenings. MLS.
LOW TAX AREA — 3 bed­
room split level home walk­
ing distance to Shops Capri. 
Beautifully kept Extra large 
lot, work shop at back. Near 
to school. Full price $23,800. 
Call Wilf Rutherford at 
762-3713 days or 763-5343 
evenings. Exclusive.
BUILDER'S SPECIAL —this 
building is sound and solid. 
50’ x 55', 2 stories, total 5500 
sq. ft Could be rest home, 
small apt. art studio, with 
2.3 acres of land for expan­
sion in a nice area close to 
lake in Ok. Mission. $20,000 
down will handle. Call Andy 
Runzcr at 762-3713 days or 
764-4207 evenings. MLS.
ONE ACRE CLOSE IN - 
check this small holding with 
2 bedroom home, 3rd bed­
room and rumpus room, fin­
ished in basement. Large
COUNTRY LIVING — 3 bed- 
room home on small acre- III 
age. Overlooking lake. Ill 
Pines, pasture, fruit trees. Ill 
Domestic and irrigation || 
water, easy terms.. Call I 
Frank Ashmead or Fred I 
Kyle at 765-5155 days or V 
Frank 785-6502 evenings, li 
Fred 765-8804 evenings. Ex­
clusive. |>
HIGHWAY 97 FRONTAGE- P 
small orchard four and half I 
or more if needed. Located I 
on Highway close to airport, I 
very good holding property IJ 
for future speculation. 95500 I; 
per acre. MLS. Call Ernie If 
Donnelly at 762-3713 days or 11 
762-2558 evenings. MLS.
THE RENT MAKES YOUR 
PAYMENTS PLUS! - the ! 
rent you collect will pay the 
mortgage and taxes and 
give you an income as well 
as a home. This well con­
structed, well planned full 
basement triplex has indivi­
dual siindecks, lawns and 
gardens for each unit. Good 
location, steady tenancy. 
Call Dave Deinstadt at 762- 
3713 days or 763-4894 even­
ings. MLS.
workshop tor one who has
------ Robertshobbies. Call Sylvia 
at 765-5155 days or 
evenings. MLS.
OK. MISSION - %
765-6936
acre on
creek — this 3 bedroom, full 
basement home is situated 
on a quiet no thru road 
over 1200 feet on each floor, 
fireplace up and down. Ven­
dor moving from area, 
anxious to sell. Asking 
$28,000. MLS. Call Roy Paul 
at 762-3713 days or 765-8909 
evenings.
LOMBARDY PARK - beau­
tifully landscaped 3 bedroom 
home including all drapes. 
You owe it to yourself to 
compare before you buy — 
only $31,500. Call Bob Cle­
ments at 762-3713 days or 
764-4934 evenings. MLS.
TIRED OF LOOK ALIKE 
HOUSES? — 3 bedroom — 
2 bathroom — 2 fireplaces 
—■ .4 acre and a beautiful 
view in Lakeview Heights. 
You have to see through the 
house to enjoy it. Call Gor­
don Marwick at 762-3713 days 
or 769-4662 evenings. MLS.
EXCELLENT S VALUE! — 
new home on large lot, just 
completed. Special featuers 
are W/W in living room and 
both bedrooms, fireplace up 
and down plus patio doors 
leading to a large covered 
sundeck which offers a rest­
ful view. You must see this 
now! Call Harry Maddocks 
at 765-5155 days or 765-6218 
evenings. MLS.
DELUXE HOME IN LOVE­
LY LOMBARDY PARK — 
featuring a sunken living 
room, private courtyard 
beautiful kitchen with teak 
cabinets and built-in range. 
This is a professionally de­
signed home well worth see­
ing. Asking price $32,400. Call 
Bud Dalley at 763-3713 days 
or 765-6959 evenings. MLS.
IT’S NO JOKE!!—the price, 
that is, on this beautifully 
decorated 3 yr. old 4 bed­
room home in close proxim­
ity to schools and shopping. 
Add good W/W carpeting, 
throughout, a sparkling kit­
chen, air conditioning, car­
port, and you come to the 
grand total of $21,500. Seeing 
is believing! Call Terri 
Meckling at 762-3713 days or 
763-6657 evenings. Exclusive.
HOT! HOT! BUY! — excep­
tionally well built, garage, 
workshop, carport, covered 
sundeck — all on a large 110 
x 110 well landscaped lot. 
Completely finished up and I 
down. $24,600. Easy terms. 
Call Frank Ashmead at 765- 
5155 days or 765-6702 even­
ings. MLS.
CLOSE TO SCHOOL IN N. 
GLENMORE — large 3 bed­
room home, ensuite plumb­
ing, fireplace up and down; 
full basement; a perfect 
family home just outside the 
city so taxes are low. Asking 
$25,900 but open to offers. 
Call Clare Angus at .762-3713 
days or 762-4807 even. MLS.
Mary Ashe 3-4652; joe Llmberger 3-2338;
Mike Martel 2-0990; Ken Mitchell 2-0663 
MORTGAGES & APPRAISALS - Drryl Ruff — 764-7536
KELOWNA ■— 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713 . , 




446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
GOOD REVENUE DUPLEX
Close to shcools, shopping and public tranportation. 
Cash to mortgage at 9Mi%- Three bedrooms, good over-all 
living area, with carports and sundecks. Priced to sell. 
For additional Information, contact Mr. Don Cameron, 
days 3-4932 or evenings 5-7995. MLS.
HOME SUITE HOME!
To sweet suites in this attractive, two family dwelling, on 
Cherry Crescent East. 6 rooms, 4 piece bath, plys fire­
place on the main floor. In the lower level, 3 piece bath, 
, and: 4 rooms, plus storage, Tenants rent pays all ex- 
Cal1 Mrs> c,<!rirl Krisn. days 3-4932 or evenings 
34387, for more information. MLS.
Erik Lund 
762-3486






Specializing in Business and Commercial 
Properties Only.
POTENTIAL UNLIMITED
Car wrecking, business, building 1 y«ar old or 1 acre.
•«<*«‘ock - everything goes for full price <jf 
$11,500—Catth. Call Jack McIntyre at 762-3713 dayg or 
m or Mik0 Martcl #t 7G2-3713 da>8 "702-0990 evenings.





Enjoy this comfortable home only one block from South­
gate shops and busline, featuring a room which can be 
used as a third bedroom or a dining room. Combines gas 
and electricity for economical heating. Nicely landscaped. 
Reduced to $17,400. Save by seeing it NOW. MLS.
We Specialize in Okanagan Mission Properties.
Lennie HALMERS
& CO. LTD.
2821 Pandosy Street Phone 762-0437
Eric Sherlock 
Bob Lennie .
44731 Larry Chalmers .... 4-7321
44286 Chris Forbes ...... 44091
LOTS - LOTS - LOTS
LOW DOWN PAYMENT
PRICED FROM $3500 TO $4500
FEATURES
'fr 22 lots just over % acre, 90’ to 100’ frontage
■fr 11 lots over % acre ,
ft close to school and shopping
-fr all lots have a nice view 
domestic water and gas 
Beautiful treed lots at a price you can afford.
CALL
SUN VALLEY HOLDINGS LTD
Ed Ross — 762-3556
STEARNS CONSTRUCTION LTD
21 FROFKRTY FOR SALE
THREE REDROOM HOME PLUS ONE 
bedroom in basement renting at $100 
per month. Watt to wall shag carpeting. 
Fruit tree* and grapes. Near P«opl*s 
store. Apply at 1270 Bernard Ave. tt
BY OWNER - THREE-YEAR-OLD. 
thre* bedroom bom*, landscaped, quiet 
street, double fireplace alio two room* 
In basement. Asking $2*400. Tstepho-. 
765-7319. 20*
REDUCED TO (10400. IDEAL ONE 
bedroom retirement hom*. New Crest­
wood kitchen cabinets, sink and plumb­
ing. new carpet throughout. Immediate 
occupancy Telepboc* 70-4323. tf
275’ OF LAKESHORE. THREE MIN- 
utes from Kelowna. Under $100 per 
foot AD underground service*—sandy 
beach. Unbelievable, but true. 764-
4408. tf
25. BUS. QFFORTUNITig
VARIETY STORE: FLOURISRINa 
baslaesa la «xc*U«*t location. L*rg« 
a«M buildtag includes Utfag quartans 
at S6235S. For detail* pteas* tel*pb«M 
OUvta Worsfold 7(2-3030. avcalag* KJ- 
3395. MLS. Hoover Rwlty Ltd.
8)L 203. SSI, SIS. 213. SIT.
2IL ML 225
FOR LEASE - NEWLY RENOVATED 
Pacific ’« Service Station. Westbank. 
Kkperisnccd mechanic—eervic* station 
operator only need apply. Please sub­
mit past cxprrieac*. Reply to Bos ACO. 
Th* Kelowna D*Uy Courier. tf
26. MORTGAGES, LOANS
SECOND MORTGAGE FOR SALE, 
worth $*.000. *% Interest for term d 
thre* year*. Telephone evenings. 7*5- 
9O7L tf
LOW. LOW DOWN PAYMENT. BY 
builder. Luxurioua two and three bed­
room houies. Glenmorc area. Close to 
cchool*. Loa Guldl Conatructioa Ltd. 
Telephone 763-3240 or 7M-5267 tf
$500 DOWN, BY CONTRACTOR. NEAR 
completion. Two bedroom*, dining room, 
carport, West aide, five minute* to Kel­
owna. Lou Guldl Construction Ltd..
763-3240 and 761-3267. U
STUCCO AND SIDING. ROOMY TWO 
bedrooms, basement rooms, large sep­
arate garage. $20400 cash, or $4,000 
down. $165 per month. Telephone 762-
5139. 309
28. PRODUCE ANU MEAT
APPLES. POLISHED — GOLDEN DE- 
Uciou*, from cold etorage. Pleaae bring 
your own container*. Okanagan Pac­
ker* Co-Op. 1M1 Ellie Street.
T, Th. S. tf
BUILDING LOTS JUST OUTSIDE CITY 
limits on Brookside Road Three lot* 
alia 107’xl53' also one NHA view lot 
on CameUa Road, Rutland. Braemar 
Construction Ltd., telephone 7624)520,
evenings 7624)931 or 763-2110. u
STUCCO AND SIDING, 1876 ETHEL 
Street, large two bedroom, L shaped 
living-dining, hardwood Hoon, base­
ment rooms. $20,500. $4,000 down. Bal-
ance $165 monthly. 205
3.6 ACRES. TWO OR THREE BED- 
room house. One not finished, has to be 
moved. Full price $15,000. $4,000 to 
$5,000 down. $130 per month payment.
Telephone 496-2408, Quesnel 209
J
SPOT CASH 
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or xinglo 
items.
Phone us first at 762-5599





Builder of homes in the valley for 15 years. We are 
building quality homes, with full basements, from 
$18,900.00 and up, as low as $500.00 down and 
$160.00 per month, and have a large selection of lots 
to choose from.




LY ZONED LOTS for "Per­
manent Mobile Home” living. 
Now available, from • Mid>- 
valley Realty in Rutland. 
These lots have gas, power, 
phone and paved roads and 
are only ¥4 mile off Highway 
97 at McCurdy Road. Priced 
at $3,150 and $3,250.' Call one 
of our representatives at 
765-7704. MLS.
COUNTRY DUPLEX. Here 
is the bargain you have been 
looking for. Near new, side 
by side duplex, with both 
sides identical. Each side has 
2 bedrooms, large living room 
with wall-to-wall carpet, spa­
cious kitchen with fridge and 
stove included. 4 piece bath, 
utility and plus plenty of 
closet space. Carports and 
storage sheds. Located on a 
large lot and quiet street. 
Priced at only $29,900 with 
terms. Call Al Horning eve­
nings at 765-5090. MLS.
MIDVALLEY
REALTY LTD.
165 Hwy. 33, RUTLAND 
PHONE 765-7704
Evenings:
Gordon Davis .r... 765-6180
Bill Haskett 7644212
Sam Pearson ....... 762-7607
OttQ Graf ................ 765-5513
Orchard City
IF YOU ARE LOOKING 
for a home in Glenmorc, 
close to school and golf 
course, then let me show you 
this one. Home has carpet 
throughout, 2 bedrooms up 
and I down, fireplaces up and 
down, finished rec room, sun­
deck and carport. For an ap­
pointment to view call Alan 
Elliot at the office or even­
ings at 3-7283, MLS.
3 ACRES - WESTSIDE IN- 
DUSRIAL PARK: Valuable 
property at a good price. For 
inorc details call E 1 n a r 
Domelj at the office or eve­





Orchard City Realty 











Topping, Priming and Shaping. 
Free Estimates.
765-5459
DISPLAY HOME i~~ . .................... ~
CRESTVIEW HOMES |LAKEWOOD HOMES L I I).
Oik’h from 2-6 p.m. : 
Tues.. Thurs., Fri. ahd Sun,
trota 2 • 5 p.ni, Sat. Follow 
(Unck Miu, lid, to H illy wood 
Hd., turn right on Falkirk Rd., 
U. । ” sht' on Dundee. '
Call 765-8712, 763-6066 or
i 763-3737.
(Fui nbhed by Turvcy’a)





_ _________ ’ '_________209 
ACREAGE FOR - SALE, TWO RH>. 
r*«m houie, gu*,t hovae,'chieken h«iw, 
pe«h tr«M. SILIN*. C*l| Nt-MH alter 






T. Th. 3. It
35. HUP WANTED, 
FEMALE
WANTED TO BUY - CLEAN COTTON 
rags. 15c per pound. Deliver to Th* 
Kelowna Dally Courier. tf 
OLD WINCHESTER GUNS WANTED. 
Writ* to Box A 635. The Kelowna Dally 
Courier. WUl reply April 15. 19ft. 110
33. SCHOOLS* VOCATIONS
HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME CANADA’S 
leading acbool. Fr** brochure. National 
College* *4* RobaM 8L. Vancouver, 688-
O1J if
34. Htta WANTtO. MAU
MAN TO TRAIN FOR OFFICE Posi­
tion. Muri h*v* knowledge of typing and 
*em* bookkeeping. Thl* I* a permanent 
poelUon with a large International com­
pany. FuU company benefit*. For per- 
>onel interview and Immediate employ­




Your opportunity to meet the, 
public while performing inter? 
esting and diversified duties in 





SERVICE TO OTHERS. J
If interested 




NATIONAL CONFECTIONERY MANU- 
lecturer requires representative foe 
Kootenay and Okanagan area. AU com­
pany beneflte and company car. Reply 
In own hand writing including telephone 
number to Box A-638. The Kelowna
Dally Courier. 209
OPPORTUNITY EXISTS FOR A FULL- 
time secr*tary-rec*ptlonM with th* Ok­
anagan Dental Health Centre. Applicant 
must be enthusiastic, have a a«aL clean 
appearance and be able to pass the 
B.C. Civil Strvic* Typing Exam. Salary 
commenanrat* with ability. Apply lit! - 
Sutherland Avenue. 203, 20J
SALESLADY REQUIRED FOR AN. 
Uquea and gift store. Huet have goo* 
aelee ability,' attractive appearance ah* 
friendly . personality. Contact Mr.
Strohm. 2974 Pandosy St., alter 
p.m. tl
NEW TWO BEDROOM HOME BY 
owner. Shag carpet throughout. Rough­
ed in rumpu* room, double fireplace, 
carport, across from new park in Rut­
land. Telephone 765-9129 evenings. 208
71 ACRES CULTIVATED LAND IN 
Armstrong district. Good location, all 
conveniences, paved road, school bus. 
$12,000 down; full price $30,000. Low
Intereat. -Telephone 546-6325. 205
LOT — 100’ FRONT ON GREEN BAY 
Lagoon. Sheltered place for boat dock. 
$6950 for quick sale. Telephone 762- 
4324 for appointment. tf
OLDER MODEL HOME IN GOOD 
shape. Large yard with trees. Near bus 
stop and echools. ' Telephone 765-6755.«
BY OWNER: 3 BEDROOM HOME 
with revenue suite. 2 years old. 2 fire­
places. carport, covered sundeck, locat­
ed in city. Telephone 762-8895. , tf
PRIVATE SALE. THREE' BEDROOM 
split level home, Glenmore area. Call 
after 5:30 p.m.. weekdays, 763-4923,
Saturday and Sunday all day. 220
BY OWNER: 1800 SQUARE FOOT 
landscaped modern, five bedroom split 
level in Hollydell area. For informa-
tion telephone 765-6430. 213
tf
REQUIRE ACROSS COUNTER STOCK 
controller with accounting experience. 
Steady Job for th* right person. Direct 
replies to P.O. Box- 307, Revelstoke. 206
REQUIRED: EXPERIENCED NUR- 
sery and orchard help Apply at Kel­
owna Nurseries Ltd.. 1035 Sutherland
RELIABLE BABYSITTER WANTED, 
your hom* Monday through Friday. 
Bernard Avenue and Richmond Street 
area. Tetepbon* 7(3-315* alter 6:00 p.m.
Avenue. Telephone 762-3384. ft
T, Th, S 219
LOVELY RETIREMENT 
HOME IN CITY - Near 
take and busline. Remod­
elled , from stem to stern. 
Must be seen to be appre­
ciated. Let us show you 
htis clean little home. 
MLS.
WHERE CAN YOU BUY A 
DUPLEX FOR ONLY $24,- 
250? We have just the place 
for you. 3 brs. on main 
• floor and 2 br suite com­







Al Pedersen „ 







& TURF FARM 
Evergreens, shade trees, flow­
ering shrubs, lawn turf. 




Grass Cutting, Trimming, 




WANTED: AN APPLE PRUNES FOR 
approximately a to 3 weeks. Apply Jim 
Hanson, East Kelowna Road, East Kei-
NOW CALL COURIER 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 763-3228
CORNER GROCERY STORE WITH 
good living quarter*. Down payment 
$18,000. Apply 3801 - 32nd Avenue.
OK. LANDSCAPING




T, Th, S tf
Vernon. 206
APPROXIMATELY 1 ACRE OF LAND 
with a two bedroom cedar home, close 
to ichool. Telephone 765-7447 evenings. 
209
BY OWNER: MODERN, NEW 2 BED- 
room home, located on Benchview 
Road. Rutland. For full information
telephone 762-4264. . 207
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE ON VIEW 
lot in Rutland. Full basement, wall to 
wall carpet, IAS baths. Telephone 765- 
6103. 20S
TRIPLEX FOR SALE. FOR FURTHER 
information telephone 762-4116 or . 762-
2716. .tf
owns. Telephon* 762-6920.












WELL-ROTTED COW MANURE, $3 
per yard. Five yard minimum delivery. 
Discount on larg* orders. Telephone
763-3415; tf
MANURE FOR SALE, *10 PER LOAD 
(half ton truck), delivered in Kelowna 
and. district. Telephone 765-72*3 after 
6 p.m.  tf
WELL ROTTED COW MANURE. $3 
per yard. 5 yards minimum delivery. 
Discount on large orders. Telephone 762-
6741. tf
TREES TRIMMED, TOPPED OR RE- 
moved. Experienced. Telephone 765-
8842. 218
206
LARGE LEVEL LOT ON WEST SIDE, 
paved road, gas and water. Cash or 
terms. Telephone 762-3419. 208
REVENUE TOWNHOUSE. GOOD RE- 
turn on low downpayment. Telephone 
763-2575. ' ' 206
PRIVATE SALE. FIVE BEDROOM 




AND TWO BEDROOM UP
and down duplex for sale. Full price 
reduced to $23,600,. $3,600 down. Tele­
phone 765-8931. 210
22. PROPERTY WANTED




SPRING SPECIALl A LOVELY TWO 
bedroom cathodal entrance featuring 
maple kitchen . cupboards, carport with 
separate basement entry, roughed-in 
plumbing In basement, double glazed 
windows, large sundeck with patio 
doon and quality construction through­
out for only $21,400. For all the details 
Call Don Walllnder, 763-6066 or Cre«t-
view Homes, 763-3737. 211
5-7 ACRE SMALL HOLDINGS—LIVE 
out In the clear, clean country. Own 
your own (mall holding and have a 
horae or two. Your children can even 
walk to. ichool and you can bo (hop­
ping In * matter of minuter, Conven­
ient terms are available. Call Dennie 
Denney at Lakeland Realty Ltd., 763-
4343 or 765-7282. MLS. 200
36. HELF WANTED. 
MALI OR FEMALE
Boysand Girls
Earn your own spending! 
money by delivering the
KELOWNA DAILY ' 
COURIER 
Applications for carrier 
routes are available at the; 
COURIER OFFICE during 
business hours.
CARRIERS MUST BE 
BETWEEN AGES OF 11 TO 
15 YEARS.
.. . t! '
MATURE. LIVE-IN HOUSEKEEPER 
to car*-for three an* five year old, 
white mother work*. Tetephoa* 763- 
78*8. 207
BILLING CLERK. EXPERIENCE PRE- 
ferred. FuU time. Contact Nr. Kingm'a. 
Telephone 763-4015 . ' 206
REQUIRE BABYSITTER ONE TO 
two days per week. Glenmore • area. 
References. Telephone 763-51*1. 205
YOUNG MEN OR LADIES 
14 years and up 
to sell ice cream after school 
and full time in, summer. 
Interviews at No. 2 SO 
Holbrook Road West, Rutland. > 
■■■.: , ;■ ■. " "• 21!) •
ROYS OR GIRLS REQUIRED TO BEk ■ 
com* street salesmen. Earn extra money 
for thia coming cummer by becoming 
a street salesman now. Sultabl* for 
ages between 10-15. To apply: Contact - 
the Circulation Department, Th* Keh 
owaa Dally Courier.
.......... ~ 1 ■ 1'—:—m •
36. HELP WANTED, MALE OR FEMALE
HAVE YOUR LAWN POWER RAKED 
and power vacuumed. Telephone 763-
7027. 214
800 FOCH GRAPE PLANTS FOR 
sale. 1 year old.' Write 10055 Quarry
Road, Chilliwack, B.C. 207
GARDEN ROTO-TILLING, LARGE OR 
small gardens. Telephone 762-7209 any­
time. tf
FOR SALE: MANURE, NO SHAVINGS.
Telephone 765-5642. ■ tm







ORCHARD WANTED. 1 HAVE A BONA 
fide client who wants to buy a good 
producing orchard of 20 acres minimum 
in the South East or East , Kelowna 
area. Principal residence not necessary. 
All. inquiries will be in strictest con­
fidence. Call Dennis Denney at 763- 
4343 or 765-7282. Lakeland Realty Ltd.
205
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
FOR SALE - NEAR NEW MODERN 
three bedroom houae, wall to wall 
carpet* In living room, dining ■ room, 
hallway and master ' bedroom. Lands­
caped front and back. Also Harvest 
gold . refrigerator and itove Included. 
Full price $21,900, Telephone 763-83G0, 
_ 210
DO YOU HAVE A HOUSING PRO- 
blemT If so, we have a handyman'* 
special which has over 1730 iquere 
feet of living apace In a good realden- 
tlal area at Gtenmore. $2,000 down pay- 
ment. To view telephone Central Mort­
gage and llouaing Corporation 763- 
5311 daya.  212 
BENVOUUN AREA. STREAM RUN. 
nlng through to acre lot, Two bed- 
rooma, wall to wall carpet throughout. 
Tiro bcdrovma and rrc room framed 
downatalra and roughed in plumbing 
for bathroom. Two llreplacea, covered 
aundcck and carport. Aoklng $23,000.
Telephone 763-71M. 207
GLENMORE - THREE BEDROOM 
family home, dose to park, schools 
and golf cours* on h acre beautifully 
landscaped lot, Large fireplace (hared 
by living and dining mom, area*. Wall 
to wall carpet. Modern kitchen and 
dinette, Clear title. Set your own- term*.
Telephone 703-2678. 200
WE WILL TAKE YOUR TRADE OR 
accopt a low down payment on either 
of two new house* wo nave in Rutland, 
Both have thre* bedroom*, full bale- 
monte, carporta and carpel throughout, 








Reply to Box A-634, 
The. Kelowna Daily Courier
■ '.211.
STORE SPACE FOR RENT IN SHOP- 
pen* Village, Rutland. 14'x76* or can 
divide to suit. Suitable for music store, 
candy shop, pet shop, dry goods, sports 
shop, etc. or lady’s wear—noho in the 
area. . Telephone 765-7221 or 765-5464
evenings and weekends. tf
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE SPACE 
available In alr-conditloned one storey 
building, centrally located. Ample staff 
and client parking. Custom renovation 
may be arranged. Furnished if desired. 
Pleas* telephone Mr. J. M. Roberts. 762-
2002 tf
DOWNTOWN UPSTAIRS OFFICE 
space. Choice location. $125 per month 
Including heat and use of air condi­
tioner. Telephone Regatta City Realty 
702-2739.tf
FOR RENTi INDUSTRIAL OR COM- 
mcrclnl space, 1,500 square feet, Froe­
lich Road, Rutland, $233 per month.
Telephone 762-2716. T, F, S, tt
LUXURIOUS OFFICE SPACE. 400 TO 
300 equar* feet. Air conditioned, csrpeta. 
drapes. 1135 Sutherland Avenue. Tele- 
phone 769-4409 or 702-3146. tl
FOR RENT - 2070 SQUARE FEET 
office space. 275 llernerd Avenue, Call 
Vem Slater at Kelowna Realty Ltd,,
762-4019. T., S, tf
1.450 SQUARE FEET OF COMMER- 
dal (pace available immediately. North.
gate Plata. Telephone 763-2733. tf
SPACE FOR RENT - YOU NAME IT, 
w* h*v* It. Tli* Cannery Group, 763- 
7506. 'tf
DOWNSTAIRS OFFICE SPACE IDEAL 
for ln«urcnce adjualcr, etc. Cull Regatta 
City Realty. Telephone 702-2739. tl 
mcmwAY^iirTTW 
merclal from 1000-6000 equar* feet lor
jilly 1. Telephone 763-4910. it
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
tf
BEAUTIFUL VIEW HOME OPPOSITE 
gell course, Two bedrooms plus one 
bedroom In lull basement; Ilan carport, 
lovely gold Aitoc fireplace, sundeck, 
large lot wllh many ornamental shrub* 
and'fruit tree* Price Ill.tMXi.M. ('nil 
?63'l.>50, No ageata pteasa, ?<>9 
M AI'IUT llANCii IN TRINITY VAI.- 
ley, 15 mll«« from Lumby. Three log 
cabin*, tfarn and corral. 21 a<r»< dear 
•<l, live miles from- Mabel Lak*. Itoadt 
well cleared in winter, Hchool bus near­
by, $l*.090 cash, Telephone 7*59277. 
I»ox list. Rullaml,  2M
AITIlAuilvi! NEW' liililLEX RY 
bulkier. Centrally located in qutet are* 
of Rutland, Wall Io wall carpdin*, I1* 
baths, .pail* with esccltenl view, rar­
part with (lorate are*. Buy now anil 
eat* 83,000, Thia la a good tat tainted.
Downtown Kelowna
Concrete building with tenant 
paying all expenses^ Excellent 
return. Full price 140,000. Down 
payment of $10,0Q0 may handle. 
Exclusive.
LINDSAY WEBSTER
WebHtcr and AsHocintes 
■ Days 763-3200 
Evenings 762-0461
205
Ttlephoa* evening*, 7*3-6141. If
RUTLAND LOT FOR SALIL 7»*alM', 
Heine* Rpa*. *U utuittei, no rwk*. 
Financing could be arranged. Trie- 
phone 74LWOS. 207
RY <>WM!R| ’ WF.LL BUILT TWO 








Good quality in assorted 
styles and colors at % price 





203, 204, 205, 207, 208
36. HELP WANTED 
MALE OR FEMALE
FULL OR PART TIME DIRECT 
sales representative required by inter­
national organisation. Must have trans­
portation. Apply Box A (29, The Kelow- 
an Dally Courier. 205
LARGE'SUITE ABOVE SPCA SHEL- 
ter on Barnaby Road available im­
mediately to responsllbe middle aged 
man or couple la return for light ser­
vices. Telephone 7*3-37*1 er $**-*713.
____________________ Z07
FULLER BRUSH COMPANY LTD. RE- 
quire representatives tn Kelowna area. 
Apply D, Sergent. 3600 Kamloops Road, 
Vernon, or telephone 542-2942.tf
CARPENTRY, PAINTING AND ODD 
jobs wanted by reliable man with 
truck for hauling. Telephone 762-0286
WE BUY AND SELL HOUSEHOLD 
goods. Wo rent baby cribs and roll-away 
cots by the week. Whitehead’s New end 
Used, Rutland. Telephon* 763-5430, T, tf
MOVING - MUST SELL SOME FURN1- 
turc, collectable Items, some antiques 
well worth looking at. Mrs. Doreen 
Kemp, telephone 763-2093., tf
LADY’S COATS, DRESSES, SUITS, 
slacks, site 14-16| two pair new shoes, 
Olli, Man's jackets, also 47. Telephone 
702-3047. tf
13 FT. WOODS DEEP FREEZE, EX. 
cellent condition, *135. FOUR PAIR 
fibreglass drapes, three pair gold, on* 
fern green. Telephone 703-7737. < 203
8' FIBHEGLA8S BOAT AND 7ta II,1\ 
motor Sllverilner tent trailer an* G.E. 
floor pollnher Telephone 762-3(00, 207
TWO WAGON WHEEL BUNK BEDS, 
almost new, 87* each, Telephone 762- 
7149, tf
ROUND FIVE FOOT DOURLK FACED 
commercial neon sign, Telephone 7*3-
, 331$ or 7*2-0211, tt
EXERCYCLE, MOTORIZED, TWO 
speed, nearly new. Half price $2.10.
Telephone 702-4272. U
LUMBER FOR HALE. 2x<’». 2x*’», 
end 2x10'*, Telephone 762-177* after *i00
p.m, or anytime weekend!. 208
MAN'S 10 SPICED nlCVCI.r., Nf'.W - 
never used,1 New price, $121, Asking 
8100, Telephone 7*9*11*. 20*
COMPLETE SET OF DIVING EQUIP- 
ment. Twin lanke and accerrorte* with 
(ult.JIJOO firm, Telepbon* 7W-37M, Wl 
AMPIII cat; MX WIIEI'.l“~1>RIVE, 
amphluloiii. *11 terrain vehicle, RebulH 
motor. \ tooo.M. - Telephone 7*14)210, 201 
FRI IITW<MH>' fTnIKII IlKCOltD (!ABIN- 
el. like new, Telephone 7(4-42** or 7(4- 
4377, _______________ 1 _____ M-'
CRaTg I TRACK STEREO. MAI.F 
price, Two rpeaker* and tope*, Tele-
phone 7*9-47*0. 20$
anytime. '210
UP THE HIDE DOOR FOR SALEi 
1491 Water Street. Kelowna, B.C. 1>pn 
<4 b<mnc5*i retail eate* el oriental 
Import*. Mexican Import* and haipl- 
rratted good*. (Stock and (|*lur**>. 
Rent nn *lorn, $110 per month. Price 
$1X>».M. Reply Box A-W, Th* Kei- 
own* Dally Courtar.
MEET"MF.TAi.’-MAN flEQtlllUD. 
capable of operating own h'lelne**. Will
40. P£T$ end LIVESTOCK
POODLE STUD SERVICE AVAILABLE 
for white, . silver and black Unt£
Reasonable rate*. Telephene 762-7921.'
______ w ~_ wi
HORSESHoklNG, - INTERNATIONAL 
Farrier* CoUege, California. Telephone 
Steve Price, 497-5570 collect. tf
TWO CHIHUAHUA DOGS ONE TnRllJ- 
year-old female, one three-montkid 
male, $10 each. Telephone 7*3-2244, 10*
HORSE SHOEING, GRADUATE FAR- 
rlsr, al! work guaranteed, Call Brian
RELIABLE BABYSITTER, MY ROME, 
vicinity Richter and Bernard. T 
phone 763-638*. 207
WILL DO SPRING CLEAN UP AND 
yard work. Telephone Jim 703-305*. '  206
TEMPORARY WORK NEEDED, AN’’ 




for mature man in Kelowna 
area. Sell GOODYEAR ROOF 
LINE to industry, with good 
commission rate, No residential 
sales. Write Consolidated Paint 
and Varnish (Canada) Ltd., 
Dept. DP-6, P. O. Box 396, Mon­
treal North, Quebec.
Alder, 763-7735. tt*
SADDLE HORSES FOR SALE. TELE- 
phone 763-7030, tt
GENTLE ELEVEN YEAR OLD B1Y 
mare, S180. Telephone 764-4123. Wt
SMALL PART CORGI PUPPIES, FBISE. 
Telephone 763-909*. - to*
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
205 
WE HAthl AN OPENING roft SALES- 
lady nr ealaeman. (ge n* barrier. Kel­
owna are* t* tell i>i)»ln«»s gifts, calen­
dar!, lighter*, pen*, car and truth Ste­
al*, ete, Thousende of other Heme. 
Other area* available. Reply Noethwad 
Advertising Speelalite* Ltd. fit. 304, 
10*26-124 Street, Edmonton 40, Albert*.
Telephone 452-2321. Ml
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
H.P. ELECTRIC MOTORS, 110-329 
one phase, $20.00 each. Weribank Auto
Wrecker*. U
1950 CASE TRACTOR, VA MODISL, 
reconditioned engine. Need* *®m* work. 
Open to oNer*. Telephone 765-7674. 805
42. AUTOS FOR SALE , .....  ..... .
Parthenon Motors
(Kelowna) Ltd. '
.4 ' • ■ ' '*
735 Dajlic Ave., Kelowna 
Telephone 763-7832 '
LET’S BUY A GOOD CAR ’
FOR EASTER
1971 MGB GT Coupe. Overdrive;
20,000 miles, excellent through
out. Low price »3W3.
1071 VW 411 four door Sedan. A
great navlng at . »2!J5.
]| tunic FOOT DEEP FREEZE, 
laundry tuba, and ethrr mlasallaasoiia
Item*. Telrphone 7*4-440*. 210
HAND LAWN MOWER, $1$. TEI.F.- 
phon* 7M-314*.  20$
FREE " API’i.EHOfH). CUf’ YOUR 






Telaphon* 705-9071 or 705-7975 
230
EXPERIENCED HANDYMAN WANTS 
fobs, Spring cleanup, gardening, rtc, 
Hava own tool*. Jen* Graig, 7H-42M.
_ ________ .__________ ____________
PAIN11NG 'L. INTERIOR AND EXTKR- 
lor. Good workmanship at r«aaoaab!« 
rates, Fre* satlmstes, Tdephooe 7*3- 
*3*3 anytlm*. < If
n nNnuni: repair and refin- 
taking, flmall repairs can b* 4Im« la 
tour home. R*na|aS Jaasaa, Faaen- 
land, 7D4414. 2W
1900 FIAT 124 Station Wagon, 
like? new, reclining gents, 
wheel disc brakes ........... $1505,
10(18 CITROEN' 4 door ssdlin^ 
This Is a fine example at5 
only      ............... . 12305.1
10M CITROEN Station Wagon,1 
radio,' excellent ............ |103.i
\ ■ ' 1 ', 'JO®
JACOBSEN \ ’
PONTIAC-BUICK LTD, • 
"Your Total Transportation : 
Centre"
1058 Pandosy Ph. I 703-1100,'
; Used Car Ix>t 7KMI000
M, T, W, Tli tt
298. ANTIQUES________
finwil M~H ANTTwiw,’ 2974 P4 NINMY
supply .pair. h»*>y ahsyt metal M . r>e*4 rtonr to Mnohm'* Bstbsr (nd
•qdymeat. keat 
7*4 41(4,
and Ugh 1. Ttlsphon* 1 Hr»ity. Sheps Thrrr....writing ' <«*k*
I II'Fin* tahtes an* ebJKf* Of art. tf
40. FITS Md LIVESTOCK 
wK’sVcA^n'^raruriii‘. 
mate nprtager spaniel tor adoption, very 
good wlih children. Alin $ young Colli* 
ere.* (mil*I *nd l«vrlv (payed Hie 
m»»* ' nt. T»l«rttWi» TM-TWl Mwmi 
*», 761D4I After 8iM pA. W»
1*7# FORD L.T;D. FOUR DOOR NARDI 
top *M 1*49 Mtiqul* BfM)gh«m. Mh 
c*n Immsculate (nd l*v mil«*g(, *«4 
«H*r l*kM. Cm |ta(nc*. Ttltpb*** fg*. 
MM, Mr. gm|lh y $8*. J*ta((n. ' tf
MORE CLASSIFIED : 
ON PAGE 12
(
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41 autos for sale j,  —___———— 
' ATTENTION bAIVING 
ENTHUSIASTS! 





44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
FEATVilES:
■—twin overhead cam engine 
five speed transmission
—twin Weber carbs
—disc brakes all around
Original Price— $5,450-
i Asking Price — $4,150
KAWASAKI
New 1971’s Full Warranty 
. One 500cc Mach III, $1,200. 
Seven 350cc Enduros $900 each. 
Four -15cc Enduros $625 each.




GREEN BAY MOBILE HOME PARK. 
Green Bay Hoad ofl Boocberie. Land­
scaped Ms aeallable la family and ra- 
Urement areas. Ttlepkona 70-5341 U 
lO-xST TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED 
mobile home <■ Green Bay Park. Wa­
ter frontage. *3400. Call 76*4*33 after
46. BOATS, ACCESS.
SELL OR TRADE U FT. CABIN 
cruistr with to h.p. oatboard motor and 
trailer. AU- oHm and trade* coo-
■tdered. Telephone 762-7416. 21*
2:09 pjn. U
IWr COUNTRY HOME TRAILER. 
Two bedrooms, furniture. extras ■ and 
electric heat. 21 Hiawatha Park. Tele-
phon* 70-7*67. 20*
MUST SELL BOAT. MOTOR AND 
trailer, in good condiUon. If interested 
go to HALE. *09 Fuller Ave. 206
HONDO HULL FOB SALE-NEW *200 
oft regular price. Telephone 763-2228
evenings. 203
NOW CALL COURIER 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
DIRECT 763-3228





16' SIDEWINDER. INBOARD 396 CHEV 
engine, fully chromed. Berkley 12 J. 
Jet California custom trailer. Wide 
oval tires. FuU leather upholstery. This 
is one of the finest boats in the city. 
Best otter. Cas Finance. Mr. Smith. 762-
3040. . U
48. AUCTION SALES
KELOWNA AUCTION DOME REGULAR 
sale* «very Wednexdxy. 7:00 p.m. W» 
pay cash tor eompleto estate* and 
hotuehold content*. Telephone 763-56*7 
Behind tha Drtva-In Tbaatoa. Highway 
VI North. U
: PHONE 762-0245 or 762-2858 
i! ■ 210.
1971 FIREBIRD ESPRIT. $50 CUBIC 
Inch motor,. Automatic transmission, 
power steering, power disc brakes, mag 
wheels, eight-track stereo. 84)00 miles, 
balance ol new car ■ warranty. Require 
*2400 cash. Term* available for bal­
ance; Interested parties telephone Win- 
field, "66-2*03. _______ 205 . 20*. 209
, QUICK SALE—196* PONTIAC 2 phis 2.
Two door hardtop, vinyl top. bucket 
seats. P.S.. P.B.. radio, new paint job. 
Completely overhauled 327. Car A-t 
condition. Asking $1450 cash. No. 10 
Boucberte Beach Resort. Westbank. 210
SALE: TWO CHEVY KEYSTONE 
mags, *30, good condition Telephone 
762-3594. 207
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
FOR SALE - 1966 INTERNATIONAL 
logging truck, six cylinder diesel. 25 j 
ton Evergreen trailer with *' bunks. I 
For particulars, 762-4315. days. Bids! 
win be accepted on -the above until I
March 30. 1972. u
48. AUCTION SALES
1969 FIREBIRD 350 HO. P.S.. P.B.. 
automatic, radio Telephone 765-84*4 after 
5:00 p.m. 1970 Mercury Cyclone. P.S., 
P.B.. automatic, radio. 17490 miles. 
Balance of 50.000 warranty. Telephone
1969 FORD HALF TON. 360 CUBIC 
INCH, V-t motor. Automatic, transmis- 
•ion. Cuitom cab. Radio, heater.and 
many other extras. 40^00 miles, will 
accept trade. Telephone 762-2055 or 
763-4101.  3091
1965 DODGE POWER WAGON 4x4 
pickup. Winch. Offers. Telephone 763-
3*6*. u
76544*4 after 5:00 p.m. 207
195* CHEV PICKUP. CLOSEST OFFER 
to *300. Telephone days 764-4141. even-
Ings after 6. 763-7522. 205
I 1969 OLDS CUSTOM DELTA. LIKE 
I new, low mileage. Five new tires, pow- 
| er steering, power brakes. AM-FM 
radio, stereo tape player. Vinyl roof. 
Priced to sell. Telephone 763-5292. 20*
1967 FAIRLANE XL500, TWO DOOR 
hardtop, power steering, power brakes, 
console bucket*. . A-l condition. Tele­
phone Fred, 764-4582 after 5:30 p.m.
205
1962 SUNBEAM ALPINE ROADSTER. 
Immaculate condition. Racing cam, 
Pirelli tires. $900. . Telephone 764-4359.
207
DUNE BUGGY. 1600 CC V.W. MOTOR. 
| Top and side curtains, custom built 
seat*. Tangerine color. Telephone 762-
*657 or 765-6315. tf
WANTED: FORD H TON BETWEEN 
1966-6* with four-speed transmission.
AUCTION SALE
Wednesday, April 5, 7:00 p.m.
ft Chesterfield suite — hide-a-bed, leather studio and chair, 
bedroom suite, recliner, chests of drawers, desks, china 
cabinet, breakfast suite, TV.
ft Deep freeze, fridges, ranges, automatic washers, garden 
tractor and attachments, 250 amp. heavy duty Lincoln 
welder, table saw, Black & Decker Skill saw.
ft Antiques include: dining table and hand bevelled mirror, 
piano stool, shoe last sewing machine. '
Drapes, sewing, machines, coffee tables, lamps, crocks, 
car-top carrier, wagons and trikes.
ft 2” irrigation pipe, lumber, lawn mowers, lawn fertilizer 
spreaderGarden sprayer, clover and fescue seed.
Telephone 765-9130._________________ 207 ]
dlUon^M^4W°VTelephoneE76^359. *207 KELOWNA AUCTION DOME LIMITED
Smo^amper°Tdeph™f TsSej"* OPEN ALL DAY WEDNESDAY FOR VIEWING
44A. MOBILE HOMES 
AND CAMPERS
12W THREE BEDROOM MOBILE
Auctioneers—HARRY KUSLER and STEVE DUNSDON 
Hwy. 97. N. — Behind the Drive-In Theatre 765-5647 
205
home with 12*x32‘ mobile addiUon. |
SafSKSSSi 4i legals a tempers [49. legals & tenders
CARELLO QUARTZ IODINE HEAD- 
lamp replacement*. Two low beam and 
two high beam, $10.00 each.' Telephone 
765-8318. ________ 209
1967 BEAUMONT CUSTOM 327 FOUR 
speed, mags, tape deck, console. Im­
maculate condition. Telephone 769- 
4298. ________ 207
1970 GRANDE PRIX, 27,000 MILES. 
Excellent condition. 455 cubic, all 
power. Telephone 763-3868. tl
1965 COMET CALIENTE CONVERT- 
ible with 1969 302 motor, four speed, 
four barret Telephone 762-7012. 208
1966 ENVOY EPIC, EXCELLENT GAS 
mileage, rebuilt motor. Telephone 763- 
7825 after 5:00 P-tn. __________ 208
1961 COMET. 6 CYLINDER, STAND- 
*rd shift. Fair condition. Telephone 
762-8938. 206
stacking washer and dryer. Heated ad- —--------------------' I ~
dition is fully wired and insulated and SHERIFF’S SALE OF LAND ] IN 
Includes rumpus room and store room. __ norinm I
This complete home is skirted and set! IN THE SUPREME COURT 1
tip in trailer park on the lake. Open I 
to offers for quick safe. Telephone 768-1
5078.
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
In the Matter of the “Execu-
THE MATTER OF THE 
CHIROPRACTIC ACT 
AND




MILWAUKEE, Wis. (API — 
About 1.5 million Wisconsin vot­
ers are expected to cast ballots 
today in the state's presidential 
primary election. Gov. Patrick 
J. Lucey, a Democrat who has 
remained neutral predicted Sen­
ator George McGovern of South 
Dakota will bo the Democratic 
winner.
A McGovern victory could 
thrust the South Dakotan into 
the front rank of his party’s 
candidates, while a triumph by 
Senator Hubert Humphrey of 
Minnesota could help the Minne­
sotan overcome a "loser" 
image and gain recognition as 
the Democratic leader.
Senator, Edmund Muskie of 
Maine, conceding he needs "a 
miracle" to win, hoped to avoid 
a repetition of his fourth-place 
showing last month in Florida.
^hat state’s winner, Alabama 
Gov. George C. Wallace, hoped 
for a strong showing in Wiscon­
sin that would demonstrate na­
tional appeal.
Senator Henry Jackson of 
Washington, third in Florida, 
and New York . Mayor John 
Lindsay, fighting to keep his 
presidential candidacy alive, 
sought to crack the upper ranks | 
ahead of McGovern, Humphrey •; 
or Muskie.
In all, 12 Democrats are on 
the primary ballot, along with 
three Republicans. President 
Nixon is expected to be an easy 
winner in the Republican race.
The Wisconsin primary is one 
of a number held throughout the 
U.S. to test the popularity of 
presidential hopefuls.
Polls were to be open from 
8 a.m. to 9 p.m. EST. '
Clear and cold weather was 
forecast.
1962 OLDS. FULLY EQUIPPED, FULLY 
automaUc, *395 or best offer. Tele- 
phone 764-4981. 20$
1963 MERCURY METEOR, * CYLIN- 
der. standard transmission. $300 or 
closest offer. Telephone 769-4324. 205
1W1 CAMERO Z-28. FULLY EQUIP- 
ped. Automatic, $3,750. Telephone 764- 
4590, or apply 414 Sarsons Road. 207
1964 V.W., 38,000 MILES, NEW UP- 
I holstery. Six whitewaU. tires. Telephone 
763-4795. ________
1969 VOLKSWAGEN, GOOD CONDI- 
tion. Asking $1450. Telephone 765-7319.
I 209
| 1967 1100 AUSTIN. EXCELLENT CON- 
I dition. good second car. Priced $850. 
| Telephone 765^477. M. W. F. tl
repossession—-1970 12* x 66' three tion Act” Revised Statutes of MERVIN G P1TCHRV nr 
bedroom, utility room, new lurniture ro]nmbia 1960 chanter
throughout. 1968 imperial. I2*x68'. 2 British ColumDia, cnaprer CHIROPRACTOR
bedrooms, aetup in trailer park, very 135, and the Land Registry —. 
clean and ready to move into. 1968 a ReviSed Statutes of British NU1.LCE that the
Detroiter. 12’x46', three bedrooms.'elean I n._ ono -nd above . named Mervin G
unit throughout. 1961 20th century. Columbia, 1960, Chapter 208 and • " XT “-ervin u.
io*x38', ideal for the young couple. Amending Acts; and in theputeney, D.C., chiropractor,
Okanagan MobUe Homes, 765-7077, «kfrHpr tf a judgment Recov- practising at 19 Shops Capri, 
WHY PAY RENT?? IMMACULATE 2 ered jn the County Court of Kelowna, B.C. has, by Resolu- 
SffS .*E8‘SL.'K Yale, by Pentieton Glass and fed.theBOM*British
block off main street. Low taxes, on]Millwork Ltd. as Plaintiff|^oiumoia Chiropractor Associa-
sewer and domestic water. Asking $13,- , TIlciffement Creditor) against “on> been suspended from the 
950 (including lot and carport) MLS. D"UOgemeni v- eui tm8 nractice of chirnnrarHe
Please phone Olivia Worsfold. 762-5030, Design-Craft Homes Ltd., De- P^“LVV-e o* cmropractic for a
evenings. 762-3895. fendant (Judgment Debtor). |periou of six months commenc-
203, 205, 208, 210. 213 vtRTUE of an Order is- ing ^pnl lst> 1972, and that he
i2'x56' MOBILE home, set up at L ®Y VIRTUE of an _ ls disqualified from so pra'c-
Okanagan Mobile Villa. Two bedrooms sued Out of the above Court by Ljsjn_ j. prov:n__ R . 
and Shag carpet in living room. In ex- His Honour Judge Washington, tish 8 p,.. .?.nCxuOf .j 
ceUent condiUon. Telephone 765-8797. Judge pf Supreme ^?iod^lumbla for the said
—--------- ----- ————— - Court of British Columbia in r ’
vest and for the County of Yale DATED at the City of Van- 
buie. Ready to go. 82500. Telephone dated Monday, the 21st. day of couver, in the Province of Bri- 
765-8866 days and 763-7232 evenings. June> a.D. 1971, I will sell by |bsh Columbia, this 30th day of 
——  ---------—————— public auction the below-men- March, 1972.
^BVS2KNho2St66E^3i^!"® tioned property at the Sheriff’s BY ORDER OF THE BOARD 
tion. For sale or win accept on Office, Court House, Vernon, JOHN S. BURTON
rental purchase basis only. Telephone British Columbia, at the hour] Secretary.
765-7260. 709 I - o.nn DM WoAnacdbu I —— ----- :  --------------- -  ■■■ —-
SHIP CAPSIZES IN PACIFIC
Aerial view 
tom of the
shows, the bot- 
2,298-ton Japan-
ese . freighter Buko Maru
which capsized last week in 
rough waters of the Pacific 
62 miles southeast of Tokyo.
Only one 
from the
ried a crew of 22
man was rescued 
vessel which car-
HEAT HELPS
To prevent fermentation and 
mould growth when storing 
maple syrup, heat the syrup to 
180 degrees and pour into steri­
lized jars.
SLAIN MOTHER IN BELFAST
Attend Funeral In Reproach
To place your message
| PHONE
Courier Classified Dept.’ 
763-3228
765~7260- _____—--------- —---------of 2:00 P.M. on Wednesday the -------- r—------ --------—----- ——
TWO BEDROOM 8'X48' MOBILE l9th daV Of Anril A.D. 1972 e>esa.^.... _  _ _ ___
w0<S\e^eA^M°Upricet?moo*dTe?^ all the right, title and interest CANADIAN BRIEFS 
phone 7634609 after 3:30 p.m. 207 of fhe said Design-Craft Homes
10-X57' FULLY furnished, three Ltd. in the following/property: FROM PRAYER TO PARK 
bedroom, color television, $5,2°o. Avail-Lot five (5), Section Nineteen QUEBEC (CP) — Tho cite nf 
able furnished or unfurnished. Tele- .... ’.. ■»{_' /O) I tvn — ine Sire OI
please. Cable TV included. Telephone mundred and Nineteeii (19,219),.I Bas been sold to a group of local 
7O'a78‘ _______________ :—_£ Vernon Aassessment District, I businessmen who intend to
phone 763-6652.
Th s t of
BELFAST (AP) — Thousands tied security regulations to hold 
of Roman Catholics attended their annual Easter parades, 
the funeral Monday of a slain There were no reports of any 
mother in a reproach to the disturbance.
campaign of violence waged by More than 2,000 Catholics 
the outlawed Irish Republican from the Andersontown district, 
Army. an IRA stronghold in Belfast,
., attended the funeral of Martha
Crawford, 39-year-old mother of Protestant leader. William Craig -.ft children in a silent nrotest called for the restoration of a. agaff conttog IRA Xl- 
prn°mlnt Tn^Norther^^refaPd ence' Mrs Crawford was slain 
last week in crossfire during a nn^Vw^Kinpd™ i?street battle between IRA gun- 
1TTldUdhawn»> men and British troops. A Brit­
tle outside the United King- ^rmy spokesman said she 
aom' was killed by a guerrilla bullet.
In Londonderry, Armagh and After the funeral, 500 women 
Carrickfergus, Protestants de- went to a school hall to discuss
an appeal to the IRA Provi- pressed the hope that her death 
sional wing for a stop to the might bring peace to Northern 
violence. The meeting ended in Ireland.
uproar and tears after about 100 At the graveside, Elizebeth 
IRA women sympathizers Mulholland, mother of five, 
jeered them and screamed out said: "We don’t want people 
republican songs. killed like this, Catholic or Prot-
PELTED WITH EGGS estant We’ve got rid of the Un-
The women tried to assemble ionist government, now let’s 
again in the school playground, give things a chance and end 
but were pelted with eggs and this violence." 
other missiles hurled by teen- More.support for an end to 
age girls. the violence came from a high-
. “We will not be stopped by ranking woman member of Sinn 
this sheer hooliganism,” said Fein, political arm of the IRA. 
Monica Paterson. "We are plan- At a rally of 4,000 people in 
ning another meeting and this Armagh, Mairin de Burca de­
time it will be properly organ- nounced bombing attacks and 
ized.” said: "This will do nothing but
Maria Drumm, a leading IRA polarize our community further 
sympathizer, said: "These peo- and lead to a sectarian civil 
pie attempting to stop the viol- war. In the name of humanity 
ence do not speak for the this bombing must stop immedi- 
women of Andersonstown." ately.”
In Carrickfergus, north of Bel- Her call was seen as further 
fast, some 4,000 members of the evidence of a growing split in 
Protestant Loyalist Apprentice republican ranks—between the 
Boys of Derry paraded despite leftist Officials, who generally 
police Warnings that the march confine themselves to assassina- 
was illegal. Craig told the dem- tion as reprisals, and Provision- 
onstrators that his Vanguard als, who bomb both military 
movement will continue to fight and civilian targets.
direct rule of the six Ulster Nine persons, including two 
counties by the British govern- children, were treated for minor 
ment in London and will seek to injuries when a 14-pound bomb . 
reopen the Protestant-domi- exploded in a truck at Desert- 
nated Northern Ireland Parlia- martin, near Londonderry, 
ment at Stormont, suspended by damaging several stores.
Britain last month. In Belfast, the British Army
Despite the anger of the pro- reported the’capture of a man 
IRA women, many mourners at officials said may be the chief 
Mrs. Crawford’s funeral ex- arms supplier of the IRA.
Legislation Being Formed 
To Fill State Taxes Gap
g5’.,.^5aS, 0 ।make a parking area. The|
Telephone 763-5396. tf Vernon, British Columbia. church had been built in 1832 on '
Judgments dated October the site of the original St. Pat- 
13th., 1970 in favour of Third rick>s Church sniritual homo nf & Puhlman Electric Ltd.; r J? !. • f
October 26th., 1970 in favour of Insh Catholics in Quebec since jjy THE CANADIAN PRESS 
IWinman’s Home Furnishings the earliest immigrants arrived
Ltd., November 4th., 1970 in in the 17th century. With the federal government’s
favour of Penticton Glass and withdrawal from the estate taxMillwork Ltd • November 4th I CONFERENCE SITE field at the ,end of 1971, legisla- 
1970, in favour of Gedig Mill- MONTREAL (CP) Mont- tion is being hammered out by 
work Ltd.; November 26th„ real will be the site of a large- the provinces to fill the gap.
11970 in favour of Lavington sca^e international conference Since the details are still 
Planer Mill Ltd • November on children’s theatre June 14-18. being worked out in most prov- 26th., 1970, in favour of O.K. I ^ll,b®. th® first such confer-itfces. t^ effect on the taxpay- 
Plumbinc Heatinc and Roofinc ence beld ln North America, ers remains uncei tain. Pre- 
Ld-.Tanua™ 12th 1971 inThere wlu be four visitinS Euro- viously, the federal governmentfavour "Do?Alo«r XvinS pean companies-the Moscow remitted a share of its estate 
“’(S T"® Central Children’s Theatre, the tax revenue to the provincial 
Ion business under the firm |jon creange Theatre from Bu- governments.
name and style of Aladdin s charest, the Laika Puppet Thea- Albertans received the best 
Carpet Sales; and January 1^ Warsaw and the Young news. The province, which had 
125th., 1971, in favour of Home vic from London. Four Cana- previously renounced its share 
Oil Distributors Limited. djan groups, two' French and of tbe federal tax, has an- 
I Terms of sale: Cash. two English, also will be repre- nounced that it has no intention
sented. of entering the field.| Dated at Vernon, British] The three Maritime provinces
COURIER PATTERNS
Printed Pattern




R. G. Downing 
Deputy Sheriff of the 
County of Yale.
DEPARTMENT OF LANDS, 
FORESTS, AND 
WATER RESOURCES
BOOKS FOR THE BLIND
HALIFAX (CP)' - Pre-
recorded cassette tapes are 
opening the world of literature 
to the blind. At the Maritime di­
vision of the Canadian National 
I Institute for the Blind here, cat- 
I alogues of books are available
_ ______ as well as a portable tape recor- 
| There will be offered for sale I S^er; or ieadlng machine. The 
at public auction by the Forest P™*8 from mystery nov-
right to acquire three Special
Use Permits for the purpose of WANTS RACES
SNUG KNIT PONCHO
The travel-everywhcre knit 
poncho is for YOU!
INSTANT KNIT . . . Make 2 
Identical pieces. Use big need­
les and bulky yarn or 2 strands 
knitting worsted. Pat. 863: 
8 (child’s 2-6): M (child’s 8-12); 
L (teens, misses 8-16) Ind,
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS In
9128 SIZES 8-18 z
SUPER TERRIFIC!
private cabin sites situated at DARTMOUTH, N.S, (CP) — 
Fish Lake, Beaver Lake and This city wants to be host to the 
Summerland Dam No. 3, all World Canoe Championships in 
within the Okanagan Forest 1974, and as a first stop has con- 
Reserve. tributed $20,000 this year to
Provided anyone who Is un-1 jtnrt a fund for the occasion, 
able to attend the auction, in kast summer the ^Canadian 
person may submit a sealed panoe Association Champion- 
tender; to be opened at the rsbjps imd tbe North Amer can 
hour of the auction and treated |9a”®c Championships were held 
as one bld. ”e,e’
Particulars may be obtained NEW MAPS
from the District Forester, 'EDMONTON (CPI — J4cw 
Kamloops, British Columbia, or road maps, designed to over-SUPER TERRIFIC TRIO . . ......................... .
sew shirt tunic, punts, sportive the Forest Rnnger, Kelowna, come the frustration.1) of trying 
Ho find places on a huge map 
- which takes up most of the
coins, (no h.hiiiim,. please) lor ciuchct' polyester or|Brltlsh Columbia,
each pattern—add 15 cent* cotton knits to live, vacation, jHi i sag I 
for each pattern, for Arst-c travel in! Noto diagonal neck. DOUKHObOrS Wailt 
mailing and special bundling Printed Pattern 9128: NEW .
—to Laura Wheeler enre of Misses' Sizes 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, Tn EXDaild SurVICGS 
The Kelowna Daily Courier, in. size 12 (bust 34) tunic, nnnts r??L“he elo na aily ourier, ig. Size 12 (bust 34) tunic, pants 
Needlccraft Dept., 60 Front St. yards 45.|nch.
W., Toronto. Ontario resident* g e V E NT Y-FIVE CENTS
I space in the front seat of a car, 
have been put out this year by 
the Alberta government travel
cess of $300,000 in the net value 
of an estate after deducting ex­
emptions and all debts. Gift 
taxes start at 15 per cent for the 
first $25,000 and rise to 50 per 
cent for amounts exceeding 
$200,000 after exemptions.
Finance Minister Raymond 
GarneaU of Quebec has said tile 
province will not move into the 
estate tax field as such but will 
take other measures to ensure 
that it does not lose as a result 
of the federal move. Details of 
the adjustment are expected 
shortly when Mr, Garneau 
brings down his budget.
The throne speech at the
have accepted a federal offer to 
continue collecting estate and 
gift taxes for them for the next 
three years for a fee of three 
per cent.
Introducing identical bills, 
which' will be duplicated shortly 
by Newfoundland, the govern­
ments of Nova Scotia, New 
Brunswick and Prince Edward 
Island agreed to exempt all es­
tates under $50,000 from estate 
tax and to Increase the exemp­
tion for spouses to $500,000 from 
$150,000. ■
GIVES BASIC BREAK
The legislation also gives chil­
dren and grandchildren with a 
basic exemption of $10,000 each 
with an additional $1,000 for 
each year if they aro under the 
age of 20. Infirm children under 
the age of 17 will receive an ad­
ditional exemption of $l,Q00 a 
year.
The Maritime legislation also 
provides exemption from gift 
tax for charitable donations of 
up to $15,000 n year and gifts of 
up to $5,000 a year to a spouse 
and $2,000 to any other person.
The rate of succession duties 
in the Maritimes will range 
1 from ,10 per cent on the fimt 
$10,000 to 50 per cent for any ex-
opening of the Ontario legisla­
ture last week announced that 
the government is undertaking 
a major study with a view to a 
complete revision of the Succes­
sion Duties Act. In the mean­
time, it promised a gradual re­
duction of succession duties as 
offsetting revenues accrue from 
capital, gains tax.
Legislation is before the Mani­
toba legislature to establish a 
succession duty and gift tax but 
some details arc not yet known, 
■ The estate tax exemption is 
$150,000 for preferred benefici­
aries with an additional $50,000 
for the spouse, other benefici­
aries would receive a $50,000 ex­
emption,
Infirm children would receive 
an additional $1,000 exemption 
for each year under the ago of 
17.
The Manitoba bill provides an 
exemption for charitable be­
quests of 20 per cent of the net 
value of the estate, 50 per cent 
of the total value of such be­
quests or the unused portion of 
the $150,000 exemption for pre­
ferred beneficiaries, whichever 
is greater.
Charitable gifts during the do­
nor's lifetime would be free of 
both succession duty and gift 
tax unless made at the time of 
an illness because of fear of 
death.
INTRODUCING




Richard is the son of 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Cordo- 
ccdo of 1930 Abbott St. 
He has o; sister, Cathy.
Richard is a grade 
nine, student at Kelowna 
Secondary School. Out of 
school he enjoys playing 
softball, football, anti 
bnske,tball as well a.i 
skiing.
Richard has had hln 
Courier route for the 
the past three months 
and delivers on River­
side Ave., Lake Ave., 
McDougal St. and Ab­
bott St.
Richard says:
"I like delivering the Courier because I enjoy meeting
• burenu. A reduction In width
GRAND FORKS, B.C. (CP)—• and n slight increase in length 
Young Doukhobors from across allows the maps to fold into two 
Western Canada want to expand even purls instead of three un­
TOMORROW AT SUPER-VALU, WED., APRIL 5 
\ DOWNTOWN - ORCHARD PARK .
people and making new friends. Also I enjoy earning my 
own pocket money and like servicing my customers and/' 
lacing "almost" my own boss." \
11? YOU WOULD LIKE TO JOIN THIS YOUNG 
INDEPENDENT BUHINICBHMAN BY ACQUIRING YOUR
VERY OWN ROUTE, SIMPLY MAIL THIS COUPON TOt
add 4c rntlc* tax. Print plainly (7\„7 a t -
PATTERN NUMBER, your pSL) for cSch Xttcni-ndd 8CrVccs ,of ,com,nu"- cven ones ns formerly.
NAME and ADDRESS VI “ » , cacn aua centres to Include sports OTiMnvnv rnn.irrNA E, ana nuMuswo. 15 cent, for cj|ch pattern for v r « STA PEDE GIMMICK
1072 Necdlecraft Catalog- fhaVclass mailing and special "|giou" services now offered CALCsARY (CP) - Aid, Erle 
Knit, crochet, embroider gifts, handling. Ontario residents add 1 t»1c rcoucst to narents groims Musgrenve says the Calgary- lormSaSl'SX'SSu«.-, -w .! I
NEW instunt Mncrunic SI2*E, NAME, ADDRESS find mnric durlntf the weekend! chenp (ourlfit gimmick to help 
Baale, fancy knots. Pattern $1. STYLE NUMBER. bv about 60 votina Dotikhobors increase attendance. Musgrenve
NEW Easy Art of Hairpin Send order to MARIAN from British Columbia Alberta «»y'1 tl,c Stampede is muking 
Crochet has 26 patterns $1. ' MARTIN, care of The Kelowna mid SuRkatchcwan attending a moncV by displaying "the arll- 
Instont Crochet Book-Stop- Dully Courier, Pattern Dept., s<..ninar snonsored bv the Douk- fac,R of n w°«'n-o«i culture. I 
by-stop pictures, pattern*. IE 60 Front St. W„ Toronto. h0bor Youth National Executive \hoPc lo ftCC thc cnd of ,bls l’1‘nc' Complete Instant Gift Book- SEE MORE Spring Fashions Gmndl ^ccuuve» > hopefully by the end
more than 100 gift*. $1. and choose one pattern free THie youths also called f o r I S——ll‘ _______'
Complete Afghan Book-41, from new Spring-Summer' Cat- Russian-English bilingualism in
1« Jiffy Rug* Book 60c. alog. All size*! Only 50c. the Doukhobor community while WINE
I Book of 12 Prize Afghans. 60c INfTTANT SEWING BOOK stressing their dedication to Quebecer* drunk 5.6-milllon
I Quilt Bobk I—16 pattern*. 60c sew today, wear tomorrow. 11. maintaining their Russian cul- gallons of wine in 1971. or
I Museum Quill Book 2—60c INSTANT FASHION BOOK— tural traditions and a pacificist ’ nearly one gallon for every icsi-
I Qullta For Today-r-60c Hundred* of fashion facts IE wav of life, » '
I ’ ‘ . A ' '
Galnes
DOG MEAL
25 lb. bag - - *3.79
SUPERVALU
"DESIGNED FOR- KELOWNA SHOPPERS"
D. P. GAUDREAU, 
CIRCULATION MANAGER 
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER
Nnmo ....ii.—.J...——i....................... .. ................................................. ..
1 , 1 I
Addrciis --.............................................. . .............. .........1 / 1 ,, ■ 1 > 
School ............... . .......................................
Ago ............... Phone............. ..............
\ I would like to have my own Courier Route.
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By Georgi C. Thosteson. M.D.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: I've al­
ways believed that the only 
time a woman, could become 
pregnant was tn the middle of 
the menstrual cycle; that is. 
two weeks after the menstrual 
period. ’,
Then my sister told me that 
pregnancy can occur any time 
before and after the period. Ex­
plain this and tell me who gets 









DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE —Here’s how to work it: 
A X Y D L B A A X R
Is L O N G FELLOW
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
used for the three L's, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words ;____




CIP PVVPRAP BD LRBJUPHSP 
IKFYRS YC CB KTTUNYC; R B C
I K F Y R S Y C , € B A B R D P V V N B Q Z
YSRBZERAP.-ABRDQAYQV
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: HAVE CONFIDENCE THAT IF 
YOU HAVE DONE A LITTLE THING WELL YOU CAN DO 
A BIGGER THING WELL TOO.-STOREY
BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
i;5 b a
I J« I 3
By Phil Interlandi
(0 F**turw Uc., |$n. M’aiU r«Mrv«<i,
"Probably one o( the great leaps of all time.Too bad it . 
















.. LOCATED ON A 
. BRIDGE OVER THE
RIVER MARNE, IN
MEAUX, FRANCE.













[I ALI FAX (CP) - Four 
p n y a government officials 
[led a twoday tour recently of 
va Scotia’s technical cduea- 
hal I n s 11 t u t I o n s, G. It. 
piwirichla, scn|or deputy .per- 
Inent si'Ci Jtary in the mlins- 
I ol education, summed up 
I gloup's (list brief exposure 
[Canada by saying "the pco- 
| are warm, but the weather 
told.’’ The group headed for 
mionton from Halifax.
WATCH FOR ni Ll.ETS 
(ONT)ON, Ont. <CP> C.ti-
is it advisable to take a bath? It 
not, why?—L.F.
Neither one is totally correct, 
so why don’t you agree to pay 
the bet to whichever gets preg­
nant next?
Pregnancy can occur only 
within three days or so of ovula­
tion—the ovum remains viable 
for a relatively short time. So 
does the male sperm. So all-told 
there’s a period of several days 
during which pregnancy is pos­
sible:
Ordinarily ovulation occurs 
about 14 days before the next 
menstrual period—after all, not 
all menstrual cycles are the 
same length. A period normally 
follows ovulation by a couple of 
weeks but you have no way of 
predicting how long after the 
preceding period ovulation may 
occur.
Furthermore tension, illnesses 
(mild or otherwise) and such 
matters can cause a variation 
in the time of ovulation.
Finally, it is known .hat on 
occasion women will ovulate 
more than once in a single 
cycle. People who know the 
most about it are able to, indi­
cate with reasonable success 
when ovulation is likely to occur 
in a particular woman but 
they’re ali too smart to be too 
positive about it, because they 
know of these occasional varia­
tions.
Yes, it’s advisable to take 
baths then. There isn’t any rea­
son why you shouldn’t, there’s 
an old wives’ tale that you 
shouldn’t wash your hair at that 
time but there’s no reason for 
that idea. It’s just an an ancient 
superstition.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: What Is 
the normal number of pounds 
for a girl to swell up during or 
before her monthly period? 1 
seem to gain about 10 pounds. It 
i s extremely uncomfortable. 
Would appreciate some advice. 
-B.L.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: During 
the monthly menstrual period,
It varies from one person to 
another and 10 pounds is on the 
high side, although there have 
been women troubled by greater 
gains than that.
The weight gain is accumula­
tion of fluids in the system. This 
occurs before the period and be­
gins to subside when the period 
starts.
Drastically curtailing t h e 
amount of salt on your food 
(and, of course, avoiding salty 
foods such as potato chips, 
pretzels, salted nuts, salty, 
meats or other foods processed 
with salt) for 10 days or so be­
fore the period should help. The 
reason: Salt helps to retain 
water in the body; reducing salt 
prevents as much from accumu­
lating.
You may find jt advisable in 
addition to ask your doctor 
about prescribing a dieuretic (a 
medication to increase the re­
lease of fluids) for a week or 
two before each period.
Although you are more trou­
bled than the average girl, your 
trouble is by no means unusual 
and the two suggestions above 
ordinarily help. More exercise 
can be helpful, too.
CONTRACT BRIDGE


































Opening lead—king of hearts.
What is that magic something 
that makes one person a very 
good player and another only 
an average player? Probably 
the expert’s greatest single as­
set is that he displays very good 
judgment in practically every 
situation, while the average 
player often falls down on mat­
ters that are well within his 
ability but that he fails on none­
theless.
Take this deal where West 
leads the king of hearts, which
; > * •»
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South wins with the ace. What 
should declarer do now?
. It would seem normal to draw 
trumps, lead the nine of clubs, 
and finesse. If West had the 
king, South would make the 
slam; if East had the king, he 
would go down one because 
East would return a spade after 
West had signaled in spades as 
the trumps were being ex­
tracted,
But the expert might make 
the contract, assuming -he ex­
ercised his usual care. He would 
not draw trumps at once, but 
would stake his chances on a 
club finesse at trick two.
He would hope West had the 
king of clubs, but all the same 
he would allow for the possi­
bility that East had it. If the 
finesse succeeded, he would 
then draw trumps and thus 
make the slam.
But if the finesse lost, he 
would still have a fair shot at 
the slam because East—not see­
ing everyone’s cards—might re­
turn a heart instead of a spade, 
thus handing South The con­
tract. Remember that East, un­
der these conditions, would not 
have had a spade signal from 
West and might go wrong.
Delaying the extraction of 
trumps has much in its favor 
and might well account for all’, 
the difference between making 
the slam and going down one. 
It would also demonstrate the 
use of very good judgment.
YOUR HOROSCOPE
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5
Aries (March 21-Aprll 19): 
Overcoming impatience makes 
a difference; your day is pro­
ductive and busy. Enjoy the 
rush of afternoon diversions.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): 
Assume details beyond your 
reach, facts that are incom­
plete or still need to be for­
mulated. Wait for better un­
derstanding.
Gemini (May 2I-Junc 20): A 
favorite charity benefits and 
you get needed space by giving 
what is useless or outdated. 
Follow your own opinion.
Cancer (June 21-JuIy 22): 
Discretion helps you kCep to 
your course, Asking needless 
questions leads to coinplica- 
tio.is. Pursue single-handed 
creative projects.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Luck 
is with you, but don't push it 
too far, A 'brief pause brings 
a second thought and may save 
a critical moment. Think ns 
you go.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Scpt, 22): 
Take nothing for granted 
about partners and things you 
share with them—check for 
agreement. What you miss do­
ing ean fit another time,
snowmoblllng in the dune area 
nt Camp Ippcrwash, 32 miles 
northwest of London on\ Lake 
Huron. A Canadian Forces Base 
spokesman said the ’(lunes are 
In the path of various firing 
ranges,
MINORITY HAS ARMS 
'WHITEHORSE. Y.T, (CP) - 
There is little chance Indians 
will turn to violence to support 
their demands, says Tony Bel­
court, president of the Native 
Council of Canadin But Indians 
may take stronger'actlon in the 
future. Belcourt says there arc
small groups of Indians who 
have cached arms ’to use in the4 of southwestern Ontario .p d.,.. ...... . ....... IM uu-
e waim-d1 m a Icitrv ip (he exeii, of x lo'lcnee, Inil they mt ih 
is to retrain fioin walk.ng m small injumiy. । 1
CAT'S FuNKY.
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Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): 
Choice of action narrows; you 
must stick to the most impor­
tant relation, keep things sim­
ple. Social activities are better 
postponed.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A 
story going around has an add­
ed twist; be sure you know 
what it is before you act on it. 
Daily routines arc done with 
minimal effort.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dcc. 21): 
Take a second look before 
plunging into speculative ven­
tures. Let others do most of the 
talking, match for the gaps as 
well as the dramatic points.
Capricorn (Deo. 22-J an. ID): 
You may as well accept some 
changes now and get ready for 
more later. Find some reason 
to praise associates, give credit 
where it is due.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb, 18); 
Personal relationships encoun­
ter theatrical moments. Don’t 
expect immediate response to 
your ideas, take on only those 
things you can -manage alone,
Places (Feb. 19-March 20); 
Don't go anywhere that Isn't 
clearly a part of your proper 
pathway to progress. Friends 
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Woman Is Ruled Ineligible 
For Nursing Home Care Plan
PALMERSTON, Ont, (CP) 
— A 103-.vcnr old woman han 
been told fihc's ineligible for 
coverage under the Ontario
government's extended 
Ing home care plan,
nurs-
Mary Belden got a letter 
last week signed hy G. J..
Chatfield, co-ofdlnator of the 
government program, which 
tolti her she was ineligible "on 
thryiasls of medical need,"
U n <1 c r legislation which 
came Into effect last Satur­
day, Mrs. Belden, and every 
other resident of an Ontario 
nursing home, had to apply to 
the government (or coverage.
Hugh Clark, owner of the 
CUrkwood Estates Nursing 
Home, where Mrs, Belden has 
lived for Ilie last live, years, 
said, he was ।surprised whep
she was ruled Ineligible, 
"Someone ?t Queen’s Park 
must have made a grown 
error. We’re going to appeal 
this decision.
\ "She’s probably one of the 
oldest residents of a nursing 
home anywhere In the prov­
ince," said Mr. Clark.
To ho eligible for the gov­
ernment plan, a patient nrnwt 
have a doctor certify that at. 
loa»t l'i hours of nursing (’arc 
a (lay arc needed. The govern­
ment then pays S9 a day and 
the patient 13,50 for nursing 
care.
Mr, Clark said Mrs. Bel­
den's pliyscinn didn't give 
very elaborate reasons why 
she deserves extended care. 








found the Tasaday people, only 
24 in number, at their ca\cs 
4,000 feet up in the mountains.
The expedition gathered data 
on the primitive cave dwellers 
and mapped their living and 
working area to protect it from 
future exploiters Of the sur­
rounding forest. Preparing to 
break camp Saturday, the scien­
tists found their helicopter was 
out of commission. Food was 
running low and it would, take 
eight to 10 days to hike down to 
the. base camp, some 50 miles 
away.'
the area. Naslrabad, also calledm 1 1/»1! A A t e area. aslra a , als  calleTornado Kills 4Q #bout w»-. . north oi Dacca.Lindbergh And Scientists 
Evacuated From The Jungle
orth f a ca.
Sources close to Sheik Mujt- 
bur Rahman, prime minister ofIn Bangladesh
DACCA (AP) — A tornado 
with winds of 150 miles an hour, 
smashed through the northern 
Bangladesh towns of Naslrabad 
Sunday.
Officials said 40 persons are 
known dead and 200 in hospital, 
with the death toll expected to 
go higher. ,
The storm struck at' about 
dusk and lasted less than half 
an hour. First reports said at 
least 5,000 homes were razed, 
leaving 30,000 persons homeless.
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CHOKE OF ROUTES
Map locates proposed routes ment issued its long-awaited 
for transporting oil across analysis of environmental im- 
Alaska. The Interior Depart- pact oi the proposed Trans-
the new country, said he would 
visit the devastated area Tues­
day.
MANILA (Ap — Charles A. 
Lindbergh and Philippine scien­
tists stranded in the jungle with 
a colony of 20th-century cave 
dwellers were evacuated Sun­
day by helicopter.
Lindbergh, the American who 
made history 45 years ago with 
the first non-stop solo flight 
across the Atlantic, was smiling 
broadly after the unexpected 
end to the 11-day expedition.
“We were in no danger but
ge were stranded and running 
low on food," Lindbergh said 
here after the 47 members of 
the expedition were flown to 
their base camp in the southern 
Philippines.
The U.S. Air Force was called 
in after the expedition’s helicop­
ter broke down, stranding the 
scientists in the mountainous, 
damp Tasaday Forest about 600 
miles south of Manila.
On March 23, the scientists
RAIL SERVICE
Daily rail service was estab­
lished coast to coast in Canada 
in 1886.
NEW COURSE 
MONTREAL (CP) - Sir 
George Williams University has 
started a course on Armenia’s 
history and culture to be con­
ducted entirely In Armenian. 
About 30 members of Mont­
real's 10,000-strong Armenian 
community have signed up for 
the non-credit course developed 
under a continuing education 
program to respond to commun­
ity needs.
SIMPSONS-SEARS
Tune color without looking! 
Right on the button
Color TV in 3 great decor-matching styles. And great
features. Push-button color tuning, for example.
ay
*4
Alaska pipeline, indicating 
that a route through Canada 
instead would be far less 
destructive.
Former Tanker Firm Head >XS«S'>S
Man Macdonald Talked To r
OTTAWA (CP) — When En­
ergy Minister Donald Macdon­
ald tried to pursuade an aide to 
President Nixon last week to 
abandon plans for an oil tanker 
route from Alaska along the Ca­
nadian coast, he was talking to 
the former president of a tanker 
company.
That man is Peter M. Flani­
gan, who is the top White House
adviser on U.S. oil policy.
In 1968, while a fund-raiser 
for President Nixon’s election 
campaign, Mr. Flanigan was 
president and managing direc­
tor of Barracuda Tanker Corp.
He held 3.9 per cent of the 
stock in Barracuda tanker, says 
America, Inc., best-selling anal­
ysis of the power of U.S. corpo­
rations. The book says Barra­
Way To Store Frozen Skin 
Is Developed By Doctors
BOSTON (AP) — Doctors 
have developed a way to store 
frozen skin for up to six months 
and use it to shorten the treat­
ment of burn victims.
Spokesmen at the joint skin 
bank of Massachusetts General 
Hospital and the Shriners Burns 
Institute say the development 
has eliminated many problem? 
associated with conventional, 
two-week skin storage.
Dr. John F. Burke, a chief-of- 
staff at the Burns Institute, says 
keeping skin refrigerated , for 
two weeks has many draw­
backs. , ’ .
"You may have a lot of do­
nated cadaver skin from dead 
persons in a period of three or 
four days when you don't need 
much,” Burke said. "Three 
weeks later you may develop a 
great need and find the conven­
tionally stored material out-
freezing method. .
Bondoc soaks the skin in a 
15-p e r -c e n t glycerol solution. 
The glycerol, which does not 
freeze, diffuses into the skin and 
replaces water. The treated skin 
is placed in a plastic envelope
which resists a wide range of 
temperatures and seals itself off 
from the outside bases and liq­
uids.
FAST FROZEN
These skin packs are cooled 
to 256 degrees below zero, the
cuda was formed solely to 
charter tankers at least until 
1985 for Union Oil Co. of Califor­
nia.
Union Oil is a member of the 
group of corporations seeking to 
establish the tanker route carry­
ing Alaska crude to U.S. West 
Coast refineries.
PREFER CANADIAN ROUTE
Mr. Macdonald went to Wash­
ington to state Ottawa’s prefer­
ence for a pipeline through the 
Mackenzie Valley. The Cana­
dian government and environ­
mental groups in both countries 
say the tanker route is more 
pollution-prone.
The minister said he returned 
wdth the impression that Wash­
ington fayors the tanker route. 
He also met Interior Secretary 
Rogers Morton.
The account of Mr. Flanigan's 
connections in America, Ine., by 
authors Morton Mintz and Jerry 











and no donor in sight." 
Conrado C. Bondoc, a 
member of both institu- 
developed the long-term
temperature of the liquid nitro­
gen used for the freezing, 
Bondoc says the rale of thaw­
ing the skins is more critical 
than freezing it.
"You can get away with fast 
freezing, but you can’t g, t away 
with slow thawing,"1 Bondoc 
said. "Tiie skin must be thawed 
in less than one minute."
Using Bondou’s method of 
freezing and packaging, the skin 
thaws in seconds when the 
packet is immersed in 98.6 de­
gree waler.
Charge Made By U.S. Senator 
Contradicted By Statement
sold his 308 shares in Barracuda 
to other stockholders Feb. 25, 
1970, havipg become a White 
House assistant in April, 1969.
They describe him as a pow­
erful influence on U.S. govern­
ment oil policy.
The authors say that less than 
a month after Mr. Flanigan sold 
his shares, the U.S. treasury de­
partment excepted one of the 
tanker company’s ships from 
regulations barring it from tak­
ing oil from one U.S. port to an­
other. It had been barred from 
coastal shipping because it 
sailed under a foreign flag—Lib- 
erial.
WAIVER WITHDRAWN
But a week later the waiver 
was withdrawn, Hie authors say, 
under the threat of congres­
sional investigations.
They say White House press 
secretary Ronald Ziegler, told 
reporters Mr; Flanigan had
Contemporary
26" Color TV
You had a really fine picture. Then it 
got scrambled. Maddening! Unscrambling 
was frustrating . . . took time, patience.
Even so, color was never QUITE the 
same. Good bye to all THAT .. .
I
Simpsons-Sears,$ jEL 00'
Price 07 S Ea.
WASHINGTON <AP» - Fin- 
nncinl statements on file at the 
Sequritics and Exchange Com­
mission contradict a charge by 
Senator George McGovern that 
International Telephone and 
Telegraph Corp, paid no federal 
Income taxes for the last three 
years.
: McGovern made his .charge 
against the giant conglomerate, 
storm centre of Senate hearings 
on President Nixon's nomina­
tion of Rickard Klelndlcnst as 
nttorney-general, on the CBS 
Sunday television show Face the 
Nntton.
The South Dakota Democrat 
said documents on flic with the 
SEC and used by members of 
the Senate Judiciary qommltten 
tn questioning corporation Pres­
ident Harold Geneen last 
Wednesday Indicated the corpo­
ration paid no federal income 
tax for 1968, 1969 and 1970.
He also charged the corpora­
tion listed a controversial 
3400,000 contribution to the Re­
publican national convention ns 
a business expense, He later re­
tracted that charge,
and T paid more' than $207 mil­
lion in income taxes of which 
about one-half' were U.S, income 
taxes, 1
He also said the company 
paid more than $195 million in 
1970 of which about 2R per cent 
went for U.S, federal income 
taxes. He listed $174 million as 
tile figure for 1968.
Financial statements the com­
pany is required to filo with the 
SEC were examined today and 
support the figures.
been "unaware" of the waiver.
Mr, Flanigan has recently 
been linked to the decision of 
the U.S, justice department to 
stop a n,t i -t, r u s t court action 
against International Telephone 
and Telegraph Corp.
That decision allegedly fol­
lowed an l.T. and T, offer of 
funds to the Republican party 
for its national convention this 
year. The l.T. and T. issue has 
been a hot American political 
one in recent weeks.
Just push the button and presto! that 
terrific picture is right back where it wag 
•— instantly. Unscrafnbled . . . ready 
for your complete enjoyment. Magic? 
I\o other name for it! Try it and see.
Automatic preset color provides the best 
color and tint at the touch of one button. 
Slide controls for ease of tuning, Automatic 
fine tuning locks in the best picture on every 
channel. Instant start: picture and sound in 
10 seconds. Rolls easily on four swivel casters. ’
OPEN 24 HOURS
In its .statement of consoli-l 
dated Income for the years 19661 
through 1Q70, the company lists j 
income taxes paid to the U.S, 1 
government and to foreign and! 
state governments, Thp figures 
are listed in a manner Hint 
could have led to jnisinterpre-1 
’ tatlori.
The tax figures are In par­
entheses, In many financial 
statements that Indicates a neg- 
alive amount such ns a business 
loan, In the company .statement 
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1505 Harvey Ave. 762-2822
A corporation spokesman In 
New York said that In 1971 I T
NAMED WINNER
TORONTO (CP) - Anthony' 
Brian Jackson, 28-ycar-old grad­
uate of Oxford University, has 
been chosen from six contest­
ants as winner of the 1972 Heinz 
' Unger scholarship for young 
conductors. Jackson, a native of 
Peterborough. Ont, and at 
Kcncnt conductor of the Peter- 
rough Symphony, wlt| use the 
8500 acliolarsliip to further his 
musical studies.
SEE MORE
SE BETTER on your ;
CABLE TV SYSTEM
PATio
Burcera 3 for St.CHU
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Blends beautiful styling with mjperh technical crnftRmnnebip. 
Brings you vjewing kiiig-nize. At a king-aizc saving. And no 
other fictH made are easier to tunc; you set. the controls,just 
ONCE, including the "memory-finer tuning; a simple flick 
and ths automatic.,fine time control and powerful circuitry 
brings in best picturc\and sound electronically. Colorgnrd keeps 
colors EXTRA vivid even if set is moved. Starts instantly*— 
no wnltiiig for yninn-up. Convenient slide controls make tuning 
bo simple. Super Brito picture tube, AND puUi-button color 
tuning, Fine features I Great viewing!
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Ea.
A contemporary color TV with, perfect* color 
tuning with the push of a button, Automatic 
fine tuning control locks in the best color 
picture on every channel. Instant start for 
picture and sound in 10 seconds. Walnut grain 
cabinet. <
Park Free While You Shop Simpioni-Searf, Orchard Park, Kelowna,
1
NEW CHANGE ROOMS
A building with change and 
sanitary facilities is being 
constructed beside the Rut­
land swimming pool. Finan­
ced through the Regional Dis-
trict of Central Okanagan. park, facilities in the hall are
the building will increase the 
enjoyment and comfort of 
people using the pool. Be­
side the pool in the centennial
being extended. It is hoped 
all new facilities will be fin- 
. ished by the Victoria Day
DISTRICT PACE ij' ' ivff' 1 T I* Hears Differing TestimonyRutland, Winfield, Oyama, Peachland, Westbank
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Teen Bowling
Champs Decided
photographer and three law en­
forcement officers testified at 
the Angela Davis murdcr-kid- 
nap-ponspiracy trial that they 
,li e a rd shouted demands at the 
Marin County Civic Centre 
shootout to free the so-called So- 
, ledad Brothers.
to repeat his statement—and 
then asked whether he meant 
noon or midnight.
"He said 12 o’clock today,“ 
Kean said, explaining that ht 







RUTLAND (Special) - The 
teen bowling league came to an 
end last’Wednesday as they 
bowled a block of four games 
to determine a rolloff cham­
pion.
Many trophies were awarded 
after the last game had been 
rolled, but it took that last 
game to declare the winner, 
as many teams were close af­
ter the third game.
Team number 14 took the 
rolloffs with 4261 and they were 
also league leaders and the 
bowlers were Doug Runzer, 
Danita and Anita Lischka and 
Ken and Ron Newton.
Bruce Gordon with 333.
Most improved bowler award 
for juniors went to Cindy Klas­
sen and to Mark WieSbeck. For 
seniors the awards went to 
Sharon Sands and to Darrel 
Mitchell.
The league leaders are now 
qualified to bowl in the inter­
house rolloffs which take place 
April 19 at 7 p.m, All leagues 
who bowl at Valley Lanes will 
enter two teams and this year 
there are 20 teams.
The annual banquet and 
awards night will be held for 
all leagues on April 21.
B flight winners, with 4245, 
were James Ivans, Debra ■ Ell- 
chuk, Debbie Farrell, Mary;
i The highest single game ot Buried Saturday 
the v ear was rolled by team I
number five, Linda Sticn. Shar-1 Graveside memorial service 
on Sands, Marg Heemskerk, and internment of ashes in the 
i Darrel Michel and Ron Gelow- family plot were held April 1 at
Mrs. Sanderson
But in testimony Monday the 
four men, whq were in the same 
courthouse corridor, all remem­
bered different phrases called 
out during the minutes when 
three black convicts and an ac­
complice took Superior Court 
Judge Harold J. Haley and four 
others hostage. Four of the hos­
tages were slain, including the 
judge.
’The state claims that Miss 
Davis furnished guns and 
helped engineer the Aug. 7, 
1970, violence because she was 
driven by passion to free 
George Jackson, one of the Sole? 
dad Brothers.
Miss Davis, 28. has pleaded 
not guilty. She termed the 
state's passion motive "utterly 
absurd" and labelled prosecutor 
Albert Harris’s thinking “a 
symptom of male chauvinism.”




that registration has ended fori I 
minor baseball, plans are being 
made for the coming season,
The farm league has boys 
aged 7-9, the little league boys 
aged 10-12, the junior Babe 
Ruth boys aged 13-15 and sen­
ior Babe Ruth boys aged 16-18.
The mothers’ auxiliary holds 
its first meeting of the season 
at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday at the 
home of Mrs. Frank Petillion, 
670 Belgo Rd. All mothers of । 
boys registered for the four 
teams can be auxiliary mem­
bers, says president Mrs. Ray
tlic San ” Rafael Independent- : Stearns. However, not 
Journal testified that the kid- < do, she added.
many
itz the Peachland Cemetery for a
Individual awards went to the native daughter of Peachland.
Sanderson. whoi following pedple: Juniors, girls’ Dorothy M. , 
'high average went to Danita'passed away March 24 in Ccy-
I Luschka with 214 and Doug Run- Ion, aged 47.
zer picked up the high average 
for the boys, also 214. High 
triple went to Anita Lischka 
' with 761 and to Gordon Daniel 
weekend for people to enjoy \ with 753. High single game, 
during the annual .Rutland i Linda Jakubowski with 295 and 
May Days. . (tp Roger Mirka with 320.
'Courier Photo) i
NEW PLANTS
Seniors, high average for 
girls went to Lorena Lischka 
with 219 and , Gordon Baxter
with 212. High triple went to- Wiul £11^11 LLipiV W.CHL LU
Marijuana worth an estimated There were 67 new manufac- ^jarg Heemskerk with 734 and 
849 million was confiscated by taring plants opened in Edmon- Dan Flegel with 817. High game
South African police in 1971. ton during 1971 went to Mary Beres 298 arid to
Dr, R. D. Mitchell of the 
Peachland United Church offici­
ated, with. J, R. Swift, president 
of Branch 69, Royal Canadian 
Legion, conducting the legion 
ceremonies for this long time 
active member and past secre­
tary of the branch.
Mrs. Sanderson was active in 
many community projects in­
Curling Club, the Peachland 
United Church and was a for­
mer Guide leader in the com­
munity.
nappers invited him to photo­
graph the abortive escape try. 
He said convict William Christ­
mas told him: "We are the rev­
olutionaries.”
The veteran photographer 
said that as the hostages .were 
being led.to a courthouse eleva­
tor convict James McClain 
said: "Tell them we want the 
Soledad Brothers released by 12 
o'clock."
The auxiliary usually 
chocolate bar sale to
Cat blamed
KITCHENER. Ont. (CP' — A 
cat was blamed for starting a> 
mattress fire that caused 87001 
damage to a home here. Fire-j 
men found a table lamp had i 
been knocked onto a bed and i 
the hot bulb started the fire. No 
one was at home.
has a 
raise
money for the teams, also helps 
with uniforms and other mat­
ters, says Mrs. Steams. Since 
the auxiliary functions only 
between May and June, officers 
usually continue for two years. 
Vice-president is Mrs. Bill Wos- 
tradowski, secretary Mrs. 
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NORDAM IMPORT 
282 Bernard in. 763-3810
Theatre trouble down below. There is a momentary furor 
fn Penticton over the recent production of Rudolf Besier’s, 
The Barretts of Wimpole Street by the newly organized 
Students and Teachers Occasional Players, or STOP, as the 
group calls itself. I had been forwarned and told to be, pre­
pared to receive some tickets and was all geared to go down 
. . . but the tickets never arrived due no doubt to said furor.
Everything errupted over a communication purporting to 
demand that Penticton citizens boycott the "Barretts” because 
it was not a Canadian play. And that during the run of the 
plaiy by someone who had not even bothered to see the play.
The production was given a fine review in the Penticton- 
Herald by James Onley and my friends tell me it was very 
• well received and worthy of public support.
I will not go into all the ramifications of the current Pen­
ticton theatre trouble except to say I was glad to hear that a 
well organized group was at last anxious to do plays in Pen­
ticton—any play as long as they got going. And I was glad to 
hear about the "Barretts” because it is a good play. Not just 
doing a play the group thought the public would like and turn 
' out' for. ■
T wonder if all the hue and cry over Canadian content 
could.be as destructive to theatre in Canada at large as it 
should be constructive. I think the. important thing is for 
local theatre groups such as those in Vernon, Kelowna and 
Penticton to be organized and vigorous and th(e. Canadian con­
tent will look after itself. I hold as an example the Canadian 
play as done by Torn Kerr’s Youth theatre last fall.
Canadian content cannot be all that important since Tom 
Kerr’s play did not get invited to Theatre Canada festival to 
be held in Saskatoon May 21-27. The Gateway Players of 
Saskatoon arc doing the controversial Hadrian the Seventh.
Publicity releases for the festival neglect to give play­
wrights' names, To me the most serious sin of omission, 
theatre-wise, there is. One cannot be certain at this end how 
many Canadian plays there arc in this year’s Festival. I do 
not own a Canadian play catalogue that is up to date.
I shudder to think of what would happen if I was deprived 
of all mv Mozart, Beethoven and Chopin just because they 
arc not Canadian composers. And don’t think it isn’t being 
tried or thought of. Tho trouble with dictatorship is that it 
creeps up on us a little at a time, The only criterion'for Cana­
dian content should be quality. Nothing less, and nothing else.
Last Wednesday I was invited to the Kelowna Senior Sec- , 
ondary School fashion show and student art exhibit. The 
Courier's Women's Editor, Mary Greer, has covered the 
event fully. Fashion shows are not in my department but art 
shows arc.. Although latterly T have-been shying away from . 
.them,
The teaching of art in the schools can be meaningful or il 
can be something completely unrelated to the thoughts and 
aspirations of tho student himself. What I saw nt KSS proved to 
be meaningful and In some cases quite outstanding, But one 
would have to wait to learn what their, art work has in rela­
tionship to life as it is lived today in tho world at large.
it was a pleasure to find the Co-ed Club members gra­
cious and outgoing in meeting the public. There is a fine hand 
at work with these young people. It is the sumo atmosphere I 
find at Immaculata and at Rutland Secondary. The reception 
given makes me want to go buck.
The girls in the fashion .show Were without exception 
lovely to look at and glory be, carried themselves beautifully, 
But then most of them arc athletes and bodies arc in superb 
condition. It seemed the taller the girl, the better the carriage, 
■ And they all knew what to do with the diaphragm, Congrat- 
hk illations KSS.
M But why an organ when KSS has such fine student music 
w facilities" I do not mean anything detrimental to Mr, Pclech- 
r aty’s performance throughout. I( was enjoyable , , . very much 
so. But it seems to , me there should be an Integral ion of the 
music department of tho school with other efforts such ns 
Theatre-club or the Co-rid Chib, ,
The "Music Man" Barbershop Quartet entertained sup. 
crbly. The boys are back in the Barbershop groove again, 
thhnk heavens, Thank you girls and Mrs. Cassidy,
SAVE30%
Good value is just fine, but 
good value plus top styling 
is even better. Right? 
Well that’s exactly what
you get in our 
jacket and jeans
Save $2.11 On Denim Flares
The best style and price combination we know of! 
Rough and ready 11 % oz. denim in today's latest look 
for jeans. Big 24" flares. Button through fly. Low rise 
waist. 4 patch pockets. Sanforized eptton denim in 
Navy only, 8,10,12,14,16,18.
Jean Belt.Vinyl coated leather. All.around perforations. 
Contrast stitching. Black, White. 22-34. $3.
$4.01 Off Brushed Cotton Jacket
It’s the style and fabric that every boy wants.The new 
shirt-look in soft touch sueded cotton with contrasting 
top stitching. Button front, button cuffs, two patch 
pockets. |n Grey, Wine, Bronze, Purple, Blue, Orange. 
8,10,12,14,16,18.
On Sale 'til
5:30 p.m. Saturday 
While Quantities Last
ODD HATS
RUTLAND 'Staff। - , Odd 
hats \iill lie in evidence nt 2 
p m, Api il 19 when the United 
Church Women present their 
annual Mud Hatti,ns'' Tea m 
the Centennial Hall, Prizes will 




also the best 
children's ones, There will also
be goods (or sale, entertain' 
incut and rrficQimcijts,
CANVASSERS SOUGHT
RUTLAND • Staff) - Mrs, 
Gus Adolph is looking for vol. 
unteci's to canvnss during the 
.unnitid Conquer Cancer Cam­
paign, April 14-22. This is spoil- 
ored by the 1 Canadian Cancer 
Society, About 20,000 was col­
lected last year hi the Central 
Okniuignn.'
Team captains hi Rutland 
arc Mrs. Tom Cowell, A. A, 
Clements, Mrs. Bernard Dev­
ereux, Mrs, W, M. Jurome and 
Mr. and Mis. W, M, Combs
rVj ’ di
MlV 0 ‘PfVCI •
A PUBLIC STATEMENT
"Il is out bnliol ih.it Mu liquid delnrqnnt is one 
I of tho luui»t and most ellectivt' piiulm It you
can get for Ihe ptiee. Out ; B an exltunu'ly 
low ptolii, liiqfi vniiiniu bcuiil Io of 
litilo advemuiq Mu hy. u, n.iity bi'rii 
Canada's tuq-ie >i •.rliuii) I,»«,»»»<| hu over ten 
yeac,.'Women lovu.it l<u nu.
|il<’a .uiq mint and p.iHuail.wly fot its iu« u, 
Ot lOiultt, thn^n atu other fMcnllnni')uand». 
hut. wo Minged you n,y mu Mu and Imd out 













Available from coast to coast in 
Canada through all Simpsona- 
Sears stores, this very special 
offer Is the sincerest effort 
Slmpsons-Sears can make to 
bring you merchandise that 














A. A long-sleeve sport shirt with up-to-the-minute 
fashion styling. Perma-Prest Polyester/Cotton blend. 
4" long-point collar and 2-button cuffs. Navy, Black 
or Brown; sizes S-M-L.
K. A great match-up with "Lee" jeans, this Blu 
denim jacket features 2 dome-closing pockets. Co 
frost color stitching. Available in even chest sl» 
36 to 46. '• \
'f
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rAGE II KELOWNA BAHT COO1IEB. TCT8., AFAIL 4,1ST?
THE SHIRTS AND SLACKS
Simpsons-Sean "Salute toYouth" Is now in full swing! Look for fashion shows, contests, priies, displays ... lots of fun and excitement throu8hout tht itoit.
SIMPSONS-SEARS
SHIRTS






Low Pricev Sale 
Price
* *' ■ ■ *
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>*• x ^xxx: >
. A 07Simpsons-oears JMH Jr 
Low Price ^UL " ?
Chambre Weave




Low Price | u
,, <M. **, '.y
Wife:
B. Long sleeve chambre shirt Is Perma-Prest to keep 
its good looks. 2-button cuffs and 4" collar. 2 patch 
pockets with flaps. Navy, Red, or Brown; S-M-L.
Double Knit
Simpsons-Sears WP w B 
Low Price O < " 
“ Ea.
D. Short sleeve styling In a nylon/cotton blend. The 
latest look of Denim with, 11." zipper opening, 2 patch 




F\ Made of cowhide, l-Ti" wide belts 
i^ave semi-dress buckles with 1 or 2 ■> 
prongs. In assorted fashion colors, 
sizes S-M L.
G. Florc jeans cut from a 
comfortable nylon/cotton blend of 
doublcknit fabric. Super slim style. 
Sizes 30 to 38,'with unfinished in- 




Low Price B pr
H. Cotton jeans, with great flarc leg 
styling and a super sllrii fit. Patterns 
dnd plains in 100% cdlton. Choose 
from Blue and Brown colors. Sizes 30 





Low Price B r • '
Ea,
E. Short sleeve styling withi 4">long-point collar. Yarn 
Dyed tablecloth check pattern In Red, Navy, Black or 
Brown. Perma-Prest polyester/cotton blend. S-M-L.
J. Choose from trim-fitting flares or 
slim-fit jeans with tapered legs. Both 
with thpt famous "Leo" styling. 
Curved front and patch back pockets, 




Park Flee While You Shop Simp»on»-Seara, Orchard Park, Kelowna. Sinii>»<>nvSf ar»; Mrn'rl CrrurI Shop (III Kelowna 713-5844
